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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Amending Approval

Valley relating to the
construction, operation, and reclamation of a waterworks system. Specifically, the Amending
Approval allows for the construction of a raw water storage reservoir which will supply the
Town's potable water treatment plant. The latter provides the mtmicipal water supply to the
Alberta Environment issued

an

to the Town of Turner

Town's residents.

Appeals Board received Notices of Appeal from Ms. Roxarme Walsh and
Ms. Linda Abrams. A Preliminary Meeting was held to address a number of preliminary
motions. The Board found that Ms. Abrams was not directly affected for the purposes of these
appeals. The Board found Ms. Walsh directly affected because she was a resident of the Town
who was entitled to use the municipal water supply for her personal and household uses and she
raised specific concerns about water safety.
The Environmental

At the

Heating
1.
2.

3.

the Board heard arguments
Is the

on

the

following

issues:

Amending Approval

sufficient to protect the Town of Turner
from contamination to ensure a safe water supply?

Valley's

water

supply
Is using clay from the site as a liner for the raw water storage reservoir the best
practicable technology to protect the stored raw water from contamination arising
from previous industrial activity?
Was the testing, investigation, and remediation of the site prior to and during
construction adequate to identify risks from possible contaminants onsite,
including the possible contamination of onsite clay used for the construction of
the liner?

Appeal

Hearing, the Director
concluded there was merit in providing more detail about water quality monitoring in the
Amending Approval. Therefore, the Board recommended the Amending Approval be varied to
include the proposed specific conditions regarding groundwater and stored water quality
monitoring requirements. Additional monitoring of the interceptor pipes was also proposed as
well as a requirement for the preparation of response plans for specific possible contaminants
and a shut down clause for the reservoir if contaminant levels are exceeded. The parties to the
appeal all generally agreed these conditions should be included. Because of the essential
Over the duration of events since the Notice of

was

filed until the

contributions to risk management associated with the

monitoring

permeability performance

the Board recommended the

of the reservoir's

Holder submit for the Director's
errors

the
The

in the

clay

liner

monitoring
as

approval

programs and

a

a

detailed

specific

test

sampling

and

protocol

for

expected
Approval

analysis protocol to minimize
evaluating the permeability of

built.

Amending Approval

was

issued with milestone steps in order to address the

circumstances of the site chosen for the

development.

clay liner,

programs and the

reservoir,

an

area

special

of historic oil and natural gas

Amending Approval was
issued. The site was assessed as the reservoir was constructed, and although it might have been
beneficial to gather more information prior to the Amending Approval being issued, the Board
determined the site has now been adequately assessed for sources of contamination, given the
monitoring programs recommended to be adopted and validated.
The Director received substantial information after the

Although the Board concluded the Town should have fully considered the merits of installing a
synthetic liner in addition to the clay liner for the reservoir as a potentially more cost-effective
alternative to relying on water quality monitoring, the Board found the use of a clay liner would
provide adequate protection of the water supply provided an extensive monitoring program is
effectively implemented and the expected permeability performance of the clay liner is
adequately verified.
The Town commissioned

a

quantitative

risk assessment which

purported

to

show that it

was

essentially impossible for industrial contamination from the reservoir site to harm the health of
Turner Valley residents through their drinking water supply. This risk assessment did not stand
up to scrutiny at the Hearing and the risk predictions were modified from effectiveIy zero to
being sufficiently small as to be tolerable in comparison with other public risk decisions. The
distinction is important as it correctly focuses the need to assure that monitoring and testing
programs are accurately performed, because there is no room for complacency about assuring the
safety of the Town of Turner Valley's water supply.
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I.

BACKGROUND

[1]

September 8, 2006, the Director, Southern Region, Regional Services, Alberta
(the "Director"), issued Amending Approval No. 1242-01-05 (the "Amending
On

Environment

Approval") under the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. E-12
("EPEA") to the Town of Turner Valley (the "Approval Holder" or the "Town") relating to the
construction, operation, and reclamation of a waterworks system for the Town of Turner Valley,
Alberta. Specifically, the Amending Approval allows for the construction of a raw water storage
reservoir (the "Reservoir"). The Reservoir will supply the Town's potable water treatment plant,
which provides the municipal water supply to the Town's residents.
[2]

On October 13 and

17, 2006, the Environmental Appeals Board (the "Board")

Appeal from Ms.
Amending Approval.

received Notices of

appealing
[3]

the

Roxanne Walsh

(the "Appellant")

On October 13 and 23, 2006, the Board wrote to the

and Ms. Linda Abrams

Appellant, the Approval
acknowIedging receipt of

Holder, and the Director (collectively the "Parties") and Ms. Abrams
the Notices of Appeal and notifying the Approval Holder and the Director of

requested the Director provide the Board with a copy of the
relating to these appeals, and that the Parties and Ms. Abrams provide
mediation meeting, preliminary meeting, or hearing.
Board also

[4]

According

practice,
Conservation Board and the Alberta Energy and
matter had been the subject of a hearing or review
responded in the negative.
[5]

to

standard

the

record

appeals. The
(the "Record")

available dates for

a

the Board wrote to the Natural Resources

("AEUB") asking
respective legislation.

Utilities Board

whether this

under their

Both boards

Appellant applied

Stay

Amending Approval,
and the Board determined there was sufficient information to consider granting a Stay.
However, before making its determination, the Board requested the Approval Holder and
Director provide written submissions responding to the Stay application. The Director and
Approval Holder provided their responses on October 27 and 30, 2006, respectively, and final
submissions were received from the Appellant on November 10, 2006.
On October 18, 2006, the

for

a

of the

-2-

[6]
filed

On October 27, 2006, the Director notified the Board that Ms. Abrams had not
a

Statement of Concem and the issues raised in her Notice of

Valley's water supply to the
properly apply to a separate application

Appeal,

the connection of the

Town of Tumer

Town of Black Diamond's water

more

for

approval

an

and that

no

such

supply, would
application had

been filed with Alberta Environment.

[7]
question

10, 2006, the Approval Holder

On November

Amending Approval

wrote to the Board and raised the

required, rendering the appeals and Stay
issue moot. On November 10, 2006, based on the suggestion by the Approval Holder that the
Amending Approval was not required, the Board asked the Approval Holder to notify the Board
if it intended to make a request to the Director to cancel the Amending Approval.
to whether the

as

[8]

was

14, 2006, the Approval Holder requested that the Board hear

On November

bring a Stay application, the status of the
Statement of Concern which should have been filed by the Appellant, and that security be posted
by the Appellant to indemnify the Approval Holder against losses attributed to any delay.
arguments

on

the

standing

Appellant

of the

to

[9]
On November 17, 2006, the Approval Holder made
motions, specifically with respect to the jurisdiction of the Appellant and
Notices of Appeal.
[10]
Director, and
the Approval

On November 20, 2006, the Board received
on

November 22, 2006,

Holder.

copies

Additional documents

were
were

a

preliminary

Ms. Abrams to file the

copy of the Record from the

on

Appellant,

Abrams, and
May 16, 2007, September 27,

forwarded to the

provided

additional

Ms.

2007, November 22, 2007, and January 23, 2008.

[11]
On December 14, 2006, the Board notified
Preliminary Meeting would be held on February 8, 2007, to

the Parties and Ms. Abrams that

hear oral arguments

on

the

following

issues:

Stay request

filed

by

Walsh;
October 27, 2006, that

Ms.

"1.

the

2.

Ms. Graham's motion of
Statement of Concern;

3.

whether Ms. Abrams'
October 23, 2006);

appeal

was

filed late

Ms. Abrams did not fiIe

(see

a

a

the Board's letter of

-3-

27, 2006, that the issues stated in Ms.
Abrams' Notice of Appeal are not related to the current Amending
Approval before the Board, that these issues would be the subject of a
separate application to the Director for an approval, and that such an
application for an approval has not been filed with Alberta Environment;

4.

Ms. Graham's motion of October

5.

Ms. Anderson's motion of November
may not have been

required, rendering

9, 2006, that
the

appeals

an

and

Amending Approval
stay issue moot;

14, 2006, regarding the standing of

6.

Ms. Anderson's motions of November
Ms. Walsh to bring a stay application;

7.

Ms. Anderson's motion of November 14, 2006, regarding the status of the
Statement of Concem which should have been filed by Ms. Walsh;

8.

Ms. Anderson's motion of November
security be posted by Ms. Walsh to
attributed to any delay;

14, 2006, regarding the request that

indemnify

against

the Town

losses

2006, regarding the jurisdiction

9.

Ms. Anderson's motion of November 17,
of Ms. Walsh to file a Notice of Appeal;

10.

Ms. Anderson's motion of November 17, 2006,
of Ms. Abrams to file a Notice of Appeal; and

11.

the issues to be heard at

regarding

the

jurisdiction

hearing should one be heard."
the Preliminary Meeting, including

a

procedures for
the requirement that
written submissions be provided to the Board and the other Parties and Ms. Abrams by January
24, 2007. The Board also requested that the Approval Holder provide a further explanation of its
motions regarding "the status of the Statement of Concern which should have been filed by Ms.
Walsh," and "the jurisdiction of the Appellants to file a Notice of Appeal."
The letter also set the

[12]
provide

20, 2006, the Approval Holder stated it would not be able to
a further explanation of its motions until closer to the January 24, 2007 deadline, and it
asked whether the Appellant and Ms. Abrams would provide copies, prior to the Preliminary
Meeting, of any new material they would be relying upon. The Board responded on January 12,
2007, explaining that it required a further explanation of the Approval Holder's motions in order
to provide the other Parties and Ms. Abrams with sufficient information and time to prepare an

adequate

On December

response to the motions.

submissions

was

to

explained the purpose of the written
submit any supporting documents that they

The Board also

have the Parties and Ms. Abrams

rely on at the Preliminary Meeting, as well
arguments they intended to rely on to present their ease,
intended to

as

to

include all of the evidence and

and all of the evidence and arguments

-4-

reasonably be anticipated to respond to the submissions of the other Parties and Ms.
Abrams. The Approval Holder provided its explanation of its motions to the Board on January
16, 2007. It stated issue 7 no longer had to be addressed. It clarified that issues 9 and 10 were
meant to address whether the Appellant and Ms. Abrams meet the Board's directly affected test
and whether the grounds of appeal in their Notices of Appeal relate to the Amending Approval.1
that could

[13]

January 16, 2007 letter, the Approval Holder objected to the potential
persons without standing to participate in the matter and to obtain a Stay without the basis
their request being examined.
In its

for
of

[14]
On January 22, 2007, the Board provided a response to the Approval Holder's
January 16, 2007 letter. It clarified the issues to be heard, taking into account the Approval
Holder's explanations. In response to the Approval Holder's concern that a Stay may be granted
without the Appellant being subject to cross-examination, the Board revised its Preliminary
Meeting procedure to allow for the Appellant and Ms. Abrams to present oral evidence and then
be subject to cross-examination by the Approval Holder, and it required the Approval Holder to
produce a witness who would be subject to cross-examination by the Appellant and Ms. Abrams.
The Director was given the option to produce a witness. The Board also explained that the
legislation allows it to permit participants to speak to the issues prior to determining standing of
the Appellant and Ms. Abrams, and this approach makes the most effective use of time and
The Board reassured the Approval Holder that, even though the Board would hear
resources.
evidence on all of the issues identified, it would only consider the issues that needed to be
considered, and therefore, issues such as the Stay application and issues to be heard at a hearing,
if one is held, would only be considered if at least either the Appellant or Ms. Abrams was found
to have standing.
[15]
the Board's

January 23, 2007, the Approval Holder sent the Board suggested changes to
Prelim'mary Meeting procedure. The Board responded on January 25, 2007,
On

On December 22, 2006, the Board notified the Parties and Ms. Abrams that Mr. Ian Clarke with the
Historic Sites and Cultural Facilities Branch of Alberta Community Development contacted the Chair of the Board
to ask whether the Chair would serve on a panel concerning the reclamation and historic issues of the Turner Valley
Gas Plant. It was explained that the Chair did not request any details of the panel or the issues and Mr. Clark was
told the Chair was unable to participate because there was an active appeal before the Board that may be indirectly
connected to the panel review. The Parties and Ms. Abrams were instructed to inform the Board if they had any
concerns. No concerns were received by the Board.

-5-

explaining

the

fairness

all Parties and Ms. Abrams at the

as

proposed agenda

principles of
Preliminary Meeting

did not meet with the

the issues. The Board stated its standard

practice

is to allow each

natural
are

justice

entitled

participant

to

to

procedural
speak to all of

and

present evidence

and then allow those adverse in interest to cross-examine them. The Board stated this process is
more efficient and results in more complete information being provided to the Board because
evidence often

overlaps

[16]
January 26,

The Board received the written submissions from the Parties and Ms. Abrams

between the issues.
on

2007.

[17]
provide expert

Approval Holder notified the Board that it intended to
evidence on the issues raised by the Appellant and Ms. Abrams, and the experts,
who were identified as authors of the various reports supplied by the Approval Holder during the
application process, would be available for cross-examination by the Appellant, Ms. Abrams,
and the Board. The Approval Holder also expressed concern that Ms. Abrams was scheduled to
be a participant for all of the issues considered at the Preliminary Meeting, even though the
Approval Holder did not believe she was directly affected or had filed a valid Notice of Appeal.
The Approval Holder stated that unless the person is found to have standing as an appellant, they
cannot participate in the process beyond arguing the issue of standing.
On

January 29, 2007,

the

[18]
On January 31, 2007, the Board received a copy of an e-mail sent from the
Appellant to the Approval Holder requesting a full copy of the Approval Holder's application
and questioning whether Tab 197 of the Record was considered the application. On February 1,
2007, the Approval Holder responded to the Appellant's e-mail, stating it was too late in the
process to raise new issues or concerns and the information she was seeking was aIready in her
possession. The Approval Holder stated the Appellant was asking the Approval Holder to
answer a legal question when she questioned whether Tab 197 of the Record was the application.
According to the Approval Holder, it was only a small portion of the application, and the
Appellant had months to raise concerns regarding the sufficiency of the information in the file.
The Approval Holder then stated the Appellant and Ms. Abrams were not entitled to crossexamine the Approval Holder outside the hearing process and all future questions were to be
directed to counsel.

-6-

February 2, 2007, the Board acknowledged the e-mails and the January 29,
2007 letter from the Approval Holder. In response to this correspondence, the Board explained
the purpose of the Preliminary Meeting is to determine the issues set out in the Board's letter of
January 22, 2007, including whether the appeals of the Appellant and Ms. Abrams are validly
before the Board and the standing of the Appellant and Ms. Abrams. The Board stated the
Approval Holder can raise its concerns regarding the participation of the Appellant and Ms.
Abrams at the beginning of the Preliminary Meeting. The Board requested the Approval Holder
provide the names of its witnesses.
[19]

On

[20]

On

[21]

The Board held

February 1, 2007,

attempting to
obtain a copy of the "Joint Water Reservoir Proposal" from the Town of Black Diamond, but she
was told in a letter from the Town of Turner Valley's engineers to the Approval Holder that the
document could not be released. On February 5, 2007, the Board requested the Town of Black
Diamond provide a complete copy of the Joint Water Reservoir Proposal to the Board, including
a copy of the letter from the Town of Turner Valley's engineers.
Ms. Abrams notified the Board that she

Preliminary Meeting

was

February 8, 2007, to determine a
number of preliminary matters. The Board's decision was released on May 2, 2007. 2 The Board
determined the Appellant was directly affected by the Amending Approval as the water that
would be stored in the Reservoir would be the source for the Town's potabie water treatment
plant, and in turn, the municipal water supply the Appellant was entitled to use for her personal
and household use. Ms. Abrams was found not to be directly affected because, among other
things, she was not a resident of the Town, and as a result, her appeal was dismissed.

[22]

a

on

received

an

Heating for June 21, 2007, at Black Diamond, Alberta.
to the Board's advertisement notifying the public about the Hearing, the Board
intervenor request from Ms. Linda Abrams on May 16, 2007, and on June 1, 2007, it

received

an

intervenor request from Ms. Sue Williamson.

The Board scheduled the

In response

2

See:

Environment,

Preliminary
re: Town of

Motions:
Turner

Walsh and Abrams

v.

Director, Southern Region,

Valley (2 May 2007), Appeal

Nos. 06-07I and 072-I131

Regional Services,
(A.E.A.B.).

Alberta
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[23]

The Board

Submissions

intervenors'

[24]

the Parties

provide

requests

concerns

as

the issues raised

were

would hold

Approval

would be covered in the Parties' submissions.

effectively in response
Parties that the Hearing for June 21, 2007,
another Preliminary Meeting to deal with

Holder.

the intervenor requests.

4

to

a

was

the

therefore,

the

3

request from the Town, the Board

adjourned,
concerns

instead, the Board
raised by counsel for the
and

The Board instructed that the matter of the intervenor requests would not be

Prelim'mary Meeting.

addressed at the

[25]

on

similar to the Parties' interests and

On June 6, 2007,

notified the

submissions

received June 5 to 7, 2007, and from June 11 to 18, 2007. The Board denied

were

the intervenor

requested

Appellant copied the Board on a letter she sent to the
Minister of Environment expressing concern regarding the location of Water Well No. 7 and the
potential of it being contaminated with substances associated with past practices of the oil and
gas industry. The Appellant expla'med her concerns were separate and apart from her appeal
On June 11, 2007, the

before the Board.

19, 2007, the Approval Holder copied the Board on a letter it sent to the
Minister of Environment. In the letter, the Approval Holder noted the Board determined the
It stated the Board
status of Water Well No. 7 fell outside the parameters of the appeal.

[26]

On June

expanded
Reservoir,

Town
4

of

the
and

appeal beyond what it believed
"...the appeal has become a piece

relevant to the
of

political

proposed

theater for the benefit of Ms. Walsh

Region, Regional Services,
(A.E.A.B.).
Preliminary Meeting were:

See: Intervenor Decision: Walsh v. Director; Southern
Turner Valley (30 July 2007), Appeal No. 06-071-ID2
The matters dealt with at the June 21, 2007
Length of the Hearing,
1.
2.
Date for Hearing,
3.
Submissions Filing for the Hearing,
4.
Issues for the Hearing,

Examination,

5.

Cross

6.

Pre-Meeting

7.

of Experts,
Document Production/Access to

9.

Wimess,
Stay Application,

I0.

Mr. Ham's Letters of June

11.

Inquiry

8.

vs.

Appeal.

Information,

and June 5,

2007, and

construction of the

Alberta Environment,

re:

-8-

and that the Board has turned what is

allegations of Ms. Walsh."
education, experience or expertise in

upon the unfounded

"...has

no

supposed

to

The

appeal into
Approval Holder

be

an

sweeping inquiry based
commented the Appellant

a

relation to the issues before the EAB...."

Preliminary Meeting, the Board considered each of the
concerns raised by counsel for the Approval Holder in detail and the Parties and Board discussed
alternative dates to hold the hearing. A tentative date was scheduled for November 13 and 14,
2007. The Board provided its responses to the concerns raised by counsel for the Approval
Holder at the Preliminary Meeting and provided written confm'nation of the responses to the
[27]

Parties

[28]
Hearing

At the June 21, 2007

on

June 29, 2007.
After

was

hearing

re-scheduled for November 13 and 14, 2007, in Turner

[29]

On

[30]
required

On

[31]

On June

Preliminary Meeting,
Valley.

from the Parties at the June 21, 2007

the

July 12, 2007, the Approval Holder sent a letter to Dr. Udo Weyer, consultant
for the Appellant, and copied to the Board, explaining the Approval Holder was prepared to
cover some of the costs for drilling and sampling, that was discussed at the June 21, 2007
Preliminary Meeting, but it would not fund Dr. Weyer's complete research into the Reservoir. 5
July 12, 2007, the Appellant provided the list of reports and data sources she
from the Approval Holder. As a result of the June 21, 2007 Preliminary Meeting, it was
decided the Board would provide an order for the documents. On July 20, 2007, the Board
provided the formal order requiring the production of the reports and data sources. The
documents were received August 8, 2007.
29, 2007, the Board confirmed

the

Hearing

was

scheduled for November

13, 2007, and submissions from the Parties were due September 27, 2007, for the
Appellant's initial submission, October 12, 2007, for the Approval Holder's and Director's
response submissions, and October 26, 2007, for the Appellant's rebuttal submission.
12 and

It should be noted that the Board did not order the Approval Holder, or any other Party, to undertake any
work other than locating and providing the Board with a number of existing reports and data sets. In particular, the
Board did not order the Approval Holder or the Appellant (or her consultant) to undertake any drilling, sampling, or

-9-

September 6, 2007, the Appellant notified the Board that she would be unable
to meet the September 27, 2007 deadline for submissions due to difficulties in obtaining field
data. She requested an extension until October 15, 2007. The Director explained he was waiting
for an interim report that was a couple of weeks away from being completed. The Approval
Holder stated it was in a position to meet the deadlines and that the Heating must go ahead as
[32]

On

scheduled.

[33]
the

On

Appellant

submissions

September 20, 2007,

to file her submission.

October 19, 2007, and

on

granted an extension until October 4, 2007, for
The Approval Holder and Director were to provide their
the Appellant's rebuttal submission was now due October
the Board

29, 2007.

[34]

On

September 26, 2007,

Phase III environmental site assessment

Appellant asked the Board
from the Approval Holder.
the

to

request

a

copy of the

[35]
On September 27, 2007, the Board wrote to the Parties, noting the Amending
Approval expired on December 1, 2007, and an application for a new approval was being
considered by the Director. The Board expla'med it was unaware of the expiry date at the time
the Hearing was scheduled, and neither the Approval Holder nor the Director mentioned the
expiry date of the Amending Approval at the June 21, 2007 Preliminary Meeting. The Board
expla'med it would be unable to provide its Report and Recommendations to the Minister before
December 1, 2007, and the Minister would then require time to review the Report and
Recommendations prior to making his decision.
September 27, 2007, the Board acknowledged a request from the Appellant to
have two weeks after the Approval Holder and Director provide their submissions to file her
rebuttal submission. The Board did not grant the extension because receiving the submission on
November 5, 2007, would not have provided sufficient time for the Board to adequately review
[36]

On

the submission.

[37]

other

The

new

research

Appellant provided

regarc•mg

the site.

her submission

on

October 4, 2007.

-10-

[38]
On October 1, 2007,
complete a Phase III environmental
denying the Appellant's request for
Parties. The Approval Holder stated
2007 date to November

13 and

Approval

the

Holder notified the Board that it did not

site assessment report.

receiving comments from the other
the adjournment of the Hearing from the original June 21,
14, 2007, rendered the appeal process moot because the
an

extension without

Amending Approval would expire before the Minister
on the Board's Report and Recommendations.
[39]

It also took issue with the Board

would have time to make

decision based

a

16, 2007, the Approval Holder notified the Director, and copied the
Board, that it was withdrawing its application in respect of the raw water storage Reservoir,
because it did not believe an approval was required to construct the Reservoir. The Approval
Holder stated that because it withdrew its application, there is no effective decision and nothing
On October

for the

Appellant

[40]

to

appeal.

On October 17,

2007, the Appellant requested

On October 18, 2007, the Board received

the

Hearing

be held

as

scheduled.

Approval
Holder, explaining the consequences of withdrawing the application and how the suspension of
the Amending Approval does not affect the Board's process. The Director explained that if the
Amending Approval is cancelled, the Town would be prohibited from using the Reservoir and
the structure would have to be reclaimed. If the Amending Approval was suspended, the Town
could not carry on with construction or filling and use of the Reservoir.

[41]
proceed

letter from the Director addressed to the

a

On October 19, 2007, the Board notified the Parties that the
as

scheduled and extended the

Approval

2007, and the Appellant's rebuttal submission

[42]

The Director

[43]
was

Approval Holder
submission and arguing the
The

not

a

[44]
Approval
Approval

provided

was

then due October
on

longer

30,

2007.

October 19, 2007.

wrote to the Board
no

would

Holder's submission deadline to October 22,

his submission

Board

Hearing

had

on

October 22, 2007,

jurisdiction

stating

the letter

in the matter.

copied the Board on a letter sent to the
Holder explaining the Director would be issuing an extension of the Amending
and original approval because the review of the renewal application would not be
On October 23, 2007, the Director

-ll-

complete by December 1, 2007.
approval and relevant amendments

[45]
November

Approval

13, 2007, and

provide

Holder to

Director's submission
Holder's submission

[46]
wanted to

to

was

an

extension

its submission.

original

was

The

the

Heating

allowed until October

Appellant's

would

proceed

on

31, 2007, for the

rebuttal submission of the

31, 2007, and her rebuttal of the Approval

due November 5, 2007.

On October 26, 2007, the

participate

the Director extended the

October 1, 2008.

extended to October

was

26, 2007,

2007, the Board confirmed

On October 26,
12 and

On October

in the

Heating,

it

Approval Holder notified
was impossible to prepare

the Board that
a

even

if it

submission within the

extended deadline.

[47]
On October 29, 3007, the Board wrote to the Parties, indicating its decision to
proceed with the Heating on November 12 and 13, 2007, and if the Approval Holder did not
provide a response or indicated it did not want to participate, the Board would consider issuing
subpoenas to any witnesses it believed would be relevant to deal with the issues.
[48]
On October 31, 2007, the Director wrote to the Board asking whether it was in
everyone's best interest to proceed with the Hearing without the full participation of the
Approval Holder. He noted there was no pressing need to use the Reservoir as a drinking water
supply and the Approval Holder had undertaken not to use the water as a source of drinking
water until the appeal was resolved. The Board requested the Parties to respond.

[49]
submission

The
on

Board

received

the

Appellant's

rebuttal

submission

to

the Director's

October 31, 2007.

[50]
On November 1, 2007, the Approval Holder notified the Board that it would not
object to a new hearing or rescheduling the new hearing to a future date providing there is only
one hearing of the entire waterworks system and the appeal of the Reservoir would be included
in the new hearing.
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[5 I]
that the

responded

The Board

Approval

2008.6 On
in a January

2, 2007, advising the Parties of the conditions
accept in order to adjourn the Hearing until January

November

Holder would have to

November
2008

on

6, 2007, the Approval Holder notified

participate

the Board that it would

hearing.

[52]
adjoumed

On November

[53]
application

On November 8, 2007, the

6, 2007, the Board notified the Parties that the Heating was
until January 28 and 29, 2008. The Board set the schedule for receiving updated
submissions fi:om the Appellant and Director, and submission deadlines for the Approval Holder
and the Appellant's rebuttal submission.

and

[54]

applying

Appellant

wrote

to the Board

renewing

her

Stay

for interim costs.

On November

15, 2007, the Board confirmed the schedule for providing

submissions.

[55]
concern

Approval

On November 16, 2007, the
that its submission

originally

was

due December 14,

outlined in the Board's November

[56]
on

6,

2007, instead

of December

expressing
21, 2007 as

2007 letter.

2007, the Appellant filed
January 4, 2008, that the Stay was denied. 7
On November 22,

the Parties

now

Holder wrote to the Board

a

Stay request.

The Board notified

The Board's November 2, 2007 letter stated:
"There would only be merit in adjourning the hearing until January if the Town agrees to
participate fully in the hearing. This would mean that the Town would:
(1) file a written submission on a date specified by the Board, providing sufficient time for
the Appellant to provide a written submission;

See:

(2) present opening arguments;
(3) presenting direct evidence through the various technical experts that have been involved
in the project, following which making these experts available for cross-examination;
(4) participating in cross-examination of the Appellant;
(5) presenting closing arguments;
(6) with respect to all of these matters, focus on the three issues set by the Board; and
(7) once the hearing date and procedure set for such a hearing, there would be no further
extensions or adjournments."
Board's letter to Parties, dated January 4, 2008.
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[57]

responded, explaining
number of non-working days

On December 5, 2007, the Board

because it had not taken into account the

the date

was

changed

around Christmas and

New Year's.

[58]

On December 4, 2007, the

[59]

The

Approval Holder asked the Board to allow the
Reservoir to be filled to protect the integrity of the clay liner. The Board responded on
December 5, 2007, explaining it does not have the authority to grant the Approval Holder
permission to fill the Reservoir and that written permission from the Director is required.

Approval

Holder

provided

its submission

report compiled by Dr. Bercha (the "Bertha Report") submitted

Appellant provided her
January 11, 2008, and

14, 2007, with the
January 10, 2008. The

December

on

on

rebuttal submission to the Town's submission of December 14, 2007,

provided a rebuttal to the Bertha Report on January 25,
Board notified the Parties on January 25, 2008, that it would address the admissibility
filed Bercha Report and rebuttal as a preliminary matter at the Hearing.
she

[60]

On December

[61]

On

[62]

The

28, 2007,

Weyer,

2008.

on

The

of the late-

application to the
Board. The Board received response submissions from the Director and Approval Holder on
January 18 and 22, 2008, respectively. The Board notified the Parties on January 25, 2008, that
it would not award interim costs in this appeal given the timing of the costs application.
Dr.

submitted

an

interim costs

January 23, 2008, the Board wrote to the Parties, requesting the Approval
Holder provide the information regarding the blockage of one of the piezometers and the water
levels taken in the previous two weeks. The Board also requested the Approval Holder provide
the missing page of a document prepared by the Town entitled "Description of Operation BCA
Model DF-900-2 Package Water Treatment Plant." In response to the Board's request, the
Approval Holder stated it could not effectively provide the information requested.
Hearing

was

held

on

January

28 and

29, 2008, in Turner Valley, Alberta.
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II.

SUBMISSIONS

A.

Appellant

[63]

The

environmental
the

Appellant argued the
impacts of the Reservoir

properly assess
impose appropriate

Director did not

the technical merits and

and did not

conditions to deal with

impacts.

[64]

The

Appellant explained

water, and she

was

a

[65]

The

Appellant argued

she is

member of the Turner

construction, the Director did

a

Valley and uses the
Resolution Advisory Panel)

resident of Turner

Valley

that before

Gas Plant

granting

the

Amending Approval

and

Town's

during

not have sufficient information related to the accurate location of

all gas and oil well sites and flares in the Reservoir

area

and

up-gradient

of the

Reservoir, the

location and proper decommissioning of septic tanks in the area, proper abandonment and
reclamation of all gas and oil well sites in the area, and all relevant government departments had
been contacted. The Appellant argued the Director should have but did not require further

testing

possible contamination in the area, including finding a transformer, fuel
storage tanks identified with contamination, location of water wells, previous environmental
incidents, discovery of pipelines during excavation, contamination around the Foothills 2 and
Okalta 2 well sites, and pits associated with drilling mud, oil field debris, and flaring.
to

[66]

follow-up

the

Appellant argued the Director did not have sufficient information regarding
the flow and chemistry of the groundwater in relation to the Reservoir.
She suggested
groundwater flow should have been investigated prior to construction in order to establish a
baseline that could be compared to post construction. The Appellant stated the interceptor pipe
was not deep enough to prevent contamination from entering the Reservoir or the Sheep River,
because in many areas, the groundwater table is lower than the interceptor pipe.
The

The

panel's

purpose,

as

outlined in the terms of

Parks, Recreation and Culture

on

the

s

viability

<http://www.gov.ab.ca/acn/200604/19763D

of the Turner

reference, is

Valley

to

advise the Minister of Alberta Tourism,

Gas Plant

as a

provincial

historic

IB97F8C-A710-62E3-8870DFBFCOF20156.html>

resource.

See:
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Appellant stated the type of liner and monitoring of its performance is not
in the Amending Approval. She noted a synthetic liner was recommended in an early
the Approval Holder's, MPE Engineering Ltd. The Appellant argued the clay used for
the liner was not adequately tested for contamination, including salinity, naturally occurring
radioactive material ("NORM" or ''NORMs"), methyl mercury, and polychlorinated biphenyls
("PCBs").
[67]
specified
report by

The

shortcomings
for hydrocarbons.

monitoring program,
which was based on visual and odour detection
The Appellant believed details
about the stored water quality monitoring program should have been included in the Amending
Approval when it was issued. The Appellant argued the reporting requirements in the stored
water quality monitoring program are not frequent enough to ensure a safe water supply, and the
groundwater monitoring program requires more frequent tesfmg of more parameters. She
recommended all piezometers be monitored and groundwater levels recorded, and if
contaminants are found, monitoring should revert to the initial frequency of testing.
[68]

The

Appellant

[69]

The

Appellant suggested

noted there

were

with the

the Reservoir be covered to prevent the

deposition

of

surrounding flaring activities. She noted there is
or requires the identification of all possible gas migration
gas wells that could affect groundwater.

airborne contaminants in the water from

nothing

in the Record that identifies

routes from old

or

[70]

The

[71]

The

abandoned oil and

Appellant expla'med

long history of oil and gas activity, and
contamination has been detected from existing and previous oil and gas wells and associated
debris, pipelines, and processing facilities in Town. The Appellant stated the area where the
Reservoir is located continues to be associated with oil and gas activity from which
contamination will travel through the groundwater system and possibly reach the Reservoir.
the

area

has

a

Appellant stated there were a number of deficiencies in the initial
environmental assessment completed for the Town, referred to as the "Sabatini Report." The
Appellant noted the Sabatini Report only identified three gas wells adjacent to or on the site, but
there are at least eight active or abandoned wells located within 900 metres of the Reservoir. She
noted there were a number of other wells located east and up-gradient of the Reservoir. The
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Appellant
are

noted

not clear.

some

of the wells

location in every map so the true locations
noted three additional wells, the Okalta 4 and 5 and Mainpool 1, are

Appellant

The

are

not in the

same

within 260 metres of the Reservoir and should have been identified in the Sabatini

Report

and

investigated prior to construction of the Reservoir. The Appellant explained some wells have
duplicated names because there are two dowrthole wells but only one surface location, indicating
the possibility of additional wells drilled in the area that were not accurately identified.

[72]
Director

was

discovered

The

Appellant

not

accurate, because the location of the Okalta 4

during

stated the information relied

on

by

the

Approval Holder and the
and Ranger 1 wells were

construction to be 70 to 80 metres away from where records had shown them.

Appellant stated the wells up-gradient of the Reservoir are relevant because
there is likely pollution at the well sites and in the groundwater up-gradient of the Reservoir as
noted by the Director. The Appellant stated a Phase 1 environmental assessment completed for
the Everwood Estates identified 14 oil and gas wells located up-gradient from the Reservoir that
[73]

were

The

drilled between 1914 and 1930, but this information

he made his decision to issue the

[74]
Technologies,
stated there

[75]

The
did
at

was

Appellant
not identify
least

one

was

not

available to the Director when

Amending Approval.

Report, completed by Sabatini
any flares located on or up-gradient of the Reservoir site.
flare located on the land acquired for the Reservoir.
stated

the

Sabatini

Earth

She

Appellant noted the Sabatini Report did not identify any septic tanks in the
area of the Reservoir, but during excavation, a concrete and a wooden box septic tank were
discovered.
The Appellant explained the Calgary Health Region has a guideline entitled
Decommissioning of Septic Systems, which sets out soil and groundwater parameters that should
be tested when a septic tank is removed, including pH, conductivity, calcium, potassium,
magnesium, sodium, soil adsorption rate, chloride, nitrate, sulphate, metals, fecal coliforms, E.
coli, and total coliforms. The Appellant stated the Town's consultant conducted some soil
sampling beneath the tank for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes ("BTEX'),
hydrocarbon fractions F1 to F4, and metals but it did not appear all of the soil and groundwater
parameters

The

were

tested.
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[76]

Appellant

The

certificates

properly

stated the Record has

no

reclamation

the Director did not know for certain whether any of the well sites had been

so

abandoned and reclaimed. She

downslope that
Appellant stated

specifically pointed

out

Okalta 22,

well located 120 metres

has been associated with

contamination.

the

reclaiming

regarding

information

The

Orphan

an

hydrocarbon

Well Association

now

abandoned
and

orphan

heavy

metal

has the task of

Okalta 22.

[77]

Appellant

The

which Okalta 4 and
may not be

Ranger

stated the Director should have considered the time

comparable

periods

in

abandoned, because standards in 1937 and 1945
standards of today. She stated gas migration testing as perfomaed by

to

1 well sites

were

Trace Associates does not determine proper abandonment.

[78]

Appellant

The

stated

Ranger

1 and Okalta 4

Reservoir and therefore should be abandoned and reclaimed to
is

no

adverse

[79]

impact

to the Reservoir

or

are

located in the berm of the

today's

standards to

ensure

there

groundwater.

Appellant argued the Director granted the Amending Approval before all of
the relevant government departments and organizations had been contacted. She noted the
Record does not indicate the Calgary Health Region was contacted regarding the septic tanks
discovered or the results of the tests associated with the septic tanks. She stated the Record does
not indicate whether the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans and Canadian Coast Guard
The Appellant
were contacted as suggested in a letter from the Director to the Approval Holder.
stated there is nothing in the Record to indicate whether the AEUB was contacted regarding the
location of abandoned well sites or pipelines prior to the Amending Approval being issued. The
Appellant believed the Approval Holder had not contacted the AEUB or Canadian Natural
Resources Ltd. ("CNRL") 9 prior to the Amending Approval being issued and construction
The

started.

[80]
at least

The
seven

areas

Appellant argued the Director did
of possible contamination. These

fuel storage tanks within
the Reservoir

9

site,

a

0.4 to 2 km radius of the

require further testing of
areas included the transformer, at least 12
Reservoir site, possible water wells around
not follow up

75 environmental incidents recorded in the

CNRL owned Okalta 4 and

Ranger

1 well sites.

area

or

between 1975 and 2004, the

-18-

discovery

of

pipelines during

excavation that

found

during

the

magnetic

sweeps of the
area, contamination around the Foothills 2 and Okalta 2 well sites and whether it impacts the
Reservoir, and mud, debris, and flare pits up-gradient of the Reservoir.

[81]

The

Appellant argued

lack of documentation of what is

were

not

during

that the discoveries

excavation demonstrates the

and around the Reservoir site.

on

She

questioned

whether

everything that needed to be found was in fact found. The Appellant stated she reported
hydrocarbon odours in relation to the Okalta 2 well to the AEUB in August 2006 which were
investigated by Talisman Energy Inc. ("Talisman"), owner of the Okalta 2 well. The Appellant
stated she was told by a Talisman representative that the equipment had small leaks, but the
equipment was so old and brittle that tightening the bolts may cause them to break off. The
Appellant argued the equipment should be replaced and modernized, particularly at FoothilIs 2,
the closest of the wells to the Reservoir.

[82]
the

The

Ranger

based

on

1 well

Appellant

drilled in 1929. The

was

the age of the

noted that

drilling

mud

of the Reservoir site.
and
on

Ranger

1 wells and

the Reservoir site

stated the Okalta 4 well

or

wells,

mud

pits

Appellant

drilled between 1929 and 1934, and
noted that an assumption was made that,

was

would not be associated with the sites.

The

was

found in relation to wells drilled between 1927 and 1931

The

Appellant argued

on

the

same

up-gradient

property,

these wells
so

and in close

were

the

vintage as the Okalta 4
types of pits or flares exist

same

possible these
proximity to the Reservoir

it is

Appellant
up-gradient

but have not been

located.

Appellant argued a Phase 2 environmental assessment was not done for most
of the Reservoir site even after things were discovered during excavation. The Appellant argued
further investigative work needs to be done in relation to the Reservoir site.
[83]

The

[84]

The

Appellant argued the Director did not have sufficient information regarding
the flow and chemistry of groundwater in relation to the Reservoir. She stated the groundwater
flow had not been mapped for the site. The Appellant explained construction of the Reservoir
prior to baseline testing made it difficult to determine preconstruction conditions that are needed
to predict future changes to groundwater flow due to filling the Reservoir.
She stated the
groundwater flow should have been investigated prior to construction and after the Reservoir

-19was

in

impacts

place

to compare the

results,

to

properly

understand the nature of the

flow,

and

assess

the

to the Reservoir and the environment.

[85]

The

Appellant
She argued

interceptor pipe.
Sheep River because
interceptor pipe.
[86]

there is

no

groundwater

stated the
there is

an

table is lower in many areas than the
increased likelihood of contamination reaching the

apparent filtration program in place for the

water

captured

in the

Appellant pointed to the recognized shortcomings of using a gas monitor
calibrated to methane, in that the equipment is primarily used in confined spaces and because it
She suggested the equipment
was an open excavation, the equipment may not detect any gases.
be calibrated to detect hexane as a means to detect weathered hydrocarbons, Iubricating oils, or
trace metals usually present in drilling muds or other chemicals.
The

Appellant argued the Reservoir Construction Soil, Groundwater and Surface
Water Testing Program as set out in the Amending Approval should require testing of salinity,
NORM, methyl mercury, or PCBs, and it should require updating with the Canadian Drinking
[87]

The

Water Guidelines and the Canadian Environmental Protection

[88]

The

Appellant argued that,

The

spills

33.

Appellant argued methyl

area

and, therefore, NORMs

on

should be

mercury should be tested for because it

was

not

with manometers filled with mercury. She stated natural processes
can transform mercury into toxic methyl mercury, which can pose a health threat by direct
ingestion of potable water containing this form of mercury. Because methyl mercury is found in

uncommon

for

c.

because Alberta Environment tested for NORMs

the gas plant site, it was aware of the concern in the
included in the testing parameters for the Reservoir site.

[89]

Act, 1999, S.C. 1999,

to

occur

exposed to it, the Appellant suggested testing for methyl mercury in the interceptor pipe that
is draining freely to the environment up-gradient to the Sheep River. The Appellant stated
methyl mercury was included in the testing parameters of the Turner Valley Gas Plant because it
fish

was

raised

as a concern.
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[90]

The

identified
on

at

identified in

should be tested for because

Appellant suggested
the Sabatini Report.

a

transformer

was

other transformers may have been used

were

not

The

Appellant argued that, given the unique history of Turner Valley, careful
be taken with respect to testing parameters and frequency of testing of the

consideration must

soil, groundwater,

[92]
upgraded

stated PCBs

the Reservoir site. The

the site but

[91]

Appellant

The

and stored water.

Appellant

stated the Town's current water treatment

to filter out contaminants of

plant

would have to be

concern.

[93]
The Appellant noted the draft groundwater monitoring program proposed water
quality sampling be carried out every six months and water level readings taken every two
months, with the Director having the discretion to reduce the frequency and nature of the testing
if justified over time. She stated the stored water quality monitoring program requires testing the
water quality at milestone levels during the Reservoir filling process, including the well feed
water and stored water, every two to three months over the first 18 to 20 months. The Appellant
argued that, given the site is not pristine or the most ideal for a potable water storage area, she
suggested monthly testing for the first year and bimonthly in the second year, followed by
quarterly testing in the third year to ensure a safe water supply for the Town. She added that all
piezometers should be monitored and groundwater level recorded, and if contaminants are found,
then monitoring reverts back to the frequency in the first year.
[94]
The Appellant commended the Approval
questioned why the Director did not require these tests.
[95]

Appellant
by flaring related
The

Holder for

recommended the Reservoir be

testing

for F3 and

covered, because

F4, and

she

the Town is

petroleum industry activities and toxic contaminants emitted in
flaring may contaminate the water supply. The Appellant explained a number of hydrocarbons,
including BTEX, PAlls, and other toxic contaminants, are emitted in flaring and can cause
adverse health impacts.
surrounded

to

-21

[96]
monitoring

The

Appellant

stated that if the Reservoir

supply

of the Reservoir and the water

[97]

The

are

is not covered,

comprehensive

required.

Appellant

be taken into account.

recommended gas migration from faulty or failing cement casings
She noted a report from the AEUB in which it stated that many of the

potential to contaminate groundwater and become a safety concern. She stated the
AEUB reported that leakage potential will likely increase with the age of the resource well
because materials used degrade with time, leading to higher effective permeability along the
leaks have the

well.

[98]

The

environmental

concerns

a

result of

granting

Appellant argued
the

Director

the

should

have

determined

with the Reservoir and what environmental effects would

Amending Approval.

The

Appellant

stated there

was

the

current

likely occur
incomplete

as
or

inconsistent environmental information about the location of gas wells and other infrastructure in
the vicinity of the Reservoir at the time the Amending Approval was granted and during

Appellant expressed

possible
contamination that had not been discovered or adequately tested. She stated the groundwater
flow was only investigated on the site after the Reservoir was constructed and initiated by her
consultant.
She stated that even though the Director indicated that it is possible for
contamination up-gradient of the Reservoir, it appears there was no groundwater investigation
immediately up-gradient of the site. The AppetIant was concerned about the lack of follow up
regarding the proper abandonment and reclamation of well sites, the remediation of the orphan
well, and public reports on possible water wells in the area. The Appellant did not feel assured
that all regulatory bodies were proactively notified and involved in the investigation of the site.
construction.

The

concern

about further irlfi:astructure and

[99]
The Appellant stated the Director did not require identification of possible gas
migration routes or require follow up of the red flags of possible sources of contamination. The
Appellant argued the Phase 1 environmental assessment was not sufficient to form a conclusion
about contamination in the vicinity of the Reservoir in relation to the transformer, rue1 storage
tanks, tank farm, environmental incidents, water wells, adjacent wells, and infrastructure, and
mud pits. She noted a Phase 2 environmental assessment was completed with respect to the
original pnmphouse location and the utility right of way because contamination was found at
both of these excavated sites.
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[100]
completed

The

Appellant argued

a

for the entire site before the

of and extent of substances of

concern.

[101]

stated the

Amending Approval

clay liner will not be
protect the stored water. She stated groundwater movement
Reservoir will be impacted by groundwater.
[ 102]

The

Appellant

Phase 2 environmental assessment should have been
was

issued to confirm the presence

practicable technology to
key to understanding how the

the best
is

Appellant argued environmental protection should be
process, not after the project is built and operating. She stated the breadth
the monitoring programs are not sufficient given the area.
[103]

The

The

the Town's water

[104]

Appellant
supply from

reiterated that the

contamination to

early in the
testing required in

considered
and

Amending Approval is not sufficient
ensure a safe water supply.

to

protect

Appellant admitted that it is not practical to set aside the Amending Approval
since construction is nearly complete. She recommended a synthetic liner be installed, reabandon and reclaim Okalta 4 and Ranger 1 to today's standards of practice, increase testing
parameters and analysis for stored water, and cover the Reservoir to minimize impacts from
airborne contaminants associated with flaring. If the Board does not recommend a synthetic
liner, the Appellant recommended conducting a Phase 2 environmental assessment of the
Reservoir, re-abandon and reclaim Okalta 4 and Ranger 1 to today's standards of practice, obtain
written confmnation of the remediation work planned and done at Okalta 22, complete
delineation of Foothills 2, Okalta 1A, Mainpool 1, and Okalta 5 contamination and investigate
location of debris, conduct groundwater investigation up and down-gradient, increase parameters
for testing soil, groundwater, and stored water, increase frequency of testing, cover the
Reservoir, and identify any resource wells or strategraphic activity in the area.
The

[105]
Dr. Weyer determined that, under certain geological conditions and permeability
distributions, groundwater could enter the Reservoir at a rate of up to 2 m3/day, and the rate
could be higher if the liner has a higher permeability and certain permeability configurations
exist in the geologic layers.

23

[106]
Dr. Weyer explained
According to Dr. Weyer, a number
possibly with perched water tables.

piezometers in five nests were drilled and installed.
of the piezometers appear to be in unsaturated layers,
He stated the piezometers need a thorough completion
because of the number of fines contained in the sandpacks of the screens. Dr. Weyer stated that
in a number of piezometers, the water level is lower than the elevation of the Sheep River. Dr.
Weyer stated the fines hampered chemical sampling.
19

[107]
Dr. Weyer stated the liner is a siltJclay liner, and the permeability of layers
adjacent to the Reservoir may be one to two orders of magnitude higher than would be expected
in a functioning liner. Dr. Weyer did not expect that compaction of the excavated material
would decrease the permeability of the material, potentially causing leakage of possibly
contaminated groundwater into the Reservoir and leakage of the raw water through the liner to
the Sheep River, picking up pollutants on the way.
Approval

B.

Holder

[108]
The Approval Holder explained the Town's waterworks system was originally
approved in 1997, and the Amending Approval •° imposed a number of additional construction,
operation, monitoring, and reporting requirements as a result of the Reservoir project. The
Approval Holder confirmed it has a statutory obligation to adhere to the terms and conditions of
the Amending Approval, and if it does not, the Director can take action to ensure the necessary
steps to protect the environment and to rectify the noncompliance.
[109]
The Approval Holder explained it owns and operates the waterworks system
supplies potable water to its residents, and the water source is a series of groundwater wells.
[110]

The

of the Reservoir

[111]
were

on

The
to

expire

works system,

on

Approval
July 27,

Approval
December

including

the

Holder stated the Director advised the Town to

cease

that

construction

2006.

Amending Approval and original approval
1, 2007, and it had started the application for renewal of the water
Reservoir, in July and August 2007. The Approval Holder stated
Holder stated that the

t0
Throughout its written submission,
Approval." As clarified at the Hearing, the

the Approval Holder referred to the Amending
Director does not issue "interim" approvals.

Approval
Therefore,

as

the "Interim

the Board will
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that, because the Hearing was scheduled in mid-November 2007, the Amending Approval would
expire before either the Board or the Minister could come to a determination, and therefore, it
withdrew its application for the Amending Approval on October 16, 2007. The Approval Holder
stated the Board refused to accept that the Town could withdraw its application because the
Appellant had the right to have her appeal heard.

[112]
The Approval
Amending Approval.

[113]

The

[ 114]

The

unilaterally

Holder stated the Director

extended the term

on

the

Approval Holder stated the Board "...then threatened to hold the appeal
without Turner Valley with the implication that the Board's determination of the issues could be
adverse to Turner Valley's interests. ''1• The Approval Holder claimed it was left in an untenable
position of an appeal heating being held in its absence and its renewal application being subject
to subsequent appeals to the Board.
Approval

Holder further claimed:

"...the consequence of the Board's refusal to allow Turner Valley to withdraw its
application for the Interim Approval and the Director's tmilateral decision to
extend the Interim Approval is that the application for the Interim Approval is no
longer Turner Valley's application nor its approval. Rather, the application is
either the Board's or the Appellant's and the Interim Approval is the Director's.
Turner Valley does not seek nor does it require the Interim Approval."

[115]
The Approval Holder argued that only the Minister of Environment has the
jurisdiction to establish the applicable standards. The Approval Holder stated it has a statutory
duty and responsibility to comply with the standards, and it has met the standards for the
Reservoir. The Approval Holder argued that only the Minister can answer whether the standards
are adequate.
[116]
The Approval Holder stated
design, construct, or operate any works
explained a risk analysis was completed
understands that
matter of

a

risk of less than 10 -6 is

risk management.

refer to the document under
t•
Approval Holder's

The

Approval

it,

consultants, could knowingly
that they believed unsafe. The Approval Holder
to determine the degree of risk, and the Town
that neither

accepted
Holder

nor

its

being sufficiently low
argued the multiple layers
as

appeal as the "Amending Approval."
submission, received December 14, 2007,

at

paragraph

15.

accepted as a
defenses against

to be

of
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currently exist or that are being
factor of substantially less that 10 6.

the distribution of contaminated water that
waterworks system will result in

a

risk

added to the

[117]
Consultants for the Town stated the Amending Approval protects the water
supply by requiring a rigorous soil, groundwater and surface water testing program prior to and
during construction of the Reservoir. It explained the testing program included reporting manmade items and how they are handled on-site, reporting and interpretation of results, reporting on
actions taken, and an explanation of how problems were resolved. The Approval Holder stated
that water cannot be pumped into the Reservoir until the Director is satisfied and written
authorization is given. The Approval Holder explained it adopted an ongoing stored water
quality monitoring program and a Reservoir site groundwater monitoring program, and both
programs require regular testing for FI and F2 hydrocarbons, BTEX, PAHs, metals, and routine
and physical parameters. The Approval Holder stated that if the results exceed the Guidelines
for Canadian Drinking Water Quality (Health Canada 2007), it is required to immediately notify
the Director, determine the source of the hydrocarbons, submit a remedial action plan within 90
days, and implement the remedial plan as authorized in writing by the Director.
[I 18]

The

Approval

Holder stated it

filling of the Reservoir strictly
consumption by the Town's residents.
allow

[ 119]

The

Approval

for

Holder stated the

provided
leakage

findings

three reports and
and chemical

requested

testing

the Director

and not for the

from the programs indicate the Reservoir
other activities. It stated the clay used in

industrial, oil and gas, or
the liner has been sampled and is not expected to chemically impact the stored water. The
Approval Holder explained minute fragments of hydrocarbons detected in the clay could be
attributed to small, naturally occurring coal fragments that are not from industrial activity.
site is not contaminated from

[120]

The

Approval

Holder

stated the

groundwater

results

are

reassuring
the deeper

because

analysis shows the shallow groundwater is a different aquifer from
bedrock
groundwater, and the groundwater gradient is downward, away from the Reservoir. The
Approval Holder stated the groundwater is not contaminated from industrial, oil and gas, or other
activities. The Approval Holder explained recent samples were within the hydrocarbon and
health risk criteria for drinking water guidelines, and some aesthetic parameters, such as TDS,
chemical
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sodium, exceeded guidelines but were not a concern. The Approval Holder
stated initial testing of the deep bedrock aquifer showed some metal exceedances for selenium,
arsenic, and antimony, likely from the bedrock lithology and high silt content in the piezometer
wells after drilling, but subsequent testing showed reduced levels of these dissolved metals. The
Approval Holder stated these metals were not a concern because of the depth, downward flow
gradient, low concentrations given the dilution factor in the Reservoir, the Reservoir liner, and
the capabilities of the existing water treatment process.
manganese, and

[121]

The

Approval

Holder

[122]

The

Approval

Holder stated other items found and hauled off-site included steel

explained there were a number of man-made items found on
the Reservoir site. It stated Okalta 4 and Ranger 1 wells were dry and abandoned and were
remediated in October 2006. The Approval Holder believed the stored water in the Reservoir
would not be impacted because all samples taken were within criteria and well centres are
located outside the berm and clay liner.
shed, farm barn and debris, yard transformer, concrete and wood septic tanks, an
abandoned water well, and former monitoring wells. The Approval Holder stated samples taken
were within criteria, and groundwater tests for potential PCBs showed non-detectable levels.
steam

pipes,

a

[123]
The Approval Holder explained it interviewed Mr. Peter Louth, a consultant and
long time employee in the Turner Valley oil and gas industry, and he noted there were no flare or
mud pits located on the Reservoir site, the small diameter steel pipes carried steam to feed
operations, and no landfill operated at the hospital site west of the Reservoir.

Approval Holder explained that even though there are numerous oil and gas
wells within the Turner Valley area, only two appeared to be up-gradient of the Reservoir. It
stated Okalta 5 is an abandoned well 120 metres to the north, and is of the same vintage as the
Okalta 4 and Ranger 1 wells where testing was done and was within criteria and only inert
material was encountered and hauled away. The Approval Holder stated the second well is an
active gas well located 250 metres north of the Reservoir. The Approval Holder believed neither
of the wells will impact the Reservoir, and the groundwater monitoring program provides an
appropriate risk management approach for unknown off-site contamination.
[124]

The
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[125]
The Approval Holder explained some contamination was encountered downgradient of the Reservoir site, between the Reservoir and the water treatment plant. The
Approval Holder stated Okalta 22 is an abandoned oil well that is currently being remediated by
the Orphan Well Association, and contaminated soil is being excavated and will be properly
disposed. The Approval Holder stated that immediately north of the Okalta 22 lease,
hydrocarbon contamination was found when excavating for the pump station. The Approval
Holder explained a Phase 2 environmental assessment was completed and the pump station was
moved.
The Approval Holder stated the Orphan Well Association is investigating the
contamination.

[126]

The

Approval

Holder stated

contamination

was

found

the Okalta 2 and 22 leases and the

on

that,

east of the Reservoir

site,

some

undeveloped

hydrocarbon

road allowance.

explained that the contaminated soil was removed, the water main trench
was over-excavated, the pipe was changed from high density polyethylene to steel along a 100
metre stretch, the pipe and bedding was wrapped in a geosynthetic clay liner, and vent/sampling
pipes were installed. The Approval Holder stated it has requested co-operation and assistance
from Talisman and the Orphan Well Association regarding the contamination. The Approval
Holder did not expect the contamination to impact the stored water because it is down-gradient
The

Approval

Holder

of the Reservoir.

benefit to the

[127]

It stated the removal of the contamination from the site is

a

net environmental

area.

The

Approval

Holder stated the Reservoir

including:

was

modified due to field conditions

reconfigured to avoid Ranger 1; shallow
groundwater interceptor extended; additional deeper groundwater interceptor installed; Reservoir
liner thickness increased 0.1 metres due to availability of clay; pump station relocated; and raw
water main pipeline upgraded.
encountered

[128]

on

the

site

Reservoir

Approval Holder stated the groundwater monitoring program is extensive and
it more than meets the typical requirements of a groundwater monitoring program and will be
effective in identifying changes in groundwater quality. The Approval Holder explained the
parameters must be chemically sampled every two months fi:om the groundwater wells and every
four months from the interceptor drains, and water levels and interceptor flows wilI be
monitored. The Approval Holder stated the sampling frequency is conservative, because the
The
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seepage time

months when

through the liner could
normally operating.

[129]

The

[I30]

The

[131]
previous

The

be between 4.5 months to 10 months when empty and 18

Approval Holder considered the stored water quality monitoring program
extensive. It explained monthly chemical samples will be taken using the same parameters as the
groundwater monitoring program, and if a health-based exceedance occurs, the Director will be
notified immediately, the Reservoir immediately isolated, and a response plan developed and
implemented.
Approval

explained

monitoring
programs are part of a multi-barrier system that includes up-gradient groundwater interceptors,
contaminant removal when encountered, groundwater monitoring program including 19 nested
piezometers, a clay liner, gravel armour slope protection, aeration system, a larger Reservoir
volume capable of significant dilution, stored water testing program, full Reservoir isolation
capabilities from the Town water system, contingency plans including isolation of the Reservoir
if health-based drinking water criteria are exceeded, direct filtration treatment plant with dual
media filters, a treated water testing program, stringent drinking water criteria, quality control by
reputable laboratories, trained operations staff, and mandatory reporting to the Director.
Holder

Approval Holder stated
activity on the Reservoir

the

Reservoir

and

associated

arising from
industrial
site. It explained a total of 109 soil and groundwater
tests were taken and a total of 5,124 individual parameter tests carried out. The Approval Holder
stated there were no exceedances within the soil tests, and of the water samples, 8 of the 11
exceedances were resampled and later tested within drinking water quality criteria. The
Approval Holder stated the higher initial readings were likely due to the high silt in the
piezometer wells immediately following drilling. The Approval Holder explained the remaining
three exceedances were dissolved metals and not hydrocarbons. It stated one was a slight
exceedance of selenium in the original test hole and the other two were slight exceedances of
antimony in a deep bedrock hole. The Approval Holder believed these were not a concern,
"Given the depth, the downward flow gradient, the low concentrations compared to the dilution
there is

no

evidence of contamination

29
factor in the

reservoir, the

presence of the reservoir

liner,

and the

capabilities

of the

existing

treatment process...

132]

The

likely sourced
respectively.
were

[133]
clay material
m

3,

and there

The

Approval

from natural coal inclusions

Approval
no

samples were taken from the
stated this represents an average of a sample for every 2,000
of any parameter from any of the clay liner samples taken on

Holder stated that 29 of the 59 soil

used in the liner.
were

hydrocarbons and minor metal exceedances
within the glacial clay till and natural bedrock,

Holder stated the trace

It

exceedances

site.

Approval

practicable technology, the liner
must be appropriate for the conditions, capable of reasonably containing the stored water and
reducing the risk from external groundwater contamination, capable of being combined with
other project components to further reduce risk, and affordable given the resources of the Town.
The Approval Holder argued the use of the clay liner is a reasonable and appropriate approach
[134]

The

Holder stated that to be the best

that meets the criteria.

explained that, because Alberta Environment does not have
standards for the design of raw water reservoirs, the design of the Reservoir was
based on Alberta Environment guidelines for wastewater ponds combined with professional
judgement. According to the Approval Holder, the Alberta Environment guidelines recommend
a suitable liner material be based on ability of the installed liner to meet seepage control
standards, the availability and durability of the material, and the material cost. The Approval
Holder stated all four criteria were met with the clay liner.
[ 135]
any published

The

Approval

Holder

[136]
The Approval Holder explained that a synthetic liner was included in
preliminary design report, but analysis of test holes showed sufficient clay material on-site.
Approval Holder stated tests indicated the clay soils had a permeability that exceeded
specified guidelines of Alberta Environment for sewage lagoons.

•2

Approval Holder's submission,

received December

14, 2007,

at

page 10.

the
The
the
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[137]
The Approval Holder explained the clay liner was preferred because it was
acceptable to Alberta Environment standards, cost less than a synthetic liner, was a thicker, more
robust design without joints and not subject to tearing or punctures, less prone to uplift due to
groundwater pressure, proven reliability locally, and was a safer "no-slip" surface compared to
exposed high density polyethylene ("I-IDPE") liners.
[138]

Approval

Holder

Approval

Holder

argued

clay

considering significant
industrial contamination on the Reservoir site was not anticipated nor found, and even if
contamination occurs, the multi-barrier system is appropriate. The Approval Holder stated the
Reservoir has a 250 mm thick protective gravel armour to reduce the risk of liner erosion. The
Approval Holder explained the Alberta Environment document for wastewater ponds rates clay
liners as good for oily refinery sludge, which is the closest category to potential contamination
likely to be found on site. The Approval Holder stated clay liners also receive the highest rating
for toxic pesticide formulations, toxic pharmaceutical waste, rubber, and plastic, but are
unsuitable for electroplating]canstic petroleum sludge or acidic steel-pickling waste, none of
which is expected to be found on site. The Approval Holder explained soil bentonite liners rank
the same as clay liners, but HDPE liners rank only fair for oily refinery sludge and fair to good
for other contaminants, and oil resistant PVC liners rank good for oily refinery sludge and fair to
good for the other contaminants.
The

the

liner is suitable

explained asphalt liners may not meet the 2007 Alberta
Environment Tier I contaminant guidelines and may require extensive underdrain systems to
protect it from frost effects in northern climates. The Approval Holder stated tests have shown
that PAHs exist in asphalt pavements, and although there is no significant leaching due to the
low solubility of PAHs in water, the PAIl concentrations exceed those found in the natural clay
on the Reservoir site. The Approval Holder argued it may not be reasonable to import thousands
of tons of hydrocarbons into the Reservoir to protect against the potential health effects from
trace amounts of naturally occurring hydrocarbons in the soil. The Approval Holder stated an
asphalt liner system would be cost prohibitive and may be difficult to justify to Alberta
Transportation, the grant funding agency. The Approval Holder stated the entire raw water
Reservoir project is estimated at $5.5 M.
[139]

The
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[140]
The Approval Holder argued the necessity and utility of synthetic liners remains
questionable, and clay liners are preferred for primary containment and thinner synthetic liners
The Approval Holder stated no contamination had
are typically used for secondary containment.
been found on the Reservoir site, so rather than spend limited funds on an additional liner, a risk
management approach that included ongoing monitoring within and surrounding the Reservoir
was

more

reasonable.

[141]

The

[142]

The

Approval Holder argued the advantages of a risk management approach are
that the groundwater monitoring and interceptor systems could provide early warning.
It
explained the sampling interval is less than the expected seepage time through the Reservoir and
surrounding soil. The Approval Holder stated contaminant concentrations would build up slowly
in the Reservoir, so parameters could be trended over time and appropriate actions taken prior to
levels becoming a public health concern. The Approval Holder argued that if contaminants of a
significant concentration are found, the contaminants can be properly characterized and a proper
mitigation plan developed that could include identification and removal of the contaminant
source, a groundwater intercept and pumping system, and augmented treatment process, or an
augmented liner system based on its resistance to the contaminant encountered. The Approval
Holder stated this approach would eliminate the guesswork and would have an appropriate
facility constructed if and when required instead of constructing an inappropriate system now.
The Approval Holder stated the risk management approach is widely accepted and adopted by
environmental protection and public health agencies.
Approval Holder questioned whether a synthetic liner would significantly
decrease the risk of contamination, but it stressed the synthetic liner would add significantly to
the cost. The Approval Holder explained the gravel armour would have to be removed and
replaced with granular bedding material, the existing concrete supports and piping within the
Reservoir may have to be modified, a subdrain system may have to be installed, and additional
granular material may have to be added above the synthetic liner. The Approval Holder
estimated costs could be in the range of

one

to two million dollars.
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[143]
clay material

The

Approval

[144]
unacceptable

The

Approval

hydrocarbons detected in the
were well within guidelines, with average hydrocarbon concentrations anywhere
from 15 to 73,585 times below criteria. The Approval Holder explained gas chromatography and
an independent coal analysis indicate that naturally occurring fragments of coal are present in the
glacial clay till and are not due to industrial activity. The Approval Holder argued the trace
amounts of hydrocarbons in the clay samples are minute coal fragments. The Approval Holder
stated the coal fragments are not expected to impact the clay liner based on mass balance and
partitioning analyses carried out by Alberta Environment and MPE Engineering Ltd. According
to the Approval Holder, ten groundwater tests within the parent clay till material did not detect
F1, F2, or BTEX hydrocarbons, and PAHs were either non-detectable or below drinking water
criteria. The Approval Holder stated two leachability tests on the clay liner didnot detect F1, F2,
BTEX, or PAHs in the leachate water, and results of two spring runoff water tests showed nondetectable levels for all but two non-carginogenic PAHs, both of which were significantly below
criteria. The Approval Holder stated 30 on-site vapour tests showed 60 percent non-detectable
and the remainder were at low levels. The Approval Holder noted the bituminous coal fragments
were similar to the anthracite coal used in the water treatment plant filters, but at a lower grade.

[145]

Holder stated that trace amounts of

Holder

risk to the Town's water
The

Approval

submitted the liner material

supply

based

on

Holder stated the liner

the information

can

be classified

unlikely

is

presented

to

to

pose

an

date.

clay liner because it
pond document, which
The Approval Holder

as a

guidelines for clay content in the wastewater
requires 25 percent or greater clay content in a compacted clay liner.
stated the clay content in the three samples taken of the liner were 48.5 percent, 45.1 percent, and
50.6 percent. The Approval Holder stated the samples were representative of the clay till material
on site and exceed the requirement for a clay liner.
meets Alberta Environment

[146]

Approval Holder explained
previous landowners, and 12

prior to construction, it carried out
discussions with
test pits were excavated by Sabatini Earth
Technologies to determine subsurface conditions and any contamination. The Approval Holder
stated no contamination was evident. It explained permeability tests indicated clay material
existed on site and water seepage was recorded and test hole logs were prepared. The Approval
Holder stated a Phase 1 environmental assessment report was prepared in September 2004 and a
The

that
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Phase 2 environmental assessment program

was

conducted

by

the

Orphan

Well Association

Approval Holder explained there were five other abandoned wells and
two production wells within the general vicinity of the Reservoir, but the Phase 1 assessment did
not indicate any contamination. The Approval Holder stated the groundwater flow was indicated
The Approval Holder explained a magnetic
to be to the southeast, away from the Reservoir.
sweep map was obtained in June 2005 that indicated abandoned pipes, probably steam lines.
The Approval Holder stated the majority of lines were exposed and tapped, and it was confirmed
that no industrial liquids were in the pipes. The Approval Holder stated nine test holes were
drilled in June 2005 with a geotechnical report prepared with follow up permeability results and
around Okalta 22.

The

water levels taken.

[147]

The

Approval

be off the Reservoir

site,

Holder stated the Okalta 4 and

but both

were

discovered to be

Ranger

on

1 wells

were

the Reservoir site.

field located to
The

Approval
to proceed

explained that instead of doing a Phase 2 environmental assessment, it decided
with stripping and clearing operations to open up the site in a more comprehensive manner. The
Approval Holder stated the Reservoir Construction Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water Testing
Program included in the Amending Approval was more comprehensive than a typical Phase 2
environmental assessment. It explained the program included chemically sampling every 10,000
3 of excavated soil, taking four groundwater samples prior
to construction, providing a final
m
report prior to filling the Reservoir, and developing ongoing groundwater and stored water
monitoring programs.
Holder

[148]

Approval

explained

during
construction. This included locating Okalta 4 and Ranger 1 wells, which were never producing
wells and were remediated by CNRL in October 2006. The Approval Holder explained the sites
The Approval
were over excavated and any impacted soil and debris were hauled off-site.
Holder stated neither of the wells had reclamation certificates because they were abandoned prior
The Approval Holder stated the
to 1963 and, therefore, were exempt from the program.
Reservoir was reconfigured due to the location of Ranger 1, and now Ranger 1 and Okalta 4 well
sites are located outside the berm and liner. The Approval Holder explained no flare pits or mud
pits were found or were expected to found, and it believed neither well would impact the stored
The

water in the Reservoir.

Holder

a

number of items

were

found

on

site
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[149]

The

[150]

The

Approval Holder stated a number of small diameter steam pipes were found
on the Reservoir site. The Approval Holder explained the major lines were tapped and inspected
and no liquid was found in the pipe. The Approval Holder stated soil testing was carried out
beneath the pipes and no exceedances were documented. The Approval Holder stated the pipes
were hauled off-site, and it did not expect the pipes would impact the stored water.
found

on

Approval

Holder stated

the site. Both tanks

were

a

concrete

septic

tank and

removed and hauled off-site. The

a

wooden

Approval

septic

tank

were

Holder stated the

bacteriological parameters, but it did not
believe the soil around the tanks posed a risk, because groundwater samples nearest the tanks did
not indicate impacts from organic nutrients. The Approval Holder stated that, given the small
size of the tank areas and the nature of the tank installations, the tanks did not pose a concem to
the treated water reservoir or the treatment process, which can effectively treat for associated
nutrients and pathogens.
soil around the tanks

[151]

Approval

The

Reservoir

metres east of the

environmental

Approval

assessment

and it

remediation work

was
on

Holder stated

immediately
area

anticipated

expected

[152]

Approval

hydrocarbon

contamination

north of the Okalta 22

of contamination is

to

being

lease,

was

and

as a

encountered 130

result,

a

Phase 2

site of the pump station. The
investigated by the Orphan Well
new

the contamination would be removed in

Approval Holder explained
impact the Reservoir.

Okalta 22. The

Reservoir and is not

or

conducted at the site and at the

was

Holder stated the

Association,

tested for nutrients

not

was

the site is

conjunction with
down-gradient of

the
the

explained three abandoned and unregistered steel pipes
were encountered 140 metres east of the Reservoir, but there was no obvious contamination and
The Approval Holder did not expect the pipes to have an impact on the
no further tests taken.
Reservoir because they were located down-gradient of the Reservoir.
The

Holder

Approval Holder stated a water well was encountered in the location of the
farm house. The Approval Holder explained the well was drilled out, disinfected, and sealed as
required. The Approval Holder stated the well casing was cut offbelow the liner elevation.
[153]

The
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[154]

The

between the

new

Approval

Holder

explained

during excavation of
plant, contamination was

that

pump station and the treatment

the

raw

water mains

encountered beneath

operating Talisman pipeline on the Okalta 2 and 22 leases and near an unregistered pipeline
The Approval Holder stated F1, F3, F4,
on the undeveloped road allowance east of the site.
benzene, ethyl-benzene, and arsenic exceeded residential/parkland criteria. A mitigation plan
was implemented, which included I00 metres of the water mains being upgraded from HDPE to
welded steel with granular bedding wrapped in a composite GCL synthetic liner. The Approval
Holder explained vent/sample pipes were installed at each end, soil from the trench was tested,
over excavated and stockpiled in accordance with AEUB directives, and marker fabric placed in
the trench. The Approval Holder did not expect the site to impact the Reservoir because it is
down-gradient of the Reservoir. The Approval Holder stated the removal of the contaminants is
an

a

net

benefit to the

area.

[155]
The Approval Holder explained a pole mounted transformer was removed by the
utility company prior to construction of the Reservoir. The Approval Holder stated there was no
sign of leakage and the transformer was fully operational. The Approval Holder stated recent
testing for PCBs showed non-detectable levels in the groundwater wells, and no impacts on the
Reservoir were expected.
[ 156]

The

Holder stated there

four

monitoring

wells installed

by

Alberta

a

northeast of the Okalta 22 lease is

monitoring purposes, and
Orphan Well Association.
[157]

were

number of years ago. The Approval Holder stated the well located within the
of the east berm will be excavated and properly abandoned. One well immediately

Environment

backslope

Approval

The

being

used

by

the

the other two wells will

Approval

Holder stated there

River within the Town, but the

Approval

are

Holder said

Orphan Well Association for groundwater
likely be abandoned unless useful to the
25 oil and gas wells north of the
no

Sheep

contamination from the wells had been

impact the Reservoir site. The Approval Holder stated the potential contamination can
be mitigated through its monitoring programs, groundwater interceptor, and clay liner. The
Approval Holder explained only two wells were up-gradient to the Reservoir, the Okalta 5 well
120 metres away and abandoned, and Mainpool 1 well, a producing gas well 250 metres north of
found to
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the Reservoir.

The

of the Reservoir

on

[158]

The

[159]

The

Approval Holder stated Foothills 2 is an operating
a side gradient, and groundwater sampling indicates

gas well 100 metres east
no

impacts.

Approval Holder stated the results from the groundwater monitoring
program, including analyses prior to construction in five piezometers and in the 19 piezometers
surrounding the wells indicate no impacts from industrial or other activities on the site. The
Approval Holder noted that of the total 2,985 individual parameter tests conducted on the 40
groundwater samples taken, only three exceedances of drinking water quality criteria for metals
remain after re-sampling. The Approval Holder argued the exceedances are not a concern to the
stored water or treatment process. The Approval Holder explained that under the ongoing
groundwater monitoring program, groundwater will be tested for an extensive list of
hydrocarbon and other contaminants every two months from the piezometers and every four
months from the groundwater interceptors. The Approval Holder quoted its consultant, Jacques
Whitford, when they stated the monitoring will be effective in identifying changes in the
groundwater quality.
Approval Holder stated there are no concerns with respect to PCBs,
chlorinated hydrocarbons, NORM (naturally occurring radioactive materials), and methyl
mercury. The Approval Holder stated analysis for PCBs and chlorinated solvents measured nondetectable concentrations. It believed mercury and NORMs were not expected to be a concern.
The Approval Holder stated that, of 93 soil samples tested for mercury, 96 percent were below
detection limits and the remainder were well within criteria, and of the six water samples tested,
five were below detection limits and one was well within drinking water criteria. The Approval
Holder stated NORMs are not a concern, because testing at the gas plant and in the Turner
Valley area showed no evidence of technically enhanced natttrally occurring radioactive
materials, and the groundwater samples collected on the Reservoir site do not show the presence
ofoil and gas contamination.

[160]

The

Approval

Environment criteria

samples.

were

Holder stated that

found of the

no

exceedanees of the

applicable

Alberta

2,139 individual parameters tested for in the 59 soil
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[161]

Approval Holder stated the liner
The Approval Holder explained 29 soil tests and 14
3 of liner material placed.
m
[162]
requires

The

is not

a

significant

water tests were

risk to the stored water.

associated with the 57,000

Approval Holder explained the stored water quality monitoring program
the Town to sample every month including filling of the Reservoir, the same extensive
list of hydrocarbons and other contaminants as the groundwater monitoring program. The
Approval Holder stated the results will be compared to those taken directly from the welIs and
The

those fi:om the final treated water.

[163]
site prior

The

[164]

The

Approval Holder submitted the testing, investigation and remediation of the
to and during construction was adequate to identify risks from potential contaminants
onsite. The Approval Holder stated it "...has cooperated extensively in their field and analytical
program to answer the questions presented by the Board. ''13
Approval Holder responded to other issues raised in the Appellant's
submission. The Approval Holder referred to Dr. Weyer's suggestion that in situ permeability
tests may be the best means of testing actual permeability of the liner. The Approval Holder
explained three Shelby Tube samples and triaxial lab tests were conducted on the in-place liner.
The Approval Holder stated filling and monitoring Reservoir water levels over time is the best
performance test of the liner. It stated this was proposed to the Director along with chemical
testing of the stored water prior to the Town using the water.
[165]
In response to Dr. Weyer's estimate that anywhere from 2 to 20 m 3 per day of
groundwater could seep into the Reservoir, the Approval Holder explained contamination from
local groundwater is not a concern because the groundwater within the aquifer surrounding the
Reservoir meets the Canadian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines. The Approval Holder stated
changes in the groundwater can be detected by the groundwater monitoring program and the
stored water quality monitoring program, and an appropriate contingency plan would be
implemented. The Approval Holder reiterated all permeability tests indicate the clay liner will
meet the intent of the design and Alberta Environment requirements.
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[166]
The Approval
practice, and the well levels
dataloggers installed in select

Holder stated the

[ 167]
The Approval
be chemically sampled, and

Holder

[168]

The

Holder

[169]

The

[170]
operation

The Bercha

piezometers

completed
will be regularly monitored during filling of
wells for continuous monitoring.
were

based

on

accepted

the Reservoir with

explained the groundwater and stored water will continue to
if there are any significant health-based exceedances or trends that
indicate a concern, the Reservoir will be isolated from the Town water supply, and the
exceedance will be investigated and a mitigation plan developed. The Approval Holder stated
that water will not be allowed into the Town water system without the approval of the Director
and the Reservoir has satisfied the leakage and chemical testing criteria.
Approval

argued a cover over the Reservoir is not necessary unless
airbome contaminants are identified as a major source of contaminant. The Approval Holder
stated a cover would be very costly and would have ongoing maintenance and operational
The Approval Holder stated that, if airborne contaminants become an issue, they wiI1
concerns.
accumulate over time and would be detected by the stored water quality monitoring program.
The Approval Holder stated it will continue to co-operate with the AEUB, which carries out air
quality testing within the Turner Valley area. The Approval Holder noted that water quality in
the Sheep River has not deteriorated below drinking water quality criteria even though it remains
open and exposed.

Approval Holder stated the Reservoir is not expected to negatively impact
contamination movement down-gradient, but rather, the Reservoir is expected to have a positive
impact given it has prompted delineation and removal of contaminated soil down slope around
Okalta 22, thereby reducing the overall risk of contamination near the Sheep River.
public casualty resulting from the
of the Reservoir as constructed. The expected individual specific risk value was
calculated as 4 x 10 -2• per year with a maximum of 5 x 10 -•1, orders of magnitude lower than the
generally accepted insignificant threshold of I x 10 -6 per year. The Bercha Report stated the risk
is considered insignificant and should not be a concern. It further stated that "...if all the
the piezometers, wells, liner, and
measures to reduce the likelihood of Reservoir contamination
Approval

Holder's

Report

calculated the risk of

submission, dated December 14, 2007,

at

page 25.
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associated tests did not exist and the

Valley residents
the expected risks

inflowing

water

risk to Turner

would still fall below

million)

would be much lower.

and

C.

Director

[171]

The Director

explained

always contaminated,
insignificant 1 in 1 million
was

the maximum
level

(at

.5 per

''•4

Approval Holder's application for the Reservoir
included a raw water supply and reservoir study, a Phase 1 environmental assessment report
around Orphan Well at 8-1-20-3W5, a geotechnical subsoil investigation, construction specific,
contour plans, and other reviews. The Director stated there were numerous discussions with the
Approval Holder regarding monitoring and reporting during construction.
the

[172]
The Director explained the Calgary Health Region recommended sampling the
clay material that was used for the liner, groundwater monitoring, and testing the soil for metals
as well as hydrocarbons.
[173]

The Director confirmed the

contamination

was

Amending Approval

September 8,
2006. The Director explffmed the Approval Holder advised the Director that hydrocarbons were
found in the southwest cell of the Reservoir, but the Reservoir was being redesigned to move the
Reservoir from the contaminated area. The Director stated the Approval Holder advised
hydrocarbons were found in the backslope of the pump station footings, but actions were taken to
respond. The Director explained an amendment to the Amending Approval was not required to
respond to these substances because the reconflguration of the Reservoir placed the discovered
wells outside of the Reservoir footprint. According to the Director, the Approval Holder
reconfigured the Reservoir so that the Ranger 1 well was outside the Reservoir berm and the
pump station footing contamination was not within the Reservoir footprint, but a Phase 2
environmental assessment was completed for that area. The Director stated the pump station

Orphan

14

found

near

Bercha

Report,

at

page 4.7.

along

with

a

issued

22, and this information
request for assistance.

the location of Okalta

Well Association of the AEUB

was

on

was

sent to the
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[174]
its monitoring

Approval

The Director stated the
program that

were

hauled to the site in June 2006.

Holder found additional

hydrocarbons through

believed to be waste material from beneath
The Director stated

a

road that

was

that, in December 2006, the Approval

Holder notified him that the pump house location had been moved and that construction of the
Reservoir was shut down until spring and soil tests taken every 10,000 m 3 had shown no
contamination.
The Director stated the Approval Holder reported hydrocarbons were
encountered within
the Reservoir in

that

run

an

existing undeveloped road
area that was being excavated

an

between the Reservoir

[175]

property and the

Approval

The Director stated the

assessment in March 2007

of the

approximately
for the placement of the
water treatment plant.
allowance

Holder

provided

east of the Reservoir

area

in the

180 metres east of

pipes

I-IDPE water

Phase 2 environmental

a

areas

of the

original

and

revised pump house locations and two proposed utility rights-of-way. The assessment indicated
some of the samples exceeded applicable regulatory standards in the area of the Okalta 22 well
site and the

[ 176]
of the

original pumphouse

location.

The Director stated data

construction

residential/parkland
[177]

material

showed

provided by
trace

Approval Holder of random
amounts of hydrocarbons that
the

soil

samples

were

within

criteria.

explained the Approval Holder continued to provide updates
additional information from the groundwater monitoring well drilling and sampling program
on the detection and planning details to address hydrocarbons between the Reservoir and
water treatment plant.
[178]
discuss the

The Director

The Director stated he met with the

filling

Approval

Holder

on

September 6, 2007,

and
and

the

to

of the Reservoir.

[179]
The Director submitted that the terms of the Amending Approval were
appropriate and responsive to actual conditions encountered. He argued there are multiple levels
of protection to the potable water supply because of the monitoring program required under the
Amending Approval and the provisions of EPEA. The Director listed the levels of protection to
include: numerous technical assessments supporting the application; assessments and testing
completed during construction; groundwater monitoring program; stored water quality
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program; clay liner built from impervious material; Director "no fill" restrictions;
EPEA substance release/contamination provisions; and the Director's unilateral power to amend
approvals and issue orders.

monitoring

application

noted there had been oil and gas activity in the
area of the Reservoir, and in response, the Director set specific terms in the Amending Approval
that would be responsive to any conditions that may or may not be encountered during the

[180]

The Director stated the

construction of the Reservoir.

The Director

explained

any

new

information

requires

a

response

Approval

Holder and any necessary action would be required before the Reservoir
could be filled. The Director believed further assessments were not required in the application as
from the

further assessments would take
before the Reservoir

was

filled.

place during

and after the construction of the Reservoir but

The Director also knew additional information would be

gathered during the operation of the Reservoir through the monitoring programs. The Director
slated the Approval Holder was prepared to take the risk of proceeding knowing the Reservoir
could not be filled until the Director was satisfied with the Approval Holder's response to
conditions encountered.

[181]

The Director stated the conditions in the

Director

was

required

a

aware

of substances encountered

during

Amending Approval

ensured the

the construction of the Reservoir and

response to the actual conditions of the site. The Director stated he did not believe a
Phase 2 environmental assessment 15 was required in the application because excavation and

sampling

of the Reservoir material allowed for

contamination

conditions

encountered.

Groundwater and Surface Water

He

Testing Program

an

assessment and response to any associated

explained

the

Reservoir

Construction

ensured the Director had hard data

on

Soil,
the site

and responses to the actual conditions. The Director stressed this information had to be provided
before the Reservoir was filled. The Director stated the assessment process was consistent with
the assessment of contaminated sites.

•5

Phase

At paragraphs 60 and 61 of the Director's
and 2 investigations as follow:

submission, dated October 19, 2007, the Director explained

investigation is an initial assessment of the property, comprised of a desktop review
and site visit, to determine the likelihood for contaminants to exist...
A Phase 2 investigation is a more detailed assessment to determine the concentrations of
contaminants."
"A Phase 1

42

182]

The Director

explained

investigation, and
part of the application.

a

number of

potential

in the Phase 1

a

the site

The Director stated

as

[183]
analytical
guidelines

contaminant

Phase 2 environmental assessment
no

contamination

explained that after the environmental
compared to Alberta Environment criteria.

The Director

results

were

identified

sources were

done for

was
was

portion

a

of

evident.

assessment

was

completed,

He stated that if Tier 1

or

2

exceeded, remediation or risk management is not required, but if exceedances
The Director
occur, remediation of risk management and risk exposure control is required.
stated the assessment information collected prior to and during construction did not indicate an
unacceptable risk to the water supply, and the Approval Holder is implementing exposure
control, the liner, and risk management, groundwater monitoring, as additional safeguards.

[184]

are

not

The

Director stated "Risk management

contamination issues in Alberta,

is

provided adequate monitoring

option to address
contingency programs are in

allowable

an

and

place. ''16

[185]
monitoring

explained

Approval

required

proposed
program for the stored water in the Reservoir and another for the groundwater in the
area of the Reservoir. The Director explained the details of these programs were not specified in
the Amending Approval when issued because he wanted the programs to be responsive to the
actual conditions encountered at the site. The Director stated that with the information gathered
through the Reservoir Construction Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water Testing Program and
the work done by Dr. Weyer, the Director was prepared to articulate the scope of the programs,
which would involve modifications to the Amending Approval.
The Director

the

Holder is

to submit

a

clarity, transparency, and certainty for all
Parties, the Amending Approval should set out location of sampling, parameters to be sampled
and the criteria for the results to be assessed against, frequency of sampling, reporting
requirements, and responses to results received.
[186]

The Director stated that to

Director's

submission,

dated October

ensure

19, 2007,

at

paragraph

64.
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[187]
sampling

The

Director

sites located at sites

[188]

recommended

agreed

to

by

the

groundwater monitoring program include
Approval Holder, Dr. Weyer, and the Director.
the

The Director stated that because there

was

a

transformer

on

the

site, PCBs should

explained NORMs were found to be within normal background
levels in water sampled at the Tumer Valley Gas Plant, and because similar conditions would be
expected at the Reservoir site, testing is not necessary. The Director stated salinity does not have
to be tested for separately, because it is captured by monitoring for chloride, which is an
identified parameter in the monitoring programs. The Director believed a separate parameter for
methyl mercury is not required because the mercury guideline for protection of drinking water is
also protective of potential effects associated with methyl mercury. The Director explained the
parameters for the groundwater monitoring programs reflect the most probable contaminants of
concern based on historic oil and gas activities in the area including airborne contaminants.
be tested for

once.

[ 189]

The Director

sampling should be assessed against
for Canadian Drinlang Water Quality, March

The Director recommended the results of the

stringent of Health Canada's Guidelines
2007 (as amended) and Alberta Environment's Alberta Tier 1 Soil and Groundwater
Remediation Guidelines, June 2007 (as amended). The Director stated the parameters listed in
Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix 1 should be sampled every two months and a one-time test for PCBs.
The Director explained the rationale for these frequencies is based on the calculation of seepage
velocities through the Reservoir that indicate water would theoretically take at least 4.5 months
and 16 months to travel through the liner bottom and sides of the Reservoir, respectively.
the

more

[ 190]
immediately

and should include the results of the

stated that if there
remedial action

are

any exceedances of the

plan addressing

would want evaluation
months.

groundwater monitoring should be provided
sampling and some analysis of the results. He
criteria, the Approval Holder must provide a

The Director stated the results of the

reports of the groundwater monitoring programs

explained the
for the upcoming

The Director

trends and is valuable

the Town's response to the information.

information is
renewal of the

The Director stated he
at 6

months and 12

important to understand if there are
approval for the water treatment plant.

any
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[191]
The Director clarified the groundwater interceptor pipe is a component of the
groundwater monitoring program. He explained the pipe diverts water away from the Reservoir
to prevent a pool of groundwater up-gradient of the Reservoir and it is an additional monitoring
location. The Director recommended the pipe should be monitored for the same parameters and
criteria as the wells every four months, and the same reporting and response requirements would
apply.
[192]
even

groundwater monitoring program must be complied with
using the Reservoir as an active source for water for the water

The Director stated the
if the

treatment

Approval
plant.

[193]
monitoring

Holder is not

The Director recommended the

same

parameters and criteria

as

the

groundwater

apply to the stored water program. The Director stated that the
stored water must be sampled monthly because it is the actual water that will be treated for
human use, and the results of the sampling and analysis of the results must be reported
immediately. The Director stated that if there are any exceedances, the Approval Holder must
shut down the Reservoir immediately, stop using it as a source of raw water to the water
treatment plant unless otherwise authorized by the Director, and if the Approval Holder wants to
use it as a source again, a remedial action plan that addresses the exceedance must be prepared.
The Director stated that if there is a detection of the parameters, the Approval Holder shall
immediately provide a plan of how it is going to respond to the detection, including any
necessary contingency measures.
program should

[194]
The Director stated there are two additional components that should be added to
the Amending Approval. He stated that "Before the stored water is actually sent to the Water
Treatment Plant for treatment and ultimate human use, the Approval Holder shall provide to the
Director the monitoring results from the Groundwater Monitoring Program and results from the
Stored Water Monitoring Program." The Director added that "...there should be one sample
taken of the current source water, for all parameters, to determine baseline conditions and to help
in identifying the source of any contaminants identified in future monitoring."•7

Director's

submission, dated October 19, 2007,

at

paragraphs

102 and 103.
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[ 195]

The Director stated clause 3.1.11

•8

guaranteed

he would have final control and all

issues would be addressed to his satisfaction before any water is

into the Reservoir.

application was to construct the Reservoir from
material at the site, and according to the assessment completed by the consultant,
the materials were suitable for use as construction material and the Reservoir complied with
Alberta Enviroument standards and guidelines.
The Director explained the standards and
guidelines for reservoirs focus on minimizing seepage from the Reservoir, and based on the
information provided, the standards for raw water reservoir liners have been met. The Director
explained there are not specific standards or guidelines with respect to best practicable
technology for liners for raw water reservoirs at sites with contamination. The Director stated
Alberta Environment relies on Tier 1 and 2 soils and groundwater remediation guidelines, which
deal with the management of contaminated sites. The Director explained these guidelines
contain a risk management approach and exposure control with exposure barriers and monitoring
is an option. The Director explained that, at the time the Amending Approval was issued, a clay
liner was acceptable with other layers of protection. He stated that as a result of the provisions
of the Amending Approval and the work of Dr. Weyer, further information is now available.
[196]
existing clay

The Director

[197]

The Director

extensive

monitoring

explained

pumped

was

programs

the

opinion that the existing liner
implemented along with a clearly

of the
are

was

adequate provided

defmed Reservoir shut

down program if certain identified parameters exceed the identified criteria.

[198]
samples

explained

Approval Holder was required to take numerous soil
of the clay to be used as liner material, and based on the analytical results provided,
contaminant levels within the liner are not expected to pose an unacceptable risk to the stored
water. The Director stated BTEX were not detected from samples taken from the liner material
The Director stated F1 hydrocarbons are not expected to be a
or in the groundwater sampling.
concern based on the mass balance calculations and none were detected during groundwater
sampling at the Reservoir site. The Director expla'med F2 hydrocarbons are not expected to
pose an unacceptable risk to the stored water based on the partitioning equations and because
The Director

Clause 3.1.11 of the

the

Amending Approval provides:

"The approval holder shall not pump raw water into the
time until authorized in writing by the Director."

raw

water

reservo/r for storage for the first
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they have not been
expected to pose a
metals and

of

none

[199]
monitoring

during groundwater sampling. The Director stated metals are
risk because all 20 soil samples from the liner material were analyzed
the samples exceeded guidelines and many were non-detect levels.
detected

The Director stated

an

additional

contingency, groundwater

for

and stored water

implemented.

programs must be

[200]

as

not

explained

provisions of EPEA that could apply
to this project, including his unilateral power to make monitoring and reporting amendments, to
amend the Amending Approval if an unforeseeable adverse effect may or is taking place, his
ability to issue environmental protection orders and enforcement orders, and the provisions
dealing with substance release. The Director stated he was also aware that the original approvaI
and Amending Approval were set to expire in December 2007 and a renewal application would
The Director

he

was

aware

of the

have to be submitted.

[201]

The Director

argued

Amending Approval

the terms of the

be effective since construction of the Reservoir started, because the

were

demonstrated to

Approval

Holder

required to report and respond when it encountered substances. The Director stated
result, all Parties have further and better information on the site and can make informed
on

how

to

forward with the Reservoir.

move

that

was

as

a

decisions

The Director stated that "...from

risk

a

management perspective the existing liner is adequate in conjunction with the extensive stored
water and

groundwater monitoring

along

programs

with

specified

actions in certain

triggering

events.,,19
[202]
Approval

The Director submitted that the Board should recommend that the

be

upheld

as

issued with additional clauses

specifying monitoring

programs

Amending
as

set out

in his submission.

Appellant's

D.

[203]

With respect to the Director's argument that NORMs would be

background
Appellant argued it is not
within normal

t9

Rebuttal Submissions

Director's

levels based
reasonable to

on

samples

assume

submission, dated October 19, 2007,

at

taken at the Turner

Valley

expected

127.

be

Gas Plant, the

similar conditions exist at the Reservoir.

paragraph

to

She

47
stated there is

a

regarding
explained

lack of historical records

up-gradient from the Reservoir.
production and processing ofoil and
due to spills. The Appellant argued
and

She

gas and

can

testing

that

the activities and

operations

NORM contamination

be found in
for NORMs

can

at

the Reservoir

occur

equipment, pipes, or in
should be a requirement

during
ground

the

soil

before the

Reservoir is used.

[204]
In response to the Director's submission, the Appellant raised the issue of
representative sampling in that the Director's submission stated samples were taken every 10,000
3 of soil excavated, and considering the total excavation amounted
to approximately 173,000
m
3, that implies only eight samples of each of the two cells of the Reservoir were taken. The
m
Appellant considered this too low for representative sampling.
The

Appellant

The

Appellant argued

working farm in the northwest portion of the
second cell, and it is well known that soils at farmyards and the associated areas of machinery
upkeep are polluted by spilled hydrocarbons and chlorinated hydrocarbons. The Appellant
argued these contaminants could move downward into the clay and silt material used for the
[205]

stated there

was

a

Reservoir liner.

[206]
not be

contaminants in the liner material from other

detected due to the low number of

installation of

a

synthetic

or

asphalt

liner

samples taken, leading
the logical choice.

to

sources

uncertainties and

would

making

the

sampling procedure was not suited to investigate
flow conditions and contamination. The Appellant suggested it would have been
advisable to undertake a Phase 2 environmental assessment of the groundwater flow, chemistry,
contamination condition, and the actual geological clay and silt distribution before starting
construction of the Reservoir. The Appellant stated this adds to uncertainties of the groundwater
[207]
groundwater

The

Appellant argued

the

and soil conditions at the Reservoir site and in the liner.

[208]
hampered by

Appellant explained the groundwater sampling at the piezometer sites is
the high levels of frees in the water. The Appellant stated the fines may lower the
amount of chemical species found if they adhere to the proportionately large surface area of the
fines. The Appellant stated the proper development of the piezometers is needed to determine
The
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proper water levels and the

reason

for apparent unsaturated conditions in several

geological

layers.

[209]
unacceptable,

Appellant argued the bi-monthly water level measurement schedule is
because the "...timely comparison of water levels in the various piezometers is
necessary to record changes in groundwater flow directions before, during and after filling of the
reservoir and during subsequent operation of the reservoir. ''2° The Appellant explained the
information is needed to understand the groundwater system and development of contingency
plans.

[210]

Appellant agreed with the Director that monitoring of salinity was
However, the Appellant considered it appropriate to analyze for NORMs, methyl
chlorinated hydrocarbons once at all piezometers to positively determine if they are
groundwater at the Reservoir site.
The

unnecessary.
mercury, and

present in the

[211]

Appellant recommended
specific exceedances.
The

in response to

[212]
discharge
order to

The

the

Approval

Holder

develop

a

remedial action

plan

Appellant recommended the two groundwater interceptor pipes and their
be sampled in two-monthly intervals together with the sampling of the piezometers in
compare both interceptor pipes and piezometers.
The

[213]
In response to the stored water monitoring program, the Appellant recommended
that, before the Reservoir is operated, the Approval Holder should develop a general contingency
plan outlining what kind of remedial action would be taken in response to specific exceedances.

[214]
the clay

Appellant

silt/clay. She noted the Director stated
liner is to be built from impervious materials. The Appellant stated that based on the
defmition of impermeable, the clay/silt liner is not impermeable, and the installation of an
additional synthetic or asphalt liner on top of the silt/clay liner is required to achieve Alberta
Environment's regulations and goals.

20

The

Appellant's submission,

reiterated that the liner is

dated October

31, 2007,

at

page 6.

49

[215]

In response to the

[216]

The

Approval Holder's submission, the Appellant stated that she
The
was unaware of the Minister setting standards for raw water reservoirs specifically.
Appellant stated the Association of Professional Engineers, Geologists and Geophysicists of
Alberta perfon-nance standards for Professional Engineers and Geologists must supercede mere
adherence to minimum standards of Alberta Environment. The Appellant argued it may be in
the Town's long term interest to exceed minimum standards set by Alberta Environment.
technical comments

Appellant argued
with specific and

valid technical

[217]

The

Appellant argued

the

[218]

The

Appellant argued that,

the

Approval

respond

Holder failed to

to her

specific

answers.

Approval Holder insists on the installation of a physical
one-barrier system instead of a second physical barrier, such as a synthetic liner overtop the
clay/silt liner, an approach in compliance with the multi-barrier approach advocated by the
Canadian Council of Ministers of Environment ("CCME").
accidental

exceedances,

because

compliance monitoring

The

to indicate

certainty

prevent

the installation of sufficient barriers is necessary to maintain water

quality. The Appellant referenced the CCME report
monitoring only deals with microbiological pathogens
numerical guideline value or with established methods
address the entire range of potential health concerns.

[219]

alone carmot

Appellant argued

the

in conclusions that

Approval
were

explained compliance
and/or contaminants for prescribed
of analysis, making it impossible to
in which

Holder used vague formulations in

supported by adequate

not

it

an

attempt

studies. She referred to

fragments "deemed to not be sourced from industrial activity,"
"neither [Okalta 5 nor Talisman Mainpool 1] is expected to impact the reservoir," and "...minor
metal exceedances most likely sourced from natural coal inclusions. ''21 The Appellant also
argued the source of the trace amounts of hydrocarbons in the clay samples was not investigated,
and the statement that the liner is considered a clay liner based on accepted classifications was
inaccurate because the grain size curves indicate the material to be sandy, clayey silt.
statements such

2•

as

the coal

Appellant's submission,

dated

January 11, 2008,

at

page 8.

50

Appellant explained the
million dollars to the project,

[220]

The

less than

already

one

installation of
because the 90

a

synthetic liner would probably
cm base, (i.e. the silt/clay liner)

add

has

been installed.

[221]
layers

Appellant argued the assumption that small coal fragments within the till
would be the source of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the groundwater was
based on flawed reasoning because the volume of fragments is too small to cause the PAH
contamination determined to be dissolved in the groundwater at places, and except for
naphthalene and phenanthrene, other PAH species found are not derived from coal or raw oil and
indicate an industrial origin. The Appellant argued the liner material had been subject to
contamination because PAils were found in the groundwater within the in situ clay and in spring
rtmoff, but the Approval Holder has not adequately determined the source and extent of this
The

contamination.

[222]
contaminants
of selenium

material

Appellant disagreed with the Approval Holder's statement that metal
in the groundwater originated in the bedrock. The Appellant referred to the levels
and other metals found in the groundwater, arguing the levels indicate the liner
contaminated, and the source for the contamination was likely on the surface or
The

was

within the soil.

[223]
achieved
chemical

Appellant disagreed that proper development of the piezometers had been
by the bailing method, and as a result, there may be negative implications for the
sampling and analyses and the determination of groundwater flow directions.
The

[224]

The

[225]

The

Appellant argued a synthetic liner would be a practicable technology to use
because it is not guaranteed the clay/silt liner will be able to be put into practice successfully.
The Appellant explained the purpose of the liner is to reduce seepage to limit loss of fluids and
increase stability of the dykes against slope stability failure and internal erosion.

Appellant said that dense clay has a low permeability,
in situ silt/clay layers were all above 10 -6 cm/s. The Appellant noted the
taken showed permeability values in the 10 -8 cm/s, but the sampling was
therefore, it is
the

variability

not certain that the entire

but the

tests of the

lab tests of soil
not

liner consists of material of that low

of the material used for the liner.

slug

samples

randomly taken and
permeability due to
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Appellant disagreed with the Approval Holder's statement that a synthetic
liner would have a similar permeability to the installed clay/silt liner. The Appellant explained
that in some areas synthetic liners need to have permeability levels of 10-12 crrds or less. The
Appellant stated the synthetic liner would be installed over the clay/silt liner to achieve a very
substantial decrease in overall permeability and eliminate potential leakage at higher areas of
permeability in the liner. The Appellant disagreed with the Approval Holder's statement that
clay liners are not susceptible to breakdown by hydrocarbons and stated that clay permeability
may be increased by certain types of hydrocarbons.
[226]

The

inadequate assumptions used
in the analysis. He argued the tolerable risk values were set too high by not taking population
size into account, unfamiliarity with the systems led to optimistically low input event failure
probabilities, neglect of common events, and the unrealistic assumption that fatalities could only
[227]

occur

In response to the Bercha

Report,

Dr.

Weyer

noted

consumption. When eliminating these assumptions, Dr. Weyer
public casualty from contaminated water to be in the range of 4.05 -5 per

after four months of water

determined the risk of

a

year.

III.

PRELIMINARY MATTERS

[228]

A number of

issue of whether
the Bercha

days

Report

or

not to
was

preliminary

were

dealt with at the start of the

Hearing.

The

accept the Bertha Report and the Appellant's rebuttal submission

discussed.

after the deadline for

matters

receiving

The Bercha

Report

was

provided by

the

Approval

to

Holder 27

the Town's response submission. In its response submission

Approval Holder stated the report would be forthcoming, but since Dr. Bercha and counsel
for the Approval Holder were on vacation, it would be submitted late. The Appellant explained
she had no concern with allowing the Bercha Report in providing her rebuttal submission was
also allowed and the Board weighed the report as a late submission that did not provide her the
opportunity to thoroughly review the contents.

the

[229]
The Appellant raised the issue of whether the
Approval Holder on January 24, 2008, was included as part of the
did not object to excluding the recording from the record because

sound

clip provided by
Approval
add anything

record. The
it did not

the

Holder
unless
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the Parties

uncomfortable with his

were

recording being

transcription.

The

Appellant

did not

object

to the

excluded from the record.

[230]
In response to the Board's request to have page 3 of a letter dated February 13,
2006, sent from the Town to the Director, the Approval Holder stated, at the Hearing, it would
provide the page if it could be found. The Board had requested the page be provided in a letter
dated January 23, 2008, but the Approval Holder responded that unless the Board was
considering postponing the Hearing, the Town could not provide the information requested,
which included information regarding blockage of a piezometer and water level data taken in the
previous two weeks. The Board notes the Town provided page 3 of the letter sent from the
Town to the Director at the Hearing, and it was marked as Exhibit B, and the other information
requested, including the cause of the blockage and water level data, was provided to the Parties
on January 25, 2008.
Weyer, requested the angle of the Reservoir slope, of whether it is 16 or 18
because it is important to the stability of the dyke. The Board questioned whether the
of the dyke fits into the three questions. Dr. Weyer stated it is relevant as to how it
affects the liner. The Approval Holder stated it had no objection to dyke stability being included,
because it has been raised with the public and it would prefer to deal with it now. The Director
stated it did not fit firmly into the three issues identified by the Board, but he would deal with it
The Board allowed the discussion of dyke stability to be included in the
as best as possible.
evidence presented for the identified issues.
[231]
degrees,
stability

Dr.

IV.

Discussion

Sufficiency

of the

AmendIng Approval

[232]
The Town constructed the Reservoir to provide a secure water supply for its
residents, and the size of the Reservoir allows for water for a growing population. The
Appellant's concern in this appeal was whether the Reservoir is safe. The Appellant has been a
long-time resident of Turner Valley and has been actively involved in environmental issues in
the area for a number of years. The Appellant did not question the need for the Reservoir, but
she was concerned with the location of the Reservoir given the historical oil and gas
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development in the area at a time when contamination was not considered an issue and
appropriate reclamation and remediation standards were not in force. The Appellant wanted to
have confidence that the Amending Approval will ensure her municipal water supply is safe.
Appellant was exercising her right as a citizen of Alberta to file an appeal
with respect to a project that she was directly affected by and has serious concerns with. Her
main issue was the safety of the drinking water for her and the entire community. The Board
found her efforts to bring such a serious issue before the Board and for taking such an interest in
the protection of the community water supply in her area, were discharged with skill and
commendable concern for the well-being of her community. Her actions were consistent with
[233]

The

the purposes of EPEA. The Board encourages all citizens to become more aware of what is
happening in the environment in general and specifically with such important issues as drinking

safety.

Although

Appellant repeatedly as
"uneducated" and not an expert, the Board must commend the Appellant on the organization and
detail of her submissions and the knowledge she raised through her expert on the subject of raw
water reservoirs and groundwater flow. A citizen of Alberta does not have to be an expert to
participate in the environmental regulatory process. As a resident of Turner VaIley, her
knowledge of the area assisted the Board in understanding her concerns.
water

[234]

Approval

the

Holder

referred

Given the unusual circumstances of this

to

the

application,

the Board understands

why

approval; in other words, the Approval Holder was
allowed to start construction while reports, data, and analyses were required to be submitted to
the Director and work could not proceed to the next step until the Director gave the Town
permission to proceed. This data collection in steps and approval to continue in steps continued
until the Director gave permission to the Approval Holder to fill the Reservoir. This approach
was taken given the history of the area in which the Reservoir was constructed.
the Director chose to issue

[235]
certainty
certainty

a

"milestone"

to the

Amending Approval, with all
Approval Holder that it understands

to the

Director,

The

to

ensure

it is clear

conditions, should provide
what is expected of it. It should also provide
whether the Approval Holder is abiding by the terms
of its terms and

required, a clear understanding of what term
clearly written approval also provides information to the public
is expected of the Approval Holder. In these types of approvals

and conditions and if enforcement action is

or

condition

in

that

they

was

contravened. A

will understand what

or
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amending approvals where the Director allows
public may not be aware of what is expected of

the

the

project to proceed
Approval Holder.

on a

step by step basis, the

[236]

One of the purposes of EPEA is to ensure public participation in Alberta
Environment's decision making process. Having an approval where many of the details of the
actual working plans are not available until after the approval is issued and the appeal period has

passed, may negatively impact one
specifically the role of the public in
purpose

as

of the cornerstones of Alberta's environmental
the decision

making

process.

legislation,

Section 2 of EPEA states its

follows:

"The purpose of this Act is to support and promote the protection, enhancement
and wise use of the environment while recognizing the following:
(a)
the protection of the environment is essential to the integrity of
ecosystems and human health and to the well-being of society;
(b)
the need for Alberta's economic growth and prosperity in an
environmentally responsible manner and the need to integrate
environmental protection and economic decisions in the earliest
stages of planning;
(c)
the principle of sustainable development, which ensures that the
use of resources and the environment today does not impair
prospects for their use by future generations;
(d)
the importance of preventing and mitigating the environmental
impact of development and of government policies, programs and

decisions;

(e)

research, technology and

(f)

the shared

protection,
(g)

(h)
(i)
(j)

[237]

of environmental

responsibility

of all Alberta citizens for ensuring the
enhancement and wise use of the environment through

individual actions;
the opportunities made available

through this Act for citizens to
provide advice on decisions affecting the environment;
the responsibility to work co-operatively with governments of
other jurisdictions to prevent and minimize transboundary
environmental impacts;
the responsibility of polluters to pay for the costs of their actions;
the important role of comprehensive and responsive action in
administering this Act."

particular importance in this circumstance are sections 2(f) and (g).
clearly state the importance of public participation in the process.

Of

the sections that

leadership in areas
protection standards;

the need for Government

These

are
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particular appeal, the delays in the Hearing dates precipitated by the
Holder actually benefited the Appellant, and ultimately the Board, in making
recommendations. Additional data became available to present a more thorough understanding
of conditions at the Reservoir site. One perhaps unforeseen consequence of a milestone
approach to issuing approvals is the possibility of individuals filing appeals and lengthening the
process in order to get more information on the requirements under the approval. The Board
must emphasize that in this appeal, the Appellant did not request any adjournment of the Heating
as she was prepared to present her arguments at the original June 2007 hearing date.
[238]
Approval

In this

[239]
providing

Throughout

the construction of the

Reservoir, the Approval Holder

additional information and data to the Director.

The Director has been

has been

using

this

project can continue and under what conditions. As a result of
this ongoing information gathering, the Director has recommended to the Board that the
Amending Approval be further amended to incorporate the requirements he has already
instructed the Town to undertake under the monitoring programs. These programs are described
in Tables 1 and 2 as attached in Appendix 1.
information to

assess

[240]

The

whether the

Approval Holder did not voice any concerns with the specific monitoring
programs it has been required to implement by the Director and, hence, it accepts the Director's
further amendments to the Amending Approval. 22 Its consultants did not express any concerns
with continuing with the monitoring program as described in the Town of Turner Valley
Reservoir Construction, Soil, Groundwater and Surface Water Testing Report November, 2007
("Report #3") prepared by MPE Engineering Ltd. and submitted to the Director. The monitoring
programs as described, and accepted by the Town's consultant are as follows:
22

See:

Transcript

at page 391:

what I was leading up to was that from my reading of that
was
Environment is recommending that additional clauses be added to the
Is that your understanding?
That's my understanding.
MR. OGRODNICZUK:
MR. MACWILLIAM: And are the recommended clauses, or these recommended additional
clauses that Alberta Environment is suggesting should be added to the Amending Approval, are
those acceptable to the Town of Turner Valley?
MR. OGRODNICZUK:
Yes, in consultation with our consultants, we, of course, want to make
that
that
the
best
practices
sure
are put into practice and I don't believe there is any issues with
adhering to that."
"MR. MACWILLIAM: What I

submission, Alberta
Amending Approval.
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Monitoring Program
The proposed Groundwater Monitoring Program will continue during the filling of the
reservoir and on into the future. The proposed program is as follows:
Chemical sampling ofF1, F2, BT]EX, PAHs, routine parameters and metals, trace metals,
o
and other parameters as required by AENV in their October 2007 EAB submission;
Chemical sampling frequency every two (2) months from the nineteen (19) piezometers
o
installed in five (5) locations around the reservoir in July 2007;
Chemical sampling frequency every four (4) months from the deep groundwater
•
interceptor pipe and the shallow groundwater interceptor on the northwest sides of the
"Groundwater

reservoir;

sampling
groundwater interceptor pipes

o

One time chemical

o

Level measurements of the nineteen

•
•

Flow measurements

Reporting
operation
whichever

•

o

o

o

a

(19) piezometers

and two

(19) piezometers on a weekly basis with
dataloggers in specific piezometers during filling
period following; the frequency may be reduced as water

fi'equent monitoring by
reservoir and for
stabilize overtime;

for PCBs from the nineteen
within the next two months;

automatic

on a

monthly

basis from the two

(2)

more

of the

levels

groundwater interceptors;

analysis to AENV within six (6) months of commencement of the filling
prior to approval of stored water being directed to the water treatment plant,

and
or

comes

first;

Reporting and analysis to AENV at least every six (6) months thereafter on the regular
sampling and level monitoring, including any recommended changes to the groundwater
monitoring program;
Review of the Groundwater Monitoring Program at least annually, including any
recommended changes to the frequency of sampling based upon actual Iiner permeability
measured in the field, and noted trends in the sample data;
Preparation of a Remedial Action Plan by the Town for review by AENV should any
health-based exceedanee to the criteria occur;
Continuation of the program even in the event the reservoir is not
Town."

being

used

by

the

Quality Monitoring Program
The proposed Stored Water Quality Monitoring Program will commence during the
filling of the reservoir and on into the future. The proposed program is as follows:
Chemical sampling ofF1, F2, BTEX, CCME and carcinogenic PAHs, routine parameters
o
and metals, trace metals, and other parameters as required by AENV in their October
2007 EAB submission;
"Stored Water

57o

o

sampling frequency every one (1) month or earlier such as at milestone
occurrences (i.e. when the reservoir is half and totally full);
Reporting and analysis the AENV within six (6) months of commencement of the filling
operation or prior to approval of stored water being directed to the water treatment plant,
Chemical

whichever

comes

first;

o

Reporting
sampling

and analysis to AENV at least every six (6) months thereafter on the regular
and level monitoring with appropriate analysis and recommendations to the
stored water quality monitoring program;

o

Should any health-based criteria be exceeded within the stored water, the

following

shall

OCCUl":

Immediate

reporting

to

AENV;

(valve closure);

2.

Immediate isolation of the

3.

using raw water from the reservoir in the water treatment plant;
Chemical resampling of the raw water reservoir, plus sampling of the
treated water supply and the combined well supply;
Preparation of a Remedial Action Plan for review by AENV;
Implementation of the Remedial Action Plan to address the exceedance;
Raw water shall not be directed to the water treatment plant until such
time as AENV is satisfied that the exceedance has been adequately

raw

water reservoir

Cease

4.

addressed.
o

o

o

Should any other parameters be detected that are of concern to the Town or AENV,
any non-health based parameters (i.e. aesthetic objectives) or low levels of
health-based parameters, the Town shall address the concerns in writing and shall prepare
an appropriate plan if requested by AENV.

particularly

Review of the Stored Water Quality Monitoring Program annually, including any
recommended changes to the frequency of sampling based upon actual liner permeability
measured in the field, and noted trends in the sample data.
Continuation of the program
Town."

even

in the event the reservoir is not

Approval Holder, and subj ect to
monitoring conditions be incorporated

Given the evidence of the Director and the
the Board

recommends

these

being

used

by

the

below,
into the Amending

the discussion

Approval.
[241]

the water is safe for the

piezometers

was

raised

through

monitoring programs is critical to ensuring
Town's use. The issue of the adequacy of the data collected from the
during the Hearing. The Approval Holder's consultants agreed there

The information obtained

the

58

regarding the data, specifically due to fines entering into the piezometers.
Prior to filling the Reservoir, the Board recommends the piezometers be redeveloped and once
approved by the Director, the monitoring programs need to be implemented before more water is
were

issues

some

added to the Reservoir.

[242]
However,

The conditions in the above

the Board notes additional

There has been oil and

Approval

are

testing
See:

adequate in
not require

NORM contamination.

most

respects.

the

Approval

He based this

on

tests

Valley Gas Plant. The Reservoir is not built on gas plant property.
gas activity on the Reservoir site over the past six decades, and as the

Holder became aware, not all of the activities have been

Director stated in his
any

was

programs

The Director did

concerns.

Holder conduct tests to determine if there

conducted at the Turner

monitoring

testimony

that NORMs

are an

for the substances at the Reservoir site. 23

thoroughly

recorded.

issue in the area, but yet he did not
When it comes to human health and

Transcript

at page 524:
KLIMEK: The western Canadian sed/mentary basin contains significant and variable
deposits of uranium. As a result, there are considerable accumulations of NORM deposits within
the pelxoleum reservoirs in western Canada.

"MS.

MR. ARDELL: I can't comment

on that.
MS. KLIMEK: Then she goes on in her submission to quote from another article that says: The
is dissolved radium that is transported to the surface in
source for most oil and gas NORM
produced water waste stream. Do you have any comments on that statement?
MR.. ARDELL:
With respect to NORMs, we understand and considered the potential for
NORMs, and certainly, as a group, we struggled with whether or not analytical sampling in the
groundwater program or stored water program would be required. Looking at the gas plant site and
part of my understanding is that the NORMs build up within the piping and infrastructure and
scaling within those facilities. Sampling was done there and was well below guidelines. At this
site, based on the information from CNRL, the two wells, three wells closest upstream from the
reservoir did not produce. That said, I certainly don't think we are opposed to sampling for
NORMs, maybe in the category of sampling for PCBs was done at one time as sort of a
confirmatory check.
MS. KLIMEK: Now, I just want to go a bit more on this. So had you
did you review the
articles that were submitted by the Appellant?
MR. ARDELL: In
MS. ICLIMEK: With respect to the NORM.
MR. ARDELL: Yes, briefly.
MS. KLIMEK: Okay. And would you agree with, in general, the one statement:
...radium concentrations tend to be highest closest to the wellhead and more saline waters.
Do you have any comment on that?

MR. ARDELL:

Pardon me?
MS. KLIMEK:
The comment in one of the articles: And in
to be highest closest to the wellhead and in more saline waters.

general,

radium concentrations tend

The

require
safety,
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important to know all of the substances present on a site. The documentation provided by
the Appellant made a reasonable case for some testing to confirm whether NORMs are any
problem for the site. 24 Therefore, the Board considers it prudent for the Approval Holder to
assess the site for NORMs prior to using the Reservoir and recommends a requirement to assess
NORMs be included in the Amending Approval.
it is

[243]
over

this

part of her submission, the Appellant recommended a cover be constructed
the Reservoir to protect the water from airborne pollutants. However, she did not pursue
As

suggestion

closing comments.
water ultimately drawn

in her

Reservoir to store

continue,

The Board does not believe

from the

Sheep

water will

so

cover

for

a raw

water

justified. Monitoring of the
pollutants, it should be detected

River is

if there is any effect from airborne
and steps could be taken to mitigate the effects.

raw

a

Appellant expressed concern in her submission about the need to include
Specifically, she referred to the
mercury in the groundwater monitoring program.
common use of mercury in the oil and gas industry for manometers and that spills of mercury
could have occurred. She also provided a reference from New Jersey suggesting the need to
monitor separately for methyl mercury in addition to monitoring for mercury. 25 The reference
cited argued for separate monitoring of methyl mercury in addition to measuring total mercury,
but in making this argument in a research paper, it noted that: "The dominant form in which
mercury occurred in wells sampled was inorganic, although monomethylmercury was present in
This 1993
some wells comprising up to 8% of the total mercury in one ground-water sample."
research report also suggested:
[244]
methyl

The

"The current
ingestion of

drinking
inorganic

MR. AN.DELL:

I have

ng/L [0.002 mg/L]
(USEPA, 1992). This was

water standard of 2000

is based on
indeed the
mercury
predominant form found in this study. The percentages of volatile mercury found
in drinking water has led to the initiation of research regarding alternate water
uses (i.e. showering and washing dishes) by the State. The drinking water
no

salts

comment

on

that."

See: Appellant's submission, dated October 31, 2007, Attachments: K.P. Smith, An Overview of Naturally
Radioactive Materials (NORM) in the Petroleum Industry (Argonne: Argonne National Laboratory,
NORM Waste Management Technical Committee, Technical Report on the Manage•nent of Naturally
Radioactive Material (NORM) in Waste (2005).
25
See: Appellant's submission, received October 4, 2007, Evidence Item 16: New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection and Energy, Research Project Summary, Analysis of Mercury Species in New Jersey
Ground water Using Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry and Gas Chromatography (lune 1993).
2•

Occurring
1992), and
Occurring
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methylated forms of mercury
potable wells."
[245]
The Guideline for Canadian Drinking Water Quality which provides the reference
point for mercury for any water monitoring done for this Amending Approval has a maximum
acceptable concentration for total mercury of 0.001 mg/L, which has not changed since 1986.
Given the basis for the 1993 New Jersey findings that methyl mercury was at most a small
fi:action of the total mercury found in drinking water and there has been no apparent movement
to adopt a separate limit for methyl mercury in drinking water, the Appellant was asked whether
separate monitoring for methyl mercury was really necessary. She replied she was raising this
issue based on what she had found but she was not claiming any expertise on the matter and was
prepared to accept the Board's judgment in the need for separate monitoring for methyl
standard may need to be revisited if volatile and

continue to be detected in southern NJ

mercury.

26

[246]

During

Hearing, a considerable
Approval Holder retained Dr.
the

amount

of time

was

spent discussing the

Report. The
Bercha to show the degree of risk of the
Reservoir becoming contaminated to a level that could pose a health risk to the Town's residents.
Dr. Bercha was asked to explain how he determined the factors included in the "fault tree" and
how he calculated the probability of a serious health outcome in the public.
Bercha

[247]

The Bercha

Report

concluded it would be

essentially impossible

or

there is

a zero

causing serious harm to the Town's residents. During cross
examination by the Appellant and questioning by the Board, flaws in the reasoning and
supporting assumptions to reach that conclusion became evident. When asked to explain the
process for determining risk, Dr. Bercha stated it requires a detailed assessment of all of the
risk of Reservoir contamination

26

See:

Transcript

at page

246:

"THE CHAIRPERSON:
Can you explain, I didn't follow your specific concem for methyl
mercury versus the Canadian drinking water guideline which is set for mercury. Why do you need
a separate measurement for methyl mercury? I looked at the references you gave and they said
that there's some evidence as of 1993 that there may be a case for having a separate guideline for
methyl mercury, and as far as I can determine, nothing has happened since 1993 to act on that. So
why would we need a separate measure for methyl mercury? I take your point that mercury could
be a contaminant around these sites, but if you are monitoring for mercury, why do you need the
separate methyl mercury measure?
MS. WALSH:
Basically I was leaving that to trust the Board's judgment on that. I don't --I'm
not a chemist and I know that, you know, I have these documents here, they indicated a problem
and I trust the Board's judgment at the end of the day as what is going to determine parameters and

frequency."
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factors that may contribute to a failure of the system. However, when preparing to conduct this
assessment, Dr. Bercba only discussed what the potential failures could be with Mr. Boras and

junior engineering assistant. 27 Mr. Chan, the hydrogeologist for the Approval Holder, was
not involved in estimating any of the failure probabilities regarding hydrogeological issues for
this project. 2s The probability of various failure elements was estimated by Mr. Boras who was
not an expert in matters of water treatment or hydrogeology. 29 The calculations also presumed
each event was discrete and independent. The Board does not accept this conclusion.
his

27

Transcript at pages 420 to 427:
"THE CHAIRPERSON: Okay, so I wonder
I know you have answered questions already about
tins process, but I would like you to elaborate a little bit more specifically about the fault tree
analysis in terms of the process that you followed. You have referred to the fact that you worked
with an expert team. Could you tell us who those people were?
See:

Well, the main contact was
basically
set out the sequence
we
subsequently.

DR. BERCHA:

which

THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. BERCHA: It

was

So who all

Mr. Boras here. We had
of events and from that

a

during

session in ins office
we

developed

fault

a

tree

involved in that exercise?
Mr. Boras and his staff.
was

THE CHAIRPERSON:
Mr. Boras, maybe you could tel1
involved?
The staff member is here. It is JilI Urquhart.
MR. BORAS:
THE CHAllRPERSON: So it was yourself and

us

who the staff

that

were

were

And Jill, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON: Just while you have got the microphone there, if I could just pursue that.
Have you had the opportunity to do this kind of exercise before?
MR. BORAS:
Not in my
not in my working career. I did take some risk analysis courses in
my Master's studies out at UBC at the time, but so I am familiar with some of the risk and hazard
MR. BORAS:

28

theory."
See: Transcript

at page 423:

"THE CHAIRPERSON:

hydrogeology part,
DR. BERCHA:
29

See:
"THE

Transcript

Just while I think of it

Mr. Chan wasn't involved in terms of the

he wasn't."

at page

Now, in

specialist?

MR. BORAS:

here,

he?

408:
CHAIRPERSON:

trealment

some

No,

was

I wouldn't

practical knowledge

your 20 years, would you describe

yourself

as

a

water

I wouIdn't say I'm a
I'm an expert in water treah'nent, but I do have
in water treatment. We have individuals in our office that specialize

in process and water treatment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
So have you
more

yourself designed a water treatment pIant to deal with any
unusual water quality characteristics?
MR. BORAS: I have been involved in the design of water treatment plants. Just to say that I was
the sole expert that was dealing with these, I wasn't. We have a team that works in these matters.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
So would you tackle the process design, you know, where a particular
chosen
for
particular
contaminant removal?
process was
a
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[248]
analysis

acknowledged

probability used in his fault tree
Furthermore, he relied upon expert opinions
are critical to the risk assessment process.
and was expecting these subjective judgments were made by individuals who were well qualified
3°
Dr. Bercha also acknowledged there is, in general, a
as experts to make those judgments.
concern

30

Dr. Bercha

the estimates of

with expert bias and expert overconfidence.

3•

MR. BOP, AS: I would
I would probably be the project lead on it, but we would have experts
that in our fu'm that would tackle that directly."
See: Transcript at page 424:
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
The frequency analysis is critical because that's where the numbers that
you use in your calculations come from, right?
DR. BERCHA: Well, not exactly. I mean some of the numbers

come from data bases, but the
numbers that I present and the results come largely from the frequency analysis.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
I guess we are talking about the same thing. When I say frequency
analysis, I'm talldng about the step where you look at the frequencies.
DR. BERCHA: Yeah, the fault l•ee.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
So as was pointed out in cross-examination this morning, that there's a
reference here to [AE]UB statistics, I mean when we talk about frequency probabilities, we are
talking about actual experience, are we not?
DR. BERCHA: Yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Now, when you have to generate probabilities based on judgment, is
there a name for that?
DR. BERCHA: Well, some people calI it the Delphi technique.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
In terms of?.
DR. BERCHA: As going to the Oracle in Greek mythology, but yeah, it's basically getting the
opinion of experts.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Is there another term for the kind of probability that you rely on, if it's
not frequency probability? Have you heard the term "subjective probability"?
DR. BERCHA: Well, it's the best available advice.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. BERCHA:

Yeah.

It's

a

judgment?

Yes, it is

qualified to give the opinion."
See: Transcript at page 426:
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
Right.

I agree, it is

subjective,

but from

someone

who is •vell

So how do you go about validating expert opinions?
DR. BERCHA: Well, in this case, we
you do a reality check in the sense that you would look at
it to make sure
has been reviewed by others
to make sense. I guess to some degree it has been
well.
There's
opinions
being
expressed
it,
but
ultimately,
validated with future
as
some
on

developments.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

So

time,

right

over

the

course

So but

are

you familiar with the extensive literature

of

you wiI1 be proven

or

wrong?

DR. BERCHA: Yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
expert overconfidence?

DR. BERCHA: Generally, yes. I have a chapter
THE CHAIRPERSON:
It's a concern, is it not?

on

that in my book

actually.

on

expert bias and
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logic and corresponding calculations rely
upon knowing that events which are assumed to be independent, are truly independent in order
for the calculations to be valid. 32 Specifically, events feeding into an "and" gate in the fault tree
must be independent of each other for the calculated probability coming out of the "and" gate to
be correct as the product of the incoming event probabilities. Failure to assure independence
[249]

Dr. Bercha

acknowledged

the fault tree

would invalidate the calculations.

probability estimate of 0.05 (1
chance in 20) for event 2C (Figure 3.1 Bercha Risk Assessment) for the probability that
"Contamination not removed by water treatment." He acknowledged that for a specific
contaminant like benzene, which he admitted the existing water treatment plant was not currently
[250]

32

Mr. Boras

was

asked how he

came

up with

a

DR. BERCHA: It is."
See: Transcript at page 431
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
Okay, so back to you, Dr. Bercba. Are there any critical assumptions
that you absolutely have to meet when you are constructing a fault tree like this?
Well, clearly there are numerous. There's the independence and
A
DR. BERCHA:
dependence of the events is quite important.

Why don't we taik about that. If you use an 'and'gate for events that are
that
valid?
is
not
DR. BERCHA:
That would not be a valid. I mean there are degrees of dependence, of course,
but in general, is that we have said events that are going into the 'and' gates are basically
independent of each other.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
So for the benefit of everybody, could you explain what the test for
independence is?
DR. BERCHA:
Well, the occurrence of one particular event does not influence the occnsrence of
the
of another event. Those are independent events. Again, I go back to flipping a coin. The
frrst successive flips of the coin ali have the same probability of occurrence, heads or tails, but
they are independent provided the procedure is carried out the same way.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
So you would agree with me, what I have just heard you say that if you
fail to eliminate dependent events or common cause events from your calculations, that would
invalidate your calculations as they are presented?
DR. BERCHA: Well, no. I think common cause events should be included, but they
THE CHAIRPERSON:
That's not what I said.
DR. BERCHA: Okay.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
I said if you
I'm talking about the fault tree the way you have
constructed it.
DR. BERCHA:
Right.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
With the items feeding thto the 'and' gates that they have, if any of
those inputs to a given 'and' gate are not independent, does that not invalidate your calculations?
DR. BERCHA:
Well, that would invalidate the resultant from the 'and' gate, yes."
THE CI-LMRPERSON:

independent,

64
set up to remove,

33

the estimate of 0.05

probability

was, in his

mind, essentially

an

estimate of

probability of a contaminant being in the raw water feed to the water treatment plant
with the probability of the water treatment plant failing to remove that contaminant. His
was apparently also more generally a "holistic" estimate across contaminants rather
estimate for any specific contaminant. 34
the

33

34

blended
estimate

See: Transcript at page 409:
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
And I guess my impression from the totality of those is that you have
confidence that the water Ixeatment plant has some capability for the kinds of contaminants we are
talking about. Let's pick one, benzene. What capability does the plant have for removing
benzene?
MR. BOP, AS: Well, the plant right now, and again, this depends on concentrations we are talking
about. The plant itself, if-- with benzene, I mean you would probably be looking at adding a pack
activated carbon slurry. Right now we don't have that. We don't have any
or a powdered
indication that there is benzene in the water, but if it did show up, then we would have the
capability to add a slmly to take that out or to change, to augment the filter we use to take it back."
See: Transcript at page 426:
That we just went through an example with benzene that I gave you,
"THE CHAIP_PERSON:
where, as the plant stands right now, there's no capability for removing benzene.
That's correct. Now, there's hundreds of different
MR. BOKAS:
different parameters and
contaminants that when we talk of this, we have got metals, we have got selenium, we have got
other things, so again we felt out of that pool of what we were testing, that the process itself would
we l•ied to err on the conservative side and say that there was an 80 per cent chance that we
wouldn't catch it, so that, you know, there are some some contaminants that the process can treat
for the direct flirtation coagulation process.
THE CHAIT, PERSON:
But I mean isn't it true, if you were understanding the process that Dr.
Bercha was looking for from you, we are talking about the failure of a process that's intended to
achieve something where it may not do what it's supposed to do. What I'm asking you about is that
given the range of contaminants we are talking about, there's some of them that tins plant is not
designed to remove, period. So we are not talking about a one in 20 chance of it not doing the job.
We are talking about it being incapable of doing the job at any time.
MR. BOP, AS:
Correct. Fair enough.

Okay, so this .05 number is really only good for things that the plant is
is that fair to say? Is that what you had hi mind when you made that

THE CHAIRPERSON:

designed

for

removing,

estimate?
MR. BOP, AS:
Yeah, when I made that estimate, I mean it was on the basis of the fact that it may
not be able to Ireat all the contaminants that we are looking at, so in that sense, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Okay, now you are confusing me again, because Dr. Bercha I think what
[he] should have been expecting from you was a probability of failure for the plant to do what it's
designed to do.
For

MR. BORAS:

talking

about

a

a

particular

THE CHAIRPERSON:

particular

when

we

are

talking

about --you

are

implying

that

we

are

contaminant.

Right.

MR. BORAS:
Well, I guess the approach we took was looking at this somewhat hohatically, in
also looking at the upstream possibility of there being that contaminant existing, that it wonld be
an item of concentration from the beginning of the process. So I guess, in essence, it's probably a
culmination of the two, the two events. First of it being there; and secondly, of us failing to treat

than

an
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premise

allowing

assigned to an individual event in
a fault tree to be "blended" with other events which are shown separately in a fault tree is
inconsistent with the premise of such events being independent. In the fault tree presented by
Dr. Bercha, the probability of contaminants being present in the groundwater (event 1A) is dealt
with separately from the probability of them being removed by the water treatment (event 2C).
These events cannot be blended and also be independent.
[251]

The

of

a

probability

that

was

independent and they are placed as separate inputs to an "and" gate,
their respective probabilities are multiplied. For probabilities substantially less than one, such as
those used in Dr. Bercha's fault tree, the product of independent small probabilities will be an
even smaller predicted probability.
[252]

If events

[253]

It

was

are

clear to the Board that Mr. Boras and Dr. Bercha did not have the

concepts in mind about what the

water treatment

probability

provided by Mr. Boras was
that the 0.05 (1 chance in 20)

estimate

intended to represent in the fault tree. In any case, it was evident
estimate for "contamination not removed by water treatment" was not

contaminant like benzene which the water treatment

plant

had

an
no

accurate estimate for
current

capability

removing.
probabiIities combined. Thafs what I had in my mind.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Dr. Bercha, is that really what you want people doing when they are
doing independent events like tlds? Aren't they supposed to have a clear picture?
well, not exactly this is intended to be the probability that a
DR. BERCHA: Well, this is
contaminant reaching levels which exceed the water purity thresholds would not be removed by
the water treatment plant.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
I mean my point is, and I haven't heard Mr. Boras disagree with this, is
that there may be some contaminants that the plant is not designed to remove at all. So if you have
contaminants like that, what is the meaning of a one in 20 chance it's going to fail to remove it, if
it's not designed to remove it at all?
DR. BERCHA: Well, I guess we have to have the probability of those contaminants being there to
begin with. I think that's what Mr. Boras is getting at but
THE CHAIRPERSON:
But that's a different event. I mean this is supposed to be coming up
with the probability of that piece doing what it's supposed to do. Aren't we getting confused about
what we are doing with this step?
DR. BERCHA:
Well, I think this is supposed to this is supposed to mean the probability that
the contaminants
that, in fact, are likely to be there will be removed. There's another probability
it, in looking

at

those, the

same

two

that there will be contaminants that we would not expect to be there. But I haven't factored that
well, that would reduce the probability of contamination further.
one in and I'm sure that
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Is it fair to say, Mr. Boras, that this .05 is a bit of a blended concept, it's
not any particular contaminant in mind?

a

for
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[254]
the meaning

Although

foregoing example greatly undermined the Board's confidence in
of any of the quantitative predictions from Dr. Bertha's risk assessment, the matter
of how the fault tree dealt with the possibility of a common cause failure completely invalidated
Dr. Bercha's quantitative probability estimates.
The Approval Holder claimed the risk
evaluation showed less than one chance in a trillion-trillion. 3s The Board rejects that prediction
as meaningless.
[255]
sampling

Both Dr. Bercha and Mr. Boras

the

they had expertise in
or analytical measurement of trace environmental contaminants and, with the exception
that Mr. Boras has taken field samples, they did not. 36 Dr. Bercha suggested that perhaps the
group's expertise on sampling and analytical matters was covered by having circulated the draft
report to Mr. Chan for his input, but Mr. Chan stated he had no expertise in this kind of
quantitative risk assessment and he made no input to the report. 37

36

were

asked whether

MR. BOP, AS:
I think that would be fair."
See: Transcript at page 35:
"MR. HAM: I would point out that we have had a risk evaluation done and the calculation of the
risk is one chance in a trillion •xillion. That's a trillion times a trillion. That is so small as to be
inconceivable."
See: Transcript at page 432:
"THE CHAI1LPERSON:
Okay. So let's look at an example here. Well, maybe before we get to
that, just so I understand, Dr. Bercha, do you have any direct experience in collecting samples or
analyzing samples for trace contaminants?
DR. BERCHA: No. I have dealt with it but I have not done it, so no.
Mr. Boras, have you been involved in direct
lab?
a
BORAS: In direct analysis of trace contaminants?
CHAIRPERSON:
Yes.
BORAS: In a lab, no, I have not worked in a lab.
CHAIRPERSON:
I presume you have collected samples at some time

THE CHAIRPERSON:
contaminants? Worked in

MR.
THE
MR.
THE

life?
MR. BOP, AS:

37

analysis

or

of trace

another in your

samples, yes. I have.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Are there other people who are on the team who are experts in analysis
for trace contaminants? In the team that developed this fault •'ee, I'm talking about.
MR. BORAS: No. Although we did circulate it to Garry Chan, to other members of the team for
their input."
See: Transcript at page 441
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
But you have admitted that you have got limited to negligible e•pertise
in that part of it.
DR. BERCHA:

We have collected

Right.

THE CHAIRPERSON:

Mr. Boras has not claimed any

expertise

in that part of

it,

so

where is the
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[256]
probability

Yet,

on

the basis of their combined

expertise,

Dr. Bercha's fault tree

assigned

a

of 0.001 to each of the events:

o

2A

(monthly

o

2D

(contaminated

water distributed to

public

<

1 month

(#2A fails)),

o

2E

(contaminated

water

distributed to

public

<

2 months

(#2A

o

2F

(contaminated

water distributed to

public

<

3 month

(#2A

o

2G

(contaminated

water

distributed to

public

<

4 month

(#2A fails again)).

fails),

reservoir test

fails

again)),

again))

and
38

independent events feeding into an "and" gate is that
the 0.001 probability (one chance in a thousand) is multiplied through five times to achieve a
contribution to the overall probability estimate of 10 15 (one chance in a million-billion). When
Dr. Bertha was asked ira faulty sampling protocol that would lead to an invalid sample could be
a common cause, he indicated that it could be, but his team judged that the chance of a faulty
protocol would be very small, sufficient in the mind of his team, which admitted no specific
expertise in the matter, to not include this possibility in the fault tree analysis. 39
The effect of these events

expertise coming

being

fails

from to

treated

justify

as

it?

Well, we did circulate it tb_rough the team as Mr. Boras indicated. I mean I
DR. BERCFIA:
guess, and I neglected to point that out, that we assembled the fault tree, I wrote the report and
then it was circulated among members of the team, presumably with additional expertise. And a
number of comments came back. But not on that particular issue.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
So you relied on Mr. Chan then to provide this expertise? Was he the
expertise on the sampling and analysis?
DR. BERCHA:
I would have to let Mr. Boras answer that.
MR. CHAN:
I will speak to it. I do have a background in sampling, and I did glance at the
Bercha Report after it was produced, but I personally do not have a risk background or a fault tree
background, so without that, it's hard for me to go into the details that, Mr. Chailman, you are
going to, so it's really a fair comment.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Thank you, Mr. Chan. I appreciate that. Okay, just a quick question, Dr.
Bercha. Based on the circulation and the feedback, was the fault tree changed, were any numbers

changed?

38
39

DR. BERCHA:
No."
See: Bertha Report, Figure 3.1.
See: Transcript at page 436:
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
Now, essentially you are predicting an expected value of 10 to the
minus 17 per year for monitoring failure, ifI read the right-hand side of your fault tree.
Well, monitoring, and of course, the treatment plant, the failure that we talked
DR. BERCHA:
about, and that's the combined effect of it.
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[257]

The overall result of Dr. Bercha's fault tree

monitoring

elements in his risk

probability, a probability in the range that Dr. Bercha regarded as
essentially zero. In order to justify not including a faulty protocol as a common cause failure,
Dr. Bercha would have had to regard the chance of it occurring as similarly unlikely. This is
important, because the probability of a common cause failure operating through an "or" gate
would be effectively added to the combined 10 -•5 probability to calculate the outcome regarding
the probability of monitoring failure. If probabilities are added through an "or" gate, the
resulting probability will be higher, whereas if probabilities are multiplied through an "and" gate,
the resulting probability will be lower. When asked about the possibility of a common cause
failure, Dr. Bercha offered that a faulty protocol that should operate through an "or" gate might
have a probability of 10 "6 (one in a million). 4°
assessment amounted to

a

10

15

THE CHAIRPERSON:
The treatment
Not too big, no.
DR. BERCHA:
THE CHAIRPERSON:
down there, isn't it?

So 10 to the minus

Well, it's

DR. BERCHA:

plant

is not

a

big player

in that number

though,

is it?

17, that's pretty much impossible. It's getting right

zero.

CHAIRPERSON:
Yeah. And so essentially, you are claiming that there is a zero
possibility of environmental monitoring series of steps, something going wrong. Is that your
judgment of the situation?
DR. BERCHA:
Yes. Provided the tests are done diligently and on a regular basis, I think we can
be certain that the water supply will be safe, i.e. there's a zero probability of it becomfiag unsafe.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Okay. But if the sampling that all this analysis is based upon was wrong
for any reason, would all those independent steps you provided there kick in the way you have
calculated them?
Yeah, we we did discuss that, and yeah, if the [sampling] protocol is incorrect,
DR. BERCHA:
then we would have to add to the probability of it being incorrect into that resultant through an
"or" gate as opposed to the "and" gate but
THE

THE CHAIRPERSON:

how

good

the

analysis

But isn't it true,

though,

that if the

sample

is wrong, it doesn't matter

is?

if the sampling is wrong, then
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Where
does it show that possibility?
DR. BERCHA:
Well, it doesn't. We discounted it. We had discussion on that with Mr. Chan,
actually subsequently, and Mr. Boras, and he said, well, that's an insignificantly small probability.
We did not quantify it. We did not include it."
DR. BERCHA:

4O

That's what I'm

saying. Yeah,
in this analysis

Transcript at page 443:
"THE CHAIR_PERSON:
So just to zero in on this, I sense a certain reluctance on your part to see
the issues I'm raising, but if I'm right and you are wrong, does your calculation mean anything?
Well, I'm actually not reluctant. I'm not quite sure what issues you did raise. I
DR. BERCHA:
mean you talked about common cause, and I agreed with you, sir, that a faulty protocol could be a
See:

common

cause.
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specific personal expertise, to a
10 -7 to 10 -8 probability of a monitoring protocol being wrong because of failing to include a
parameter that the monitoring protocol should have included. 41 Adding 10 -7 to 10 -15 yields a
probability of 10 -7, 42 an answer for this part of the analysis vastly different from that presented in
Dr. Bercha's original risk assessment for the Approval Holder.
[258]

Dr. Bercha also

admitted, without

the benefit of

Board, during the two day Hearing, heard three examples of how various
aspects of a monitoring program could affect the validity of results ultimately available for
decision-making. First, Dr. Weyer raised questions about the Town's potable water treatment
plant apparently increasing rather than removing cadmium accorfflng to water quality results for

[259]

The

And if that was the case, what would that do to your calculation?
DR. BERCHA:
it would increase the risk, but I don't think it would
It would reduce the
exceed anywhere near the bounds of significance within which our estimates have inff•cated.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
No, but isn't it true that with your calculation here, you have taken 10 to
the minus 3 to the fifth power? That's 10 to the minus 15 is based upon your sequence of these
THE CHAIRPERSON:

monitoring steps?
DR. BERCHA:

That's

THE CHAIRPERSON:

probability

other than

doesn't it?
DR. BERCHA:

suggested,
that by the

right.
And if my concern about something invalidating it up front with some
zero is valid, then that 10 to the minus 15 comes out of the calculation,

Well, yeah, it would be smaller than the possible common cause, and as
cause might be around 10 to the minus 6, in which case, when you multiply
it
treatment, which I think is around. 1, is it not .25 times .05. Yeah, it would

common

water

would reduce the contaminated reservoir water dis•ibuted down to about I0 to the minus 7 instead
of minus 17, so it would make a difference.
That's based upon your now expert judgment that there's only one in a
THE CHAIRPERSON:
million chance of the concem that I'm raising?
DR. BERCHA:

Right.

THE CHAIILPERSON:

raising?

But you

are

basing

that

on

what

experience

with the

concerns

that I'm

DR. BERCHA:
Well, the discussions that I had with the team and feedback I received."
See: Transcript at page 440:
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
Let's look at another example, I think we have beaten that one to death.
What if the thing you are looking for isn't even on your
or the thing that endangers people isn't
even on the list? You are not even analyzing for it?
DR. BERCHA:
Yeah, well, that would be your incorrect sampling procedure, inadequate
protocol which we had considered to be sufficiently small not to have to include it.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
So you are saying there's a zero probability that you could be missing
something that you should be looking for?
DR. BERCHA:
It's probably 10 to the minus 7 or minus 8."
42
"•s
10
is a probability 100 million-fold smaller than 10 "7 so when something so relatively small is
added to 10 -7 the resulting answer is still 10 -7

4•
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posted

explanation provided by

Approval
Holder was that the cadmium entry for "filter #2" was a clerical error. 44 Second, Dr. Weyer
noted that sampling from the piezometers used a submersible pump, a procedure that he
criticized for being inappropriate for sampling volatile hydrocarbons (e.g. benzene). 45 The
December 2006

43

on

the Town's website.

See: Exhibit 12: Well Site Chemical
See: Transcript at page 375:

Analysis

43

The

the

December 2006.

"MS. KLIMEK: Okay. Now, I'm going to look at the cadmium here. And I note that when each
of the wells is tested, we get a less than .0002, is that correct, that's milligrams, I thimk, per litre?
Is that correct?
MR. OGRODNICZUK: Yes, that's correct.
And at your filter, you measure .04, so somewhere between the wells and the
MS. KLIMEK:
filter, it increased, is that correct?
MR. OGRODNICZUK:

didn't catch it until
MS. KLIMEK:

quite

happened was this was a clerical error that was put on, and we
time later.
the measurement was something different than what was in your

What
some

So there

reporting?

was

MR. OGRODNICZUK: That's what I'm being told, yes.
And was that a clerical error that came through on the analysis from the lab or
MS. KLIMEK:
did you just post exactly what comes up or do you
one from the lab that went into your
transcribe over?
MR. OGRODNICZLrK: We transcribe that from the lab results, and what I'm being told, the lab,
for some reason, didn't do the tests properly that or didn't take it at that time.
MS. KLIMEK:

showed this?
MR. BORAS:

so

it

was

the lab result that

was

in error, not

this, like the

actual lab result

I might be able to speak to this. I talked to the Town operator yesterday, and
through the lab records and there actually was no test for the actual filter that day, and
she is checking into it why there wasn't, but the lab didn't report on it so
but there was no
results. So she accidentally put the .04 in, it should have just been N/A or not available. There
was actually no result for that day."
See: Transcript at page 103:
And I would like to frrst ask you some questions of what you observed with
"MS. KLIMEK:
respect to water sampling, and with that the nature of the equipment used and what you saw.
DR. WEYER:
I been asked to assist a Jacques Whitford person sometimes in the late summer
2007 when they take water samples, and what I have seen they use submersible electrical pump to
collect the water for inorganic constituents, and also for organics and my impression was that
using submersible pump is not probably the best type of equipment or is sample for volatile
hydrocarbons because the pump is a high revolution and induce some heat into the water, and also
disturbs water which may in effect release some of those volatile hydrocarbons which are
dissolved in the water. So sample of thing this way may have a lower concentration when exactly
existing groundwater and may not be representative.
MS. KLIMEK:
So in your experience, what type of equipment would you use if you wanted to
sample for hydrocarbons, vulatile hydrocarbons?
DR. WEYER:
Probably the best way is to not disturb much water, in this would be dedicated or
disposable bailers, it's a small plastic tube with a ball valve, you lower it to the water, slowly and
gentle collect the water sample, bring it to the surface and put it to vials and send it to the lab. This
way you do not disturb and have a --probably the best way to sample for volatile hydrocarbon."

they

45

Okay,

went

-71

Approval

expert, Mr. Chart explained

Holder's

some

practical reasons why a submersible pump
change was made to using a bailer for the

sampling and that a
second round, but he did not challenge Dr. Weyer's concern that a submersible pump was not
appropriate for sampling volatile hydrocarbons. Finally, the Appellant raised the issue of
whether all parameters that should be measured were included in the monitoring program. In
particular, she made a strong case that NORMs could be an issue for abandoned oil and gas
facilities. If any parameter that could contaminate groundwater and could pose a health risk was
not included in the monitoring protocol, the probability of that monitoring protocol missing that
parameter is 1.0 (i.e. a certainty). Dr. Bercha saw the possibility of the monitoring protocol
missing something that would prove to be a valid contaminant concern to be a very unlikeIy
possibility for the purposes of his risk assessment, notwithstanding the very relevant example of
NORMs that was raised by the Appellant.
was

used for the first round of

[260]

At

no

time in all of the discussion of the

risk assessment while

by the Approval Holder's experts about the extremely small
probability of a failure in the monitoring program, was a specific protocol referred to or offered
The Board can only conclude under the circumstances and the
to the Board as evidence.
evidence given about how samples had been taken to date, that no formal monitoring protocol
has been developed or validated. In the Board's view, given the safety of the Town's water
supply relies upon valid monitoring, a valid protocol is essential.
assurances

[261]

were

being

quantitative

offered

When Dr. Bercha

was

asked how much time

was

devoted to

working

with the

expert team (Mr. Boras and his jtmior engineer) on developing the probability estimates for the
fault tree, he answered that it was "roughly one afternoon."46

[262]

The

assessment

and the

inconsistencies revealed
answers

provided

by

Dr.

to the Board's

combined with the limited level of effort and relevant

46

Weyer's critique of

See: Transcript at page 423 at line 15:
"THE CHAIRPERSON: Now, how much t•ne did you
part of it?
DR. BERCHA: Oh, roughly one at•emoon."

Dr.

Bercha's risk

questions about the risk assessment,
expertise applied to developing the fault

spend

with Mr. Boras

on

generating

this

72
tree

analysis

which lies at the heart of this

quantitative

risk assessment,

very little basis to have any confidence in Dr. Bercha's risk

provides

the Board with

predictions.

[263]
After questioning by the Board, Dr. Bercha modified his conclusions from
predicting essentially zero risk (10 .25 annual risk) to a greater risk that was still sufficiently small
(less than 10 -6, one in a million, annual risk) 47 as to be acceptable in relation to other public
policy decisions on risk to the public. 48 Although the distinction may seem subtle, it is
fundamentally important. To interpret the reality that it is impossible under the conditions of the
Amending Approval for any harm to come to the residents of Turner Valley creates a level of
overconfidence that may foster complacency. In contrast, to admit to an extremely small risk,
which will be negligible if a cautious and vigilant monitoring program is maintained, is the
The significance of the change in
correct interpretation of reality in these circumstances.
magnitude of risk shows that reasonable steps proposed by the Director must be taken by the
Approval Holder to ensure the reservoir is as safe as possible, because even though the risk of
harm to health arising from contamination is small, that risk must be managed appropriately to
assure the risk is negligibly small.
[264]

The Director

placed

the Reservoir combined with
47

See:

Transcript

at

a

considerable

importance

on

recommended shutdown clause.

the stored water
49

Even Dr.

monitoring

in

Bercha, with his

page 445:

"THE CHAIRPERSON:
Let me put this to you, Dr. Bercha. Hearing everything you have heard
from Dr. Weyer and the questions I have asked you and everything else, are you still prepared to
tell Mr. Ham that the chance of anybody being harmed from this fault tree analysis is 10 to the
minus 25?
DR. BERCHA:

Well,

THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. BERCHA:

We

honest, we have
Well, I'm coming to
will get that, yeah.
be

to

also done
that.

a

Monte Carlo in which

we

had

Put the Monte Carlo aside. Tell me based upon the analysis you put in
everything you have heard.
DR. BERCHA:
Well, I would still say that the chances of anybody hurt are being hurt or adversely
affected, for that matter, are less than one in a million."
48
Dr. Bercha's reference to a Monte Carlo analysis in the foregoing testimony is not relevant to the Board's
analysis of his risk analysis. His report, which was subrnil•ed 27 days al•er the submission deadline for the
Approval Holder but was admitted as evidence to the Hearing with the agreement of the Appellant, mentioned the
Monte Carlo analysis was not done. During his evidence at the Hearing, Dr. Bercha referred to a Monte Carlo
analysis done subsequently, but other than referring to the results, no written evidence on this new analysis that
could be evaluated by the Appellant or by the Board was tendered by the Approval Holder. Accordingly, the Board
could not consider any evidence on the Monte Carlo analysis.
49
See: Transcript at page 612:
THE CHAIRPERSON:

fi:ont ofns in this report and
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high level
monitoring:

of confidence in the

safety

"Yes. Provided the tests

certain that the water

supply

will be

are

of this system, warned of the need for caution in
done

diligently

safe, i.e. there's

and

on a

regular basis, I think

probability

a zero

of it

becoming

we

can

unsafe.

be

''5°

[265]
Given the importance of this aspect of monitoring, and the importance recognized
by all Parties that monitoring be done correctly, the Board recommends that a detailed sampling
and analytical protocol for this monitoring be developed by the Approval Holder for the
Director's approval.
[266]
As stated, the Board recommends the Minister accept the monitoring programs
proposed by the Director and accepted by the Approval Holder as described above with the
additional requirements just discussed. With the addition of the details of the monitoring
programs to the Amending Approval, the Board is of the view the AmenClng Approval will be
sufficient to reduce the possibility of health-threatening contamination to a negligible level, the
requirement which the Board takes to be the essence of safe drinking water.
Adequacy

[267]

The Board

Reservoir to

a

of the

Clay

recognizes

Liner

the efforts taken

standard it believed reasonable for the

by

area.

the
The

Approval
clay liner

Holder to build the
in the Reservoir

was

required by Alberta Environment for wastewater lagoons. However,
the Board must look at whether a clay liner is the best practicable technology given the Reservoir
site is subject to historic oil and gas activity.
built thicker than what is

emphasize the stored water monitoring program to the Board. That
monthly frequency will test exactly what is in the reservoir. That program doesn't
got there. It doesn't care if it came through the liner, through the sides or if it came
bottom or if it missed the groundwater wells or not. It's the buck stops here when you

"DIRECTOR: And I want to
program
care

its

on

how it

through the
are testing what is in the actual reservoir.
And in conjunction with that pivotal monitoring
is recommending. So if there's any exceedance

program is the shutdown clause that the Director
in that reservoir, it's immediately shut down to
ensure that there is no risk to the residents of Turner Valley of drinldng that water until the Town
has provided a remedial action plan to address that exceedance. That approach ensures safety to
the residents of the Town of Turner Valley."

5O

Transcript

at

page 437.

74

[268]
Alberta Environment does not have a def'mition of best practicable technology for
drinking water reservoirs, although the concept of best practicable technology underlies many of
the approvals that it issues. The clay liner, as specified, is clearly the best practicabIe technology
for the closest available analogy, a wastewater lagoon. In the latter case, the concern for the liner
is to avoid leakage of the wastewater from the lagoon into the surrounding environment with the
attendant groundwater contamination risk. In the case before the Board, the concern is not only
the ability of the liner to retain the water in the Reservoir, but also to ensure possible
contaminants from outside the Reservoir cannot enter into the Reservoir via the inflow of
contaminated water.

[269]

synthetic liner, combined with the natural clay liner, as an
alternative to the full extent of the ongoing monitoring program should have been fully evaluated
by the Town before construction of the Reservoir proceeded. It is possible this alternative could
have achieved an equivalent or better risk reduction in a cost-effective manner. However, the
retrofit of a synthetic liner on the constructed clay liner does not appear to be economically
justified for the amount of risk reduction it will achieve, unless the monitoring program reveals
contamination problems are occurring. If such a circumstance occurs, this is one option that
The

case

for

a

could be considered.

[270]

The

Appellant

recommended installation of

Approval Holder had originally
Reservoir. The Approval Holder explained

noted the consultant for the
a

synthetic

liner for the

costing purposes before there was confidence there
was a sufficient volume of suitable natural clay material on-site to allow the construction of an
effective clay liner, sl The merits of using a clay liner engineered from natural clay materials at
the site was not in dispute among the Parties, provided there was confidence the clay material
itself was not a source of contamination. The Appellant argued for the use of a synthetic liner in
addition to the clay liner which has been constructed as part of a multiple barrier approach to
assuring the raw water stored in the Reservoir would remain safe.
this recommendation

s•

Town

of

was

made for initial

See: Approval Holder's submission, received December
Turner Valley's Written Submission at page 11.

14, 2007, Technical Submission

in

Support of the
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[271]

The

Reservoir
cost

was

now

Approval

Holder

presented

would cost the Town

caused in

part because

an

some

an

estimate that to install

additional $2.5 million.

52

a

synthetic

liner in the

The level of this incremental

work would have to be undone which had

already
the only

been

assumption that the natural clay liner would be
liner
required. Specifically the provision of arrnouring the clay liner with stones and the need to
prepare the clay liner surface to support a synthetic liner added to the cost of the estimate. Of
course, any additional costs encountered in this way would be the Approval Holder's
responsibility, having made the decision to proceed with construction of the clay liner before
learning of the outcome of the appeal which had put the issue of a synthetic liner in play.
done

the

on

[272]

Approval

Holder's

The merits of the additional risk reduction for the water stored in the Reservoir

that would be actfieved
Board.

Dr.

Weyer

was

10 "12 cru/s in relation to

52

53

synthetic liner is not entirely clear to the
asked about the permeability of the synthetic liner which he estimated at
the thickness of a synthetic liner. 53 He was not certain, but he estimated
by requiring

installation of

a

See: Transcript at page 295:
"MR. BORAS:
Thank you. I just wanted to touch on one item regarding costs, and that has
to do with the cost of a synthetic Iiner. Just wanted to let the Board know that we had put this
question forth to the contractor that's working on the project right now. From a cost perspective,
the cost for the liner and installation plus having to remove some of the existing armour that's
there, replace that, plus provide a proper base for a synthetic GCL liner, again just strictly for
budget purposes was in the order of $2.5 million. And that would include an inflationary
contingency because the work would most likely be done next year, if it was to happen, and
Alberta Transportation right now is using any where from an 18 to 20 per cent inflation factor per
year for capital costs. That would include professional services also.
See: Transcript at page 240:
"THE CHAIRPERSON: Now, you've talked about the permeability of the
synthetic liner as I0 to the minus 12 centimetres per second.
DR. WEYER:

Yes.

typical thickness

of a synthetic liner?
DR. WEYER: Four
it depends on which one you take. Sometimes you have actually a
geomembrane system that's part of the whole system. The thickness of the thing, half a
millimetre, maybe smaller. Depends on what you install.
THE CHAIRPERSON: So when you talk about permeability being a very low number, if it's
very thin versus a one metre thick liner with a lesser permeability, I mean there's a trade-off there,

What is the

THE CHAIRPERSON:

right?

DR. WEYER:

There's

a

trade-off there, that's correct, but still

THE CHAIRPERSON: I mean I don't dispute that if you put a synthetic liner on top of the
existing clay liner, you get less permeability, but in terms of comparing the contribution from a
very thin, very impermeable synthetic liner, versus a much thicker more permeable clay liner, the
thickness matters, doesn't it?
DR. WEYER:

Of course, the thickness of the

synthetic

liner matters, but what is

usually

done is

76
a

synthetic

liner would be less than

one mm

in thickness in

comparison

with the

clay

liner which

expected permeability of 10 -8 cm/s. 54 Because the time for liquid to
pass through a liner of a given permeability is determined in part by both the thickness of the
liner and the permeability of the liner, the 1,000 fold thicker but 10,000 fold more permeable
clay liner will allow liquid to pass up to 10 times faster than the thinner but less permeable
synthetic liner. Dr. Weyer also acknowledged that a liner made out of natural clay may have an
advantage in terms of long term performance over a synthetic liner. 55 Overall, the Board is not
convinced that an adequate case has been made for the investment of the synthetic liner in
addition to the natural clay liner, provided the Approval Holder is able to demonstrate the
expected permeability performance for the clay liner can be achieved in practice.
is

one

metre thick with

an

When asked about how the Approval Holder intends to measure permeability, the
[273]
Approval Holder stated that it was filling the Reservoir and then measuring the water levels.
Although this may be an acceptable process, there should be certainty as to the procedure that
will actually be implemented. 56 At this stage of the project, where some water has already been
that you have a base where you install the synthetic liner on and that usually is somewhere
between 60 or 90 centimetxes of low permeable material, then you put the synthetic liner on top of
it and then you also have to protect it."
54

55

56

See: Transcript at page 277:
We
"MR. MONTGOMERY:

got results that indicated that they were at the 10 to the minus 8
centimetres per second, which is similar to 10 to the minus 10 metres per second, as Dr. Weyer
has alluded sometimes. He is using metres per second, we use centimetres per second, so there is
some issues there, variation."
See: Transcript at page 240:
"THE CHAIRPERSON: But in the end, what matters is the permeability, is that correct?
DR. WEYER: That's correct.
THE CHAIRPERSON: Okay.
DR. WEYER: May I add something to this? To some degree also, whether this material actually
withstands the test of time.
THE CHAIRPERSON: Yeah, well, and that's an argument for natural material versus synthetic
one, is it not?
DR. WEYER:
Right."
See: Transcript at page 325:
"MS. KLIMEK: And what are you
MR. BORAS: That's correct.

•3'ing

to

do there is

measure

the loss of water, is that correct?

MS. KL/MEK: Have you got any criteria set for
is there a pIan on how you are going to
that?
How
do
it?
measure
you measure
MR. BORAS: Yeah, generally there's
the general method would be to put a to put a gauge or
if you will a stake in the ground into the water, mark the level on it and then come back, check it
daily and then as the level supposedly drops, we would mark the droppage on the stake."

77

pumped

explicit plan for how the
will be conducted. This will minimize human error when measuring is conducted and
provide a more accurate depiction of what is occurring at the Reservoir. It is not enough to
just a general unspecified method by which the Approval Holder intends to proceed.
into the Reservoir, the

[274]
permeability

Approval

Holder should have

an

present, the only written details about what will be done
of the liner as built are referenced in Report #3, which states:
At

to

test

"Leakaee Testin8

Hydrostatic leakage testing is required to confkrm the permeability performance of
the liner. This testing has always been planned, as per the excerpt from the
construction contract provided in Appendix CC-3.57 The permeability tests for the
clay liner material used methods accepted by AENV and ASTM (i.e. triaxial and
falling head tests). The best method to confirm the actual permeability of the liner
is to fill the reservoir and carry out a water balance by measuring the drop in
water level over a set period of time once filled.
During and after the reservoir is filled, elevations of the water surface would be
monitored. This would verify potential water loss (or gain) from reservoir [sic]
and better determine in situ permeability of the liner. The leakage test could
determine if the liner were more permeable than the 1.489 x 10 -8 cm/s average lab
value (four samples) or the assumed 1.489 x 10 -7 cm]s design value, as per Table
8.2."

See also:

Transcript

at page 329:

to when you are measuring this, is there a criteria where
acceptable amount to go out and that's an acceptable seepage or
point we are going to start worrying about it? Have you set that criteria?
MR. BORAS: Yes, in general we have, yeah.

"MS. KLIMEK:
going to say there's

Now, back
an

MS. KLIMEK: What is that?
MR. BOP, AS: I don't believe I
believe the losses will be less than

you

are

there's

a

table in the I believe it's in report number 3. I
20 to 25 millimetres over a week period.
MS. KLIMEK: So anything over 20 or 25 millimetres in a week is something of concern
it will
cause you to question the acceptability of the permeability?
Well, I th/nk what we would do is a back calculation and just determine our
MR. BORAS:
effective performance, our effective permeability."
57

we

20,

do have

20

a

millimetres,

This refers to the conslructiun conlxact (Report #3 Appenff•x CC-3) which states:
"The completed ceils will be subjected to a leakage test as a condition of acceptance. Similar to
City of Calgary and Alberta Environment standards, the maximum allowable leakage rate will be
.8 m/s, after correcting for evaporation. The
test process will consist of measurements or
x 10
reservo/r level at the begirming and end of a five-day shut-in period and the Engineer will confirrn
the procedure at time of testing."

tests

will
have

the
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[275]

approach the Town is taking to ensure the
Reservoir is safe and the clay liner functions as anticipated. It appears to the Board the Town
develops its process in a reactive manner rather than on a proactive basis. The proposed leakage
test on the liner is a critical element for measuring the liner performance and future security. No
mention is made about correcting water levels for precipitation or how the correction for
evaporation will be validated. The maximum tolerable change in water level for concluding the
liner has failed also needs to be calculated and a means provided to the Director to demonstrate
the feasibility of measuring reliably that magnitude of change in water level. At the present time,
the Approval Holder has put some water into the Reservoir and intends to add water to the halffull level and then completely fill the Reservoir. At these various stages, the Approval Holder
intends to assess the permeability of the Reservoir. Because it appears the Approval Holder is
not certa'm how this will operate, the Board recommends the Amending Approval be amended to
include a clause that requires the Approval Holder to provide to the Director, for his written
approval, a proposal as to how the Town intends to conduct the permeability tests which
addresses all of the issues that will bear on making a valid determination regarding the effective
permeability of the clay liner as installed. Included in the proposal should be an action plan of
the steps that will be taken if the liner does not meet the Director's permeability criteria.
Of

concern

to the Board

is the

[276]
The AppeIlant argued the monitoring frequency for groundwater should be
monthly rather than every second month as proposed by the Director. The frequency of
monitoring of groundwater should be based on an expectation for how quickly conditions might
change. No evidence was presented to suggest a sudden, catastrophic contamination scenario
arising. Rather, the concern is with the possibility of an as yet undetected contamination of
groundwater finding its way to a position where it might enter the Reservoir by passing through
the constructed clay liner. In his submission, the Director calculated the estimated time for water
to pass through the liner and enter the Reservoir ranged between 4.5 months and 16 months to
pass through the bottom or sides, respectively, assuming a permeability of 2.5 x 10 -9 m/s (10 -7
cm/s). 58 The time estimates were between 3.8 years and 13.4 years for passing through the
bottom or sides, respectively, assuming a permeability of 2.5 x 10 "1° ngs (10 -8 crn/s). The Board
finds that provided the clay liner is shown to exhibit the low permeability that has been predicted
See: Director's

submission,

dated October

19, 2007,

at

Tab 6.

79

through careful testing of its performance,
groundwater testing every two months is reasonable.
for it

as

built, the Director's requirement for

Provided the Reservoir passes the proposed functional permeability test (i.e.
[277]
acceptable leakage rate from half and full conditions), and the monitoring protocol for the
groundwater interceptor pipes and the raw water quality are implemented as proposed, the
Reservoir, with a clay liner constructed from in situ clay/silt soils, should function as best
practicable technology. Notwithstanding this, it is imperative that a stringent monitoring
program be maintained to

Adequacy

C.

ensure

of

the liner remains effective.

Testing, Investigation,

and Remediation

interesting history, and at the time the Amending
was issued, the extent of the resulting contamination and debris on the site was
unknown. All Parties agreed the site of the Reservoir was unique for this purpose in that historic
oil and gas activity occurred on the site. At that time, reclamation and remediation standards
The Board appreciates the position the Director
were not as stringent as what currently exist.
was placed in, understanding the need for a safe, secure water supply for the Town, while
recognizing the potential concerns of the site. There is no doubt the Approval Holder wants a
secure water supply for its residents, and the Appellant wanted to make sure her water supply
was safe taking into consideration the area where the Reservoir is built.
[278]
Approval

The Reservoir site has had

[279]

At the time the

on

site. It

was

only during

an

Amending Approval

was

issued, the

Town did not know what

construction that the locations of Okalta 4 and

Ranger

1

were

was

found

anticipated. The Approval Holder also found
contaminated soil in the area where it was originally going to construct the pump station. The
Approval Holder modified its original plans in order to accommodate what was discovered on
site during construction. The shape of the Reservoir was reconflgured to exclude the discovered
locations of Okalta 4 and Ranger 1, and the pump station was relocated to a different site within

to be in locations different from what

the

property. Based

on

the discoveries made and resultant

adequately investigated and
concern raised in the Appellant's

not

were

tested
Notice

prior to the
of Appeal.

modifications, it

start of construction.

appears the site

This

was

a

was

primary

80-

[280]
Report
Report

The

Approval

Holder referred to the

and noted the volumes of data

presently

Appellant's

comments

before the Board

mean

regarding

that

even

the Sabatini

if the Sabatini

deficient, those deficiencies have been rectified. The Appellant had a right to raise
regarding the Sabatini Report, the main report completed as part of the application for

was

concerns

Amending Approval allowing for the construction of the Reservoir. At the time of the
Preliminary Meeting when the issues were determined, much of the data were still not available,
which resulted in the third issue heard by the Board, specifically whether the testing,
investigation and remediation of the site prior to and during construction was adequate to
identify risks from contamination. In most approval applications, the information is available at
the time the application is made, and as the Director was relying on the Sabatini Report when he
made his decision to issue the Amending Approval, it was appropriate for the Appellant to note
all the inadequacies and to assess whether these inadequacies have been addressed during
construction. Counsel for the Approval Holder admitted there were inadequacies and associated
risks for the Town but stated it was a "business decision" by the Town to use the site for the
Reservoir. 59 The Town explained it purchased the property to build the Reservoir because of its
location near the water treatment facility, source wells and the river, realizing the potential for
the

additional costs associated with remediation of the site to make it suitable for the Reservoir.

59

6O

Transcript,

567 at lines 5 to 9, where Mr. Ham states:
"Much has been made of the fact that the Sabatini report didn't predict
think anybody with any sense at all would expect a Phase I report in
See:

at page

everything,
an

area

such

and I don't
as this to

identify everything."
See also: Transcript at page 568 at lines 2 to 8:
"We conceded, we state, we emphasize the Sabatini report wasn't enough. It wasn't everything.
By the time the Appellant filed her appeal, all six of these volumes of material existed.
Correspondence back and forth between the Town, Alberta Envixortment and Ms. Walsh, reports,
studies, requests, thoughts, analysis."
See: Transcript at pages 567 to 569:
"MR. HAM: The Town looked at the site, considering a number of factors including its proximity
to the plant, the water treatment plant, its proximity to the river, et cetera, decided that with the
knowledge of the Sabatini report, it would proceed and buy the land and then look at how to build

the reservoir
So that the Director was very careful to make sure that this was a financial risk by the Town, not a
health risk.
The Town could have lost the money on the reservoir, that is true, and each step in the process, the
Town would have to say what problems are there, what problems have been uncovered, what
problems are we going to have to face, how much will it cost to fix, can we fix it, and then make
the next decision because the Director would say, okay, before you can get on to the next one, I
want all of the following."

6°
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samples and groundwater testing were completed on the
It is generally preferable that
to construction and during construction.
information be provided in the documents supporting an application, and
Amending Approval is issued. However, the Board understands this was
number of potential issues could arise because of past industry practices.
[281]

Soil

[282]

Samples

were

m3. 61 Dr Weyer noted there was no planned method to
and lack of an organized grid, which the Board agrees would have
representative samples were taken of the clay used in the liner.
The

Appellant

prior

all of this type of
not added after the
a

situation where

a

approximately
the frequency of sampling
been preferable to ensure

taken of the liner material for environmental tests

every 1800

[283]

Reservoir site

and Dr.

Weyer expressed

concern

about the unknown level of

contamination that may exist at the Reservoir site because of the potential for contamination
from past oil and gas activity. The level of detail pursued in past site assessments where
contamination

was

identified

was

argued

to

be

inadequate

to

provide

assurance

about the

possibility of contamination being found which could affect this site. Given the site
investigations relied in part upon excavation to reveal what is found beneath the surface, Dr.
Weyer was asked whether there was any reassurance to be gained from the fact that the
Reservoir site had now been excavated and no obvious, major contamination was located during
this process.

62

62

See: Transcript at page 278:
"MR. MONTGOMERY: So from a structural point of view, we are very happy. We
during the
construction of the site, we were sampling, as Garry indicated, for the environmental tests at
approximately every 2,000 me•xes, it worked out to 1,800."
See: Transcript at page 230:
"THE CHAI•ERSON:
So would it be fair to say, correct me if I'm wrong, but based on my
review of your CV that you are not primariIy a contaminant hydrogeologist?
DR. WEYER:
No, absolutely not. May I say something about contaminant hydrogeology?

Well, all I was going to ask you was just are you familiar with that
field?
DR. WEYER:
Of course I am, but I'm also very familiar with the shortcomings of that field.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Sure, aren't we all. But I probably won't hear more on that. I guess
what I would like to ask you though is based on your experience, and your familiarity with
contaminant hydrogeologists and perhaps your understanding of the limitations, I would ask you,
is there a better way to understand what exists below the surface than excavating it?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

DR. WEYER

For what

purpose?
Well, if you

THE CHAIRPERSON:
want to know what contamination that there may be
below the surface, is there any better way than excavation?

82

[284]

Weyer

also asked whether he had made any attempt to calculate how
much contamination would have to occur in the Reservoir for a given contaminant to exceed a
Dr.

drinking

water

was

guideline.

He indicated that contaminants would not

necessarily

be

fully

mixed

Reservoir, but that he had not been hired to do those calculations. 63 Given the large
volume of water being stored, it is clear to the Board that trace contamination would not be
sufficient to contaminate any substantial portion of 184,000 m 3.
in the

[285]

The

Appellant

was

also asked how

some

of the contaminants that

were

associated

hydrocarbon sources were addressed in the Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water
Quality. 64 Specifically, it was noted that many of the hydrocarbon-reIated parameters affecting
drinking water are listed as aesthetic objectives rather than being health related guidelines. 65

with

DR. WEYER:

Yes, of

course, excavation is very

expensive.

THE CHAIRPERSON:
Yes.
DR. WEYER:
No, acmaliy we developed this procedure in Germany when we had this contract
for their environmental agency.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Sorry, Doctor, I would like it hear that story, but I am aware of
lines,
if
else's
time
I could just keep you focused on my questions, and so in the case of
everyone
the reservoir construction, they have effectively excavated the body of ground that where the
reservoir is, so at least for that area, they have got some idea what contamination was present.
Isn't that true?
Not really because they didn't take enough samples so not in a plauned fashion.
DR. WEYER:
Not

really.

So in terms of you're critical of the analyses that they have done
analysis itself, the samphng.
Or lack of analyses. Okay, but in terms of, for example, because this
THE CHAIRPERSON:
relates to another question I have, but if during the process of excavation, if there was a pool of
[immiscible] liquid, you know, actual liquid hydrocarbons you don't need anaIyses to find that,
you wouId be able to see it, right?
Yeah, yeah. You are right."
DR. WEYER:
See: Transcript at page 246:
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
Now, maybe if I could just finish off with you, Dr. Weyer. My reading
of the technical information for this reservoir is that its full volume is estimated to be 184,000
cubic metres. Does that sound about right?
184,000 cubic metres. We are calling it up right now.
DR. WEYER:
THE CHAIRPERSON:
DR. WEYER:

63

Not the

THE CHAIRPERSON:

required
guidelines?

would be

to

So have you done any mass calculations on what mass of contarninants
contaminate I84,000 cubic metres to a level that would exceed some of these

No, no, we haven't. One of the reasons is that it doesn't need to be spread evenly
within the reservoir. And that's not part of what we have been hired to do."
•4
See: Appellant's submission, received October 4, 2007, Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water
Summary Table, March 2007 at Table 15.
65
See: Transcript at page 244:
DR. WEYER:

Quality

83

Amending Approval was issued, the Director has approved monitoring
for groundwater and stored water quality based on the plans submitted by the Approval
Holder in Report #3, which were developed in part in response to the conditions found at the
Reservoir site. The Town has been conduct'rag testing and monitoring pursuant to these
monitoring plans.

[286]
plans

Since the

[287]
Throughout the appeal process the Approval Holder has insinuated the
Appellant's appeal caused the costs of the Reservoir project to escalate an additional $200,000 to
$500,000. When specifically asked by the Board, the consultant who managed the project for the
Approval Holder stated the actual additional costs attributable to the Appellant were limited to
those associated with researching documents and providing copies to the Appellant, which in his
estimation cost $5,000 to $10,000. The Board believes this estimate to be high for four people
doing three days work, but even if this value is accepted, it is a small fraction of the number
So if you go under the Bs. Okay,
"THE CHAIRPERSON:
and you got numbers there under the column MAC. Right?
Um-hmm.
MS. WALSH:

you've got benzene, benzo(a)pyrene,

That means they are health based parameters. If you go under the E for
where is it located?
MS. WALSH:
Page 9?
Yeah, but which column?
THE CHAIRPERSON:
MS. WALSH:
Oh. A-O.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Do you know what that means?
MS. WALSH:
No, I don't.
THE CHAIRPERSON:
It means [aesthetic] objective. Ifs not there for health reasons, it's
because it makes the water smell funny.
MS. WALSH:
Oh, okay.
CHAIRPERSON:
If you go to the next page under for toluene, again does it say
THE
[aesthetic] objective for toluene? Then under xylenes, again [aesthetic] objective. So at least some
of the parameters which are identified with hydrocarbons are not there for health reasons, they are
there for [aesthetic] reasons, you acknowledge that that's what it seems to be saying?
That's what it says.
DR. WEYER:
THE CHAIRPERSON:
Now, if I could take you to page 11. There's a table 5. Parameters
without numerical guidelines. And in the lead-in to that, it says some chemical physical
parameters for which a guideline technical is available had been identified as not requiring
numerical guideline because currently available data poses no health risk or esthetic problem at
levels generally found in drinking water. And you notice that gasoline is one of those?
THE CHAIRPERSON:

ethyl benzene,

MS. WALSH:
I see gasoline here, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON: So the point is not that all
terms of drinking water.
MS. WALSH:

Okay."

hydrocarbons

are a

health related parameter in
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espoused by

the Town and its counsel

Holder's witnesses stated

they

occasions

on numerous

would not have conducted

as

during

extensive

appeal. The Approval
analyses and sampling but
of the Approval Holder's

this

appeal. Although the additional work was undertaken, none
witnesses, or those of the Appellant and the Director, could demonstrate the tests
useful. In fact, witnesses for the Approval Holder 66 as well as the Director 67 confirmed
for the

66

See: Transcript at page 343:
"MS. KLIMEK: Now, I'm going to talk to you for a bit, Mr. Chan.
Would you you would agree with me that the piezometers that have been put in
useful information on evaluating groundwater. Is that a fair statement?
MR. CHAN: That's a fair statement.
MS. KLIMEK: And it's also useful for

MR. CHAN: That's a fair statement.
MS. KLIMEK: And they will help
the reservoir is full?
MR. CHAN: That is correct."
See also:

Transcript

at

See also:

do

that

provide

chemistry?

at

in the furore

following

what is

happening

in this

area

once

page 408:

"MR. CHAIRPERSON: But to be
told us $250,000, and some nf that
it was wasted.
I think
MR. OGRODNICZUK:
more we have the better."
67

us

looking

place

were

clear, in

as

of extra work done on the site, Mr. Boras has
have done anyway and nobody is saying that any of

terms

they might

Mr. Chan

said,

any information is

good

information.

The

See: Transcript at pages 511
"MS. KLIMEK:
Now, would you agree with me that through the process, that the Director got
better information, the appeal process, such as through the piezometers and some of the input from
Ms. Walsh and her experts, that assisted the Director in making some of their decisions?
Yes, I believe that's the case.
MR. ARDELL:
And we probably have a better project. Whether we think it's good enough, it's
MS. KLIMEK:
better because of it, is that a fair statement?
MR. ARDELL: I think it could be.
MS. KLIMEK: It could be or is it?
MR. ARDELL: No, it is a fair statement, sorry."

Transcript

page 535:
"THE CHAIRPERSON: Now, you have been involved with this Amending
the process. Did you agree with the sampling and testing programs that were

the

summer

at

Approval throughout
implemented during

of 2007?

I did agree with them at the recommendation of my technical staff team, yes.
THE CHAIRPERSON: In your position as the regulatory person in charge of this, was there
anything you saw there that was unnecessary or not valuable?
MR. ARDELL: No. I did not see anything unnecessary.
MR. ARDELL:

CHAIRPERSON: Given where you are now, would you be comfortable with having
to do any of the checks that you have done so far?
Could you repeat that question, Dr. I-Lrudey?
MR. ARDELL:
THE CHAIRPERSON: Well, knowing everything that you found out about this site, would you be
THE

neglected

not
more

85

information is better.
one

The Board agrees,
chosen for the Reservoir. The Town

particularly
was

aware

in

a

site with

potential issues

such

as

the

site it chose for the

at the outset that the

Reservoir may have issues which could result in additional costs. 68 The Board is confident that
the Town will use the additional information it has acquired to protect the water supply for its

residents and, therefore, the additional information is useful to the Town.

During closing comments,

[288]
Holder that

was

under attack when it is

counsel for the Town

actually

argued

it

was

the Director's decision that is

Approval
being appealed
the

only meeting the standards as set by the Minister. He submitted that the
Town should not be "forced to provide endless amount of information to the Appellant to try and
undermine the Director's position. ''69 The Board notes the Approval Holder is a public entity
and one of its major functions is to serve its citizens. The Appellant is one of the Town's
citizens, and as such, has the fight to access information from the Town. In the Board's view,
the Appellant was not trying to undermine the Director's decision to allow for the construction of
the Reservoir. She clearly stated she supported the need for a Reservoir; she only wanted to have
confidence the site was properly assessed for its suitability for the Reservoir and the conditions
within the AmencVmg Approval were adequate to ensure a continued safe water source for the
Town's residents. These are the same concerns the Approval Holder should have and no
evidence was provided to indicate the Town was not seeking the same assurances.
and the Town

[289]
belongs

was

Contrary
to the

Town filed

an

application

to carry out its terms and conditions.

with the Director to allow the construction of the

having

done any less

checking

raw

water

In tins

situation,

The

Reservoir.

than has been done?

no, I would not be comfortable with doing less."
lines
See: Transcript, at page 567 at
i0 to 27 and page 568 at line 1, where Mr. Ham states:
"The Sabatini report probably would prevent somebody from fmancing or buying this laud for
commercial purposes, that's true. The Town took a risk. It took a calculated business risk that it
could buy the site and clean it up. And it knew and understood there was a possibility that the site
would be so contaminated or present such problems as would preclude its use for the purpose
intended. That's a business risk. You can be critical as you want of the council but that was their
risk to take because there was no health risk th that decision.
The Town looked at the site, considegmg a number of factors inclutrmg its proximity to the plant,
the water treatment plant, its proximity to the river, et cetera, decided that with the knowledge of
the Sabatiin report, it would proceed and buy the land and then look at how to build the reservoir."
Transcript, at page 570 at lines 23 to 25.

MR. ARDELL:

69

arguments of the Approval Holder, the Amending Approval

Town, and it is the Town's obligation

comfortable with
68

to the

86-

Amending Approval based on the information provided by the Town.
The Appellant filed an appeal of the Director's decision to issue the Amending Approval.
Because it is the Town's approval, it must be involved in the process to explain why the project
is required, what was done to determine it is reasonable to proceed as requested, and the steps it
will take to mitigate concerns. The Approval Holder must also explain the data it used in its
application and which the Director relied on to make his decision. That is why the Approval
Holder is required to defend its project in an appeal.
The Director issued the

[290]

Appellant argued the Director issued the Amending Approval before other
relevant departments had been contacted. Although some additional information may have been
useful to the Director, it is the Approval Holder's responsibility to ensure aI1 of the relevant
legislation has been followed. If the Approval Holder operates without the required approval
from other government departments, it runs the risk of facing compliance actions.
The

investigations during construction, while not exhaustive, were likely
sufficient to detect any major contamination within the Reservoir footprint and the clay liner
materials. A methodical approach to testing of the material and site should have been designed
and implemented prior to construction. However, with the data collected from the site and that
which will be collected through the monitoring programs, the Board finds the information will be
adequate to identify possible contaminants.
[291]

The

[292]
the Approval

To

the

ensure

public

is

apprised

of conditions

on

the

site,

the Board recommends

compile all the available information regarding contaminants found on the
Reservoir site and the adjacent Town property into a document that is readily availabIe and
understandable to the public. The document should be acceptable to the Director and should
include the information that was available before construction, that was found during
Holder

construction, and
available to the

any

new

public by

June

information that becomes available.

1, 2008.

The document should be

87Berm

D.

Stability

[293]
Berm stability was not included in the three issues set by the
Hearing. However, during the preliminary motions at the start of the Hearing, all
the Board should address bcrm stability as a matter of public safety.

[294]

The issue of the

[295]
Approval

The Board further notes the

Board for the
Parties

agreed

safety of the Reservoir berms was raised by Dr. Weyer, who
raised questions conceming the depiction of the berm in Exhibit 3, 70 which showed it constructed
on the existing topsoil. Dr. Weyer noted that if the Reservoir berm was constructed as depicted,
its stability would be open to question but he was willing to entertain the possibility that the
drawing was a mistake. 71 Mr. Montgomery, in his evidence for the Approval Holder, confirmed
the topsoil had been stripped so the berm stability issue raised by Dr. Weyer is not a concern. 72

70

Holder

by

See: Exhibit 3:

S&P Geo

Drawing:

Engineering

Turner

Valley

analysis
Ltd.

was

Reservoir

of berm

stability

that

Chcung,

done for the
Dam

Safety

Cross-section Modified from

Jacques

referred to Mr. Lewis

Expanded

was

Whifford AXYS.
7•

72

See: Transcript at page 98:
"DR. WEYER:
The next one. Oh. Okay, yeal• here is the only reference I make to the
to
the situation, the stability of the slope, and I did this because it was put
it was submitted as part
of the submission by the Town. And there is a report by S & P Geo Engineering Ltd. January 11,
2008, which is pretty recent, and they found that the stability was sufficient providhig the
followhig recommendations were incorporated into the design and construction of the structure.
The frrst one is prior to construction, the areal extent, footprint of the dyke should be stripped of
surficial organics and any weak soils down to the competent granular fill. The exposed subgrade
should then be sacrificed and proof-rolled. Now, we saw the topsoil hi there, that shouldn't be
there, maybe it's an error, but there shouldn't be any topsoil in there. That's what these people,
they say topsoil is not an organic layer in the sense like peat moss or so, but it has a lot of organics
in there as well, and in general, it's not the ideal base for building a dam. I presume this is wrong, I
don't know. If we didn't prevent
we didn't provide this cross-section, but the way it has been
provided to me it has it raises concern...."
See: Transcript at page 277:
"MR. MONTGOMERY:
We then excavated to a clean subgrade which was clay in
predominantly most of the site and/or a very dense sandy silt with some gravel. We then blended
the sandy silts with some clay and the gravels, which is a very stable material, as far as engineered
fill, and we built the outside slopes of the berm. So yes, all the topsoil was definitely stripped
from the reservoir site and beneath the berm. The analysis completed later when requested, since
this does follow under the mine sites, we hired SPS Geo Engineering, and looking at the grades
originally and conferring with the side slopes, we felt always that this was a stable site from a
stmcturaI point of view. And SPS Engineering confirmed that in December and they used G slope
analyses which considers saturation and moisture within the banks. We have been involved with
getting slope stahility analyses done on over probably 60 sites through my time at Almor. So from
a s•-uctttral point of view, we are very happy."

88

Engineer
there
an

with Alberta Environment.

are no

inspection

[296]
safety

dam

safety

in the

has been

Cheung

Mr.

advised that based

concerns, but that it will be added to their

summer

Based

73

on

adequately

of 2008.

on

inventory

the reports submitted
of dams and receive

74

provided,

the information

the Board is satisfied the matter of berm

addressed.

E.

Summary

[297]

The Board recommends the

Amending Approval be amended to include specific
information on the Groundwater Monitoring Program and the Stored Water Quality Monitoring
Program including a detailed sampling and analytical protocol. In addition, the Board
recommends the monitoring program and Reservoir shutdown clause proposed by the Director
and accepted by the Approval Holder be incorporated into the Amending Approval. The Board
recommends the piezometers be redeveloped and once approved by the Director, the Approval
Holder implement the monitoring programs before more water is added to the Reservoir. The
Board recommends the permeability tests of the liner be completed in accordance with a protocol
to be prepared by the Approval Holder and approved by the Director and that the liner passes the
proposed functional permeability test prior to water being diverted to the water treatment plant.
Because NORMs are a concern in the Turner Valley area, the Board recommends the Approval
Holder test for NORMs prior to using the water in the Reservoir.
To ensure the public
understands and is aware of the conditions on the Reservoir site and the adjoining Town
property, the Board recommends the Approval Holder compile all the information regarding
contaminants found on the site into a document acceptable to the Director and ensure it is readily
available and understandable to the public.
OTHER MATTERS

[298]

The

There is

no

substantially
73

Appellant's

intervention

See: Director's

SupplementaI

Record

beneficial to the

development

Approval Holder
Reservoir. The high costs

evidence to support the claims
increased the costs of the

was

January

by

the

2008 at Tab 106.

that her

of the Reservoir.

appeal delayed

to date and

or

prospects for

89-

continuing

costs

are

the direct result of

locating

experienced prior
appropriate cautionary measures to

the Reservoir

oil and gas development and the resultant need to take
address the threat of that contamination.

on a

site that had

appeal, the Approval Holder has stated the Appellant is
"uneducated" and is not an expert in hydrogeology. The purpose of the appeal process is to
ensure Alberta citizens who are directly affected by the issuance of an approval or licence can
have their concerns heard. An appellant does not have to be an expert. In many cases the
information a landowner or other affected person can provide is the most relevant and telling
evidence. They are the ones who know an area and its history and can contribute significant
[299]

Throughout

this

information in the process.

[300]

important to note that neither the appeal nor the Appellant delayed the filling
of the Reservoir. The Amending Approval required the Approval Holder to provide specific data
and analyses to the Director and once the Director was satisfied with the analyses of the data, the
Director would allow the Approval Holder to start filling the Reservoir. All of the required
information was not provided to the Director until December 2007, and the authorization to
pump raw water into the Reservoir was given on January 21, 2008. Although the Town pleaded
with the Director to allow the Reservoir be filled, it was not until the Director was satisfied with
the information provided that he allowed water be added to the Reservoir. The Director's
decision to allow the filling of the Reservoir was made independently of this appeal and Hearing
process. At no time did the Board have the ability to grant the Town permission to fill the
Reservoir as suggested by the Approval Holder, nor did it interfere in any manner with the
It is

Director's decision.

RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

General Recommendations

[301]
all key

Caution is necessary to avoid an apparent trend in issuance of approvals in which
decisions are deferred to the exercise of the Director's discretion at a later point in time.

74

See: Director's

Supplemental

Record

January

2008

at

Tab 110.

90
This trend may force directly affected
their right to have any input into the

approval

at the time the

Holder to achieve.
in the

approval

In the Board's

process is inconsistent with the intent of EPEA.

Specific

B.

is issued

parties to exercise their right of appeal in order to preserve
decision-making process, because they are unable to know
what this type of "milestone" approval requires the ApprovaI
view, having to use the appeal process to properly participate

Recommendations

[302]
The Board recommends the Amending Approval be varied to explicitly list all the
monitoring that is req•tred and to require the Approval Holder to submit to the Director the
specific sampling and analytical protocols to be followed to assure the collection of valid
samples that will be accurately analyzed. The Board also recommends the addition of a
shutdown clause to address any failure indicated in the Reservoir water quality monitoring
results and that the Approval Holder test for NORMs prior to using the water in the Reservoir
and to submit to the Director a test protocol for evaluating liner permeability performance
according to its ability to maintain water levels.

[303]

The Board recommends the

the Director the

monitoring

programs need

piezometers be redeveloped and once approved by
to be implemented before more water is added to the

Reservoir.

[304]

The Board recommends

information

regarding

contaminants

by

available and understandable

the

on

the

Approval

Holder

the Reservoir site into

compile
a

all of the available

document that is

readily

public.

Final Matters

C.

[305]
With respect to sections 100(2) and
copies of this Report and Recommendations, and of
following:
1.

Ms. Jennifer

Klimek, Klimek Law,

on

EPEA, the Board recommends that
any decision by the Minister, be sent to the

103 of

behalf of Ms. Roxanne Walsh;

-91

Graham, Alberta Justice, on behalf of the Director, Southern
Region, Regional Services, Alberta Environment;
MS.

Mr.

Charlene

Hugh

Ham and Ms. Bonnie

the Town of Turner

VII.

COSTS

[306]

The

Anderson, Municipal Counsellors,

on

behalf of

Valley;

Appellant and Approval Holder reserved their right to apply for costs. The
Board requests that any application for costs be provided to the Board within two weeks of the
date of the Minister's Order with respect to this Report and Recommendations. The Board will
then provide the Parties with an opportunity to respond to any such applications before making
its decision.
Dated

on

February 28, 2008,

at

Edmonton, Alberta.

"original signed by"
Dr. Steve E.

Hrudey, FRSC, PEng

Chair

"original signed by"
Ron V. Peiluck

Vice-Chair

"original signed by"
Alex G. MacWilliam
Board Member
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APPENDIX 1
Table 1. Reservoir Site Groundwater

Monitoring Requirements

Turner

Valley

Raw Water Reservoir

Frequency

Location
Water level measurements

Physical Parameters
Color, pH, TotaI Dissolved Solids, Turbidity

Routine Parameters

Bicarbonate, Calcium, Carbonate, Chloride,
Conductivity, Fluoride, Hydroxide, Iron,
Magnesium, Manganese, Nitrate, Nitrite,
Potassium, Sodium, Sulphate, Total Alkalinity,
Total Dissolved Solids, Total Hardness, Total
Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total Organic Carbon, Turbidity
Dissolved Metals

Aluminum, Antimony, Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium,
Bismuth, Boron, Cadmium, Chromium, Cobalt,
Copper, Cyanide, Fluoride, Iron, Lead,
Magnesium, Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, Selenium,
Silver, Strontium, Thallium, Tin,
Titanium, Uranium, Vanadium, Zinc
Hydrocarbons
Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylenes
Petroleum

Hydrocarbon

Fractions F1 and F2

PAHs

Acenapthene, Acenaphthylene, Anthracene,
Fluoranthene, Fluorene, Napthalene,

Phenanthrene, Pyrene
Benzo(a)anthracene, Benzo(b+j )fluoranthene,
Benzo(k)fluoranthene, B enzo(g,h,i)perylene,
Benzo(a)pyrene, Chrysene,

.I, TVR-1.2,
TVR-2.1, TVR-2.2,
TVR-3.I, TVR-3.2,
TVR-4.1, TVR-4.2,
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2,
TVR-I.I, TVR-I.2,
TVR-2.1, TVR-2.2,
TVR-3.1, TVR-3.2,
TVR-4.1, TVR-4.2,
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2,
TVR-I.I, TVR-1.2,
TVR-2.I, TVR-2.2,
TVR-3. i, TVR-3.2,
TVR-4. i, TVR•..2,
TVR-5. i, TVR-5.2,
TVR-I

TVR-2.3,

TVR-2.4

TVR-3.3

TVR-4.3,
TVR-5.3,
TVR-1.3,
TVR-2.3,
TVR-5.3,

TVR-1.3,
TVR-2.3,

Every

2 months

Every

2 months

TVR-3.1, TVR-3.2, TVR-3.3
TVR-4.1, TVR-4.2, TVR4.3,
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3,

Every

2 months

TVR-1.2,
TVR-2.2,
TVR-3.2,
TVR-4.2,
TVR-5.2,
TVR-1.2,
TVR-2.2,

Every

2 months

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines 2

Every

2 months

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines z

One time prior
to reservoir use

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines •

GCDWQ

Health Canada

GCDWQ

TVR-4.4
TVR-5.4

Health Canada

GCDWQ

TVR-4.4

TVR-5.4

TVR-1.3,

TVR-1.4

TVR-2.3,

TVR-2.4

TVR-3.3

TVR-4.3,

GCDWQ

Health Canada

TVR-4.4
TVR-5.4
TVR-I.4
TVR-2.4

TVR-3.3

TVR-4.3,
TVR-5.3,

2 months

TVR•[.4
TVR-5.4
TVR-I.4
TVR-2.4

TVR-3.3

TVR-4.3,

Health Canada

Every

TVR-I.1, TVR-1.2, TVR-1.3, TVR-I.4
TVR-2.1, TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3, TVR-2.4

TVR-I.1,
TVR-2.I,
TVR-3. I,
TVR-4.1,
TVR-5.1,
TVR-I.I,
TVR-2.1,
TVR-3.1,
TVR-4.1,
TVR-5.1,

Limits

TVR-I.3, TVR-1.4

TVR•..4

TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

TVR-1.3,
TVR-2.3,

TVR-3.2, TVR-3.3
TVR4.2, TVR-4.3,

TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3,

TVR-1.4
TVR-2.4
TVR-4.4
TVR-5.4

Dibenzo(a,h)anthraeene, Ideno(1,2,3-e,d)p•ene
Polychlorinated Biphenyls
PCBs

2

amended.

Health
Alberta

TVR-1.1,
TVR-2.1,
TVR-3.1,
TVR-4.1,

TVR-I.2, TVR-1.3, "IWR- 1.4
TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3, TVR-2.4
TVR-3.2, TVR-3.3
TVR-4.2, TVR-4.3, TVR-4.4
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Canada, Guidelines For Canadian Drinking Water Quality, March 2007, as amended.
Environment, Alberta Tier 1 Soil and Groundwater Remediation Guidelines, June 2007,

as
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Table 2. Stored Water

Quality Monitoring Requirements

Turner

Valley

Raw Water Reservoir

Location

Physical

Reservoir

Parameters

Color, pH, Total Dissolved Solids, Turbidity

Raw Water Source

Frequency
Monthly
One time prior
to reservoir

Routine Parameters

Bicarbonate, Calcium, Carbonate, Chloride,
Conductivity, Fluoride, Hydroxide, Iron, Magnesium,
Manganeso, Nitrate, Nitrite, Potassium, Sodium,

Sulphate,

Raw Water Source

use

Limits
Health Canada

GCDWQ

Monthly
One time prior
to

reservoir

use

Alkalinity, Total Dissolved Solids,
Total Hardness, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total
Organic Carbon

Health Canada

GCDWQ

Total

Monthly

Dissolved Metals

Aluminum, Antimony, Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium,
Bismuth, Boron, Cadmium, Chromium, Cobalt,
Copper, Cyanide, Fluoride, Iron, Lead, Magnesium,
Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, Selenium, Silver,
Strontium, Thallium, Tin, Titanium, Uranium,
Vanadium, Zinc

Hydrocarbons
Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylenes
Petroleum

Hydrocarbon

Raw Water Source

Reservoir
Raw Water Source

Fractions F1 and F2

One time prior
to reservoir use

Health Canada

GCDWQ

Monthly
One time prior
to reservoir use

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines

Monthly

PAHs

Acenapthene, Acenaphthylene, Anthracene,
Fluoranthene, Fluorene, Napthalene,
Phenanthrene, Pyrene

Raw Water Source

One time prior
to reservoir use

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines 2

Benzo(a)anthracene, Benzo(b+j )fluoranthene,

Benzo(k)fluaranthene, B enzo(g,h,i)perylene,
Benzo(a)pyrene, Chrysene,

Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, Ideno(l,2,3-c,d)pyrene
Polychlorinated Biphenyls
PCBs

Raw Water Source

Canada, Guidelines For Canadian Drinking Water Quality, March 2007,
Alberta Environment, Alberta Tier
Soil and Groundwater Remediation
Health

2

amended.

One time prior
to reservoir use
One time prior

as

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines 2

amended.

Guidelines,

June 2007,

as

ALBERTA
ENVIRONMENT

Office of the

Minister

MLA, Medicine Hat

Ministerial Order

/2008

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act

R.S.A. 2000,

Order

c.

E-12

Respecting Environmental Appeals
Appeal No. 06-071

Board

I, Rob Renner, Minister of Environment, pursuant to section 100 of the Environmental
Protection and Enhancement Act, make the order in the attached Appendix, being an
Order

Respecting

Dated at the
2008.

City

Environmental
of

Appeals

Board

Appeal

No. 06-07 I.

Edmonton, in the Province of Alberta, this

•ay

of March,

Rob Renner
Minister

425

Legislature Building
620

3 Street

10800

97 Avenue,

Edmonton, Alberta

SE, Medicine Hat, Alberta Canada

Telephone (780) 427-2391 Fax (780) 422-6259
Telephone (403) 527-5622 Fax (403) 527-5112

Canada T5K 2B6

TIA 0H5

Appendix
Respecting

Order

Environmental

Appeals

Board

Appeal

No. 06-071

With respect to the decision of the Director, Southern Region, Regional Services, Alberta
Environment (the "Director"), to issue Amending Approval No. 1241-01-05 (the
"Amending Approval"), under the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act,
R.S.A. 2000, c. E-12, to the Town of Turner Valley (the "approval holder"), I, Rob
Reuner, Minister of Environment, order that the decision of the Director to issue the
Amending Approval is varied as follows:

Amending Approval

The

condition 6.1.1 l with the
"6. i.11

approval holder
Monitoring Program

by repealing
following:
is varied

shall submit to the Director
referred to in 3.1.10(g)."

The

The Amending Approval is varied
to condition 6.1.12 the following:
"6.1.12.

replacing
a

the reference to

Quality

Stored Water

by adding immediately

after the reference

As part of the Stored Water Quality Monitoring Program, the approval
holder shall, as a minimum, undertake the monitoring specified in Table 6-3.

Table 6-3 Stored Water Quality
Parameter
Physical Parameters
Color, pH, Total Dissolved Solids,

Monitoring Requirements
Turbidity

Turner

Valley

Raw Water Reservoir

Location
Reservoir

Frequency

Raw Water Source

One time prior
to reservoir use

Limi•

Monthly
Health Canada

GCDWQ

Monthly

Routine Parameters

Bicarbonate, Calcium, Carbonate, Chloride,
Conductivity, Fluoride, Hydroxide, Iron, Magnesium,
Manganese, Nitrate, Nitrite, Potassium, Sodium,
Sulphate, Total Alkalinity, Total Dissolved Solids,
Total Hardness, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total

Organic

and

Raw Water Source

One time prior
to reservoir use

Health Canada

GCDWQ

Carbon

Dissolved Metals

Aluminum, Antimony, Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium,
Bismuth, Boron, Cadmium, Chromium, Cobalt,
Copper, Cyanide, Fluoride, Iron, Lead, Magnesium,
Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, Selenium, Silver,
Strontium, Thallium, Tin, Titanium, Uranium,

Vanadium,

Reservoir

Monthly

Raw Water Source

One time prior
to reservoir use

Health Canada

GCDWQ

Zinc

Monthly
Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylenes
Petroleum

Hydrocarbon

Raw Water Source

Fractions FI and F2

PAHs

Acenapthene, Acenaphthylene, Anthracene,
Fluoranthene, Fluorane, Napthalane,
Phenanthrene, Pyrene
Benzo(a)artthracene, Benzo(b+j fluoranthene,
Benzo(k)fluoranthene, Benzo(g,h,i)perylene,
Benzo(a)pyrene, Chrysene,

Dibenzo(a•h)anthracene, Ideno( 1,2,3-e,d)pyrene

One time

prior

to reservoir

Reservoir

use

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines

Monthly

Raw Water Source

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines

2
Polychlorinated Biphenyls

Reservoir

PCBs

Raw Water Source

Health
Alberta

One time prior
to reservoir use
One time prior
to reservoir use

Canada, Guidelines For Canadian Drinkin Water Quality, March 2007, as amended.
Environment, Alberta Tier Soil and Groundwater Remediatinn Guidelines, June 2007,

as

Alberta Environment
Tier

Guidelines

amended.

Within six months of commencing the filling of the raw water reservoir or
to water fi•om the raw water reservoir being directed to the water
treatment plant, whichever comes first, the approval holder shall prepare
and provide a report to the Director, including (1) all of the data collected
in accordance with Table 6-3, and (2) an analysis of that data."

6.I.12.2

prior

The Amending Approval is varied by
condition 6.1.13 with the following:

repealing

and

replacing

the reference to

approval holder shall submit the results fxom the Stored Water
Quality Monitoring Program to the Director: (1) with the Annual
Waterworks Report, and (2) in an Annual Interim Waterworks Report
filed six months after the Annual Waterworks Report."

"6.1.13

The

The Amending Approval is varied by
condition 6.1.14 with the following:

approval holder
Monitoring Program

"6.1.14

The

shall implement
as authorized in

The Amending Approval is varied
to condition 6.1.14 the following:
"6.1.14.1

As

repealing

and

replacing

the reference to

Reservoir Site Groundwater
writing by the Director."

a

by adding immediately

after the reference

part of the Reservoir Site Groundwater Monitoring Program, the

approval

holder

shall,

as a

minimum,

undertake the

monitoring specified

in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4

Reservoir Site Groundwater

Monitoring

Re¢ airements
Location

TVR-1.1,
TVR-2.1,
TVR-3.1,
TVR-4.1,

Turner

Valley

Raw Water Reservoir

Frequency
TVR-I.2, TVR-I.3,
TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3,

TVR-1.4
TVR-2.4

Weekly

TVR4.4

writing.

TVR-3.2, TVR-3.3

TVR-4.2, "IWR-4.3,

unless

authorized by
the Direetor in

Limits
Health Canada

GCDWQ

TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Deep

Physical

Parameters
Dissolved

Color, pH, Total

Solids, Turbidity

Gmundwater Interceptor Pipe
Shallow Groundwater Interceptor Pipe
TVR-I. I, TVR-I.2, TVR-1.3, TVR-1.4
"IWR-2.1, TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3, TVR-2.4
TVR-3.1, TVR-3.2, TVR-3.3
TVR-4.1, TVR-4.2, TVR-4.3, TVR-4.4
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Monthly.

Deep Groundwater Interceptor Pipe

Every

Shallow Groundwater

Interceptor Pipe

Every

2 months

Health Canada

GCDWQ

4 months.

Routine Parameters

1, TV R- I. 2,
TVR-2.1, TVR-2.2,
TVR-3. I, TVR-3.2,
TV'R•.. I, TVR-4.2,
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2,
TVR- I.

Bicarbonate, Calcium, Carbonate, Chloride,
Conductivity, Fluoride, Hydroxide, Iron,
Magnesium, Manganese, Nitrate, Nitrite,
Potassium, Sodium, Sulphate, Total Alkalinity,

1.3,
TVR-2.3,
TVR-

TVR- 1.4
TVR-2.4

Every

2 months

Health Canada

GCDWQ

TVR-3.3

TVR-4.3, TVR-4.4
TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Total Dissolved Solids, Total Hardness, Total
Kjeldahl Nitrogen, Total Organic Carbon, Turbidity

Deep

Dissolved Metals

Aluminum, Antimony, Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium,
Bismuth, Boron, Cadmium, Chromium, CobaIt,
Copper, Cyanide, Fluoride, Iron, Lead,

Magnesium, Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, Selenium,

Groundwater Interceptor Pipe
Shallow Groundwater Interceptor Pipe
TVR-I.I, TVR- 1.2, TVR- 1.3. TVR- 1.4
TVR-2.1, TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3, TVR-2.4
TVR-3. I, TVR-3.2, TVR-3.3
TVR-4. I, TVR-4.2, TVR-4.3, TVR-4.4
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Every

4 months.

Every

2 months

Deep

Every

4 months.

Every

2 months

Every

4 months.

Every

2 months

Deep Groundwater Interceptor Pipe

Every

4 months.

Shallow Groundwater Interceptor Pipe
TVR- 1. i, TVR- 1.2, TVR- 1.3, TVR- 1.4
TVR-2. l, TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3, TVR-2.4

One time prior
to reservoir use.

Health Canada

GCDWQ'

Silver, Strontium, Thallium, Tin,
Titanium, Uranium, Vanadium, Zinc
Groundwater

Interceptor Pipe

Shallow Groundwater

Hydrocarbons
Petroleum

1,
TVR-2.1,
TVR-3.1,
TVR-4.1,
TVR-5.1,
TVR-I.

Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylenes

Hydrocarbon

Fractions FI and F2

Deep

1.2, TVR-I.3, TVR-1.4
TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3, TVR-2.4
TVR-

TVR-3.2,

Acenapthene, Acenaphthylene, Anthracene,
Fluoranthene, Flanrene, Napthalene,
Phenanthrene, Pyrene
c•

Benzo(a)anthracene, Benzo(b+j) fluorant hene,
Benzo(k)fluoranthene, Benzo(g,h,i)perylene,
Benzo(a)pyrene, Chrysene,
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, ldeno(l,2,3-c,d)pyrene
Polychlorinated Biphenyls
PCBs

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines

TVR-3.3

TVR-4.2, TVR-4.3, TVR-4.4
TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Groundwater

Interceptor Pipe

Shallow Groundwater
PAHs

Interceptor Pipe

Interceptor Pipe

TVR-1.1, TVR- 1.2, TVR-1.3, TVR- 1.4
TVR-2. l, TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3, TVR-2.4

TVR-3.1, TVR-3.2,

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines

TVR-3.3

I, TVR-4.2, TVR-4.3, TVR•..4
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4
TVR-4.

Alberta Environment
Tier Guidelines

TVR-3.1, TVR-3.2, TVR-3.3
TVR-4A, TVR-4.2, TVR-4.3, TVR•..4
TVR-5.1, TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Deep Groundwater Interceptor Pipe
Shallow Groundwater Interceptor Pipe

Monthly
two

for the

months

immediately

following the
date of this
Ministerial
Order.

Naturally Occuring

Radioactive Material

TVR-I.I, TVR-I.2,
I,
TVR-3.1,
TVR-4.1,
TVR-5.1,

NORMs

TVR-2.

Deep

TVR-

1.3, TVR-

TVR-2.2, TVR-2.3,

TVR-3.2,

1.4
TVR-2.4

One time

prior

Health Canada

GCDWQ

TVR-3.3

TVR-4.2, TVR-4.3, TVR-4.4
TVR-5.2, TVR-5.3, TVR-5.4

Groundwater Interceptor Pipe
Shallow Groundwater Interceptor Pipe

One time
to

prior

reservoir

Canada, Guidelines For Canadian Drinking Water Quality, March 2007, as amended.
Alberta Enviroitment, Alberta Tier 1 Soil and Groundwater Remediation Guidelines, June 2007,

use.

Health

6.1.14.2

as

amended.

Within six months of commencing the filling of the raw water reservoir or
prior to water from the raw water reservoir being directed to the water
treatment plant, whichever comes first, the approval holder shall prepare

4

and provide a report to the Director, including (1) all of the data collected
in accordance with Table 6-4, and (2) an analysis of that data."
The Amending Approval is varied by
condition 6.1. l 6 with the following:

repealing

and

replacing

the reference to

The approval holder shall submit the results from the Reservoir Site
Groundwater Monitoring Program to the Director: (l) with the Annual
Waterworks Report, and (2) in an Annual Interim Waterworks Report
filed six months after the Annual Waterworks Report."

"6.1.16

The
to

Amending Approval is varied by adding immediately
following:

after the reference

condition 6.1.17 the

approval holder shall develop a plan to redevelop all of the
piezometers listed in Table 6-5 and provide this plan to the Director for
approval. Once the Director has approved the plan, the approval holder
shall implement the plan. The approval holder is prohibited from adding
water to the raw water reservoir until the piezometers have been
redeveloped in accordance with the plan.

"6.1.18

The

Table 6-5

Piezometers to be
TVRI.2
TVR2.2
TVR3.2
TVR4.2

TVRI.I

TVR2.1
TVR3.1
TVR4.1
TVR5.1

TVRS.2

Redeveloped
TVRI.3
TVR2.3
TVR3.3
TVR4.3
TVRS.3

TVRI.4

TVR2.4
TVR4.4
TVRS.4

approval holder shall develop a detailed sampling and analytical
Protocol for all of the sampling and analysis carried out under the Stored
Water Quality Monitoring Program and the Reservoir Site Groundwater
Monitoring Program and provide this protocol to the Director for
approval. Once the Director has approved the protocol, the approval
holder shall implement the protocol.

6.1.19

The

6.1.20

The

approval

holder shall develop a plan to test the permeability of the
raw water reservoir, that will include as a minimum:
(i)
the testing protocol;
(ii)
how corrections will be made for precipitation and evaporation;
(iii) the maximum tolerable change in water level;
(iv) the frequency of the test;
(v)
use of automatic dataloggers in specific piezometers during the
testing period; and
(vi) an action plan for steps that will be taken if the liner does not meet
the permeability to the Director's satisfaction.
Once the approval holder has developed the plan, the approval holder shall
submit the plan to the Director for approval. Once the plan has been
approved, the approval holder shall implement the plan and provide the
results to the Director.

5

approval holder shall develop a proposal for a report, satisfactory to
the Director, regarding information on contamination found on the raw
water reservoir site and on any associated approval holder's properties.
The report shall be available and understandable to the public, and shall
include, as a minimum, all of the information that was available before the
construction of the raw water reservoir, all information that was collected
during the construction of the raw water reservoir, and any new
information that becomes available. The approval holder shall provide the
proposal to the Director, and once the Director has approved the proposal,
the approval holder shall develop the report. The report shall be available
to the public on or before June 1, 2008.

6.1.21

The

6.1.22

The Reservoir Site Groundwater Monitoring Program shall be reviewed
on an annual basis. The review shall include any recommended changes
to the frequency of sampling based on actual liner permeability measured
in the field and noted trends in the data. The review shall be provided to
the Director with the Annual Waterworks Report.

6.1.23

The Stored Water Quality Monitoring Program shall be reviewed on an
annual basis. The review shall include any recommended changes to the
frequency of sampling based on actual liner permeability measured in the
field and noted trends in the data. The review shall be provided to the

Director with the Annual Waterworks

Report.

approval holder shall prepare for specific possible contaminants as
approved by the Director a Remedial Action Plan should any of the data
from the Reservoir Site Groundwater Monitoring Program or the Stored
Water Quality Monitoring Program exceed health-based criteria. The plan
shall be provided to the Director by September 30, 2008, for the Director's
review and approval and shall be implemented if required.

6. 1.24

The

6.1.25

If the Stored Water Quality Monitoring Program indicates any healthbased criteria are exceeded within the stored water, the approval holder
shall:
(i)
immediately report the exceedance to the Director;
(ii)
immediately isolate the raw water reservoir (valve closure);
(iii) cease using raw water from the reservoir in the water treatment

plant;

(iv)

conduct chemical resampling of the raw water reservoir,
sample the treated water supply and the combined well supply;

(v)
(vi)

preparation
implement

plus

of a Remedial Action Plan for review by the Director;
the Remedial Action Plan to address the exceedance;

and

(vii)

raw

water shall not be

directed to the water treatment

plant

such time the Director is satisfied the exceedance has been

until

adequately addressed.
approval holder shall continue

6.1.26

The
the sampling, analysis, and reporting of
data under the Reservoir Site Groundwater Monitoring Program and the
Stored Water Quality Monitoring Program even in the event that water
from the raw water reservoir is not being used by the approval holder.

6.1.27

The

approval holder shall:
(a)
provide to all residents the contact name(s) and telephone numbers
of the approval holder or representative(s);
investigate all written complaints accepted by the Director relating
(b)
to the activities carried out pursuant to this approval; and
(c)
provide a written report to the Director, within a time specified in
writing by the Director, detailing the results of the investigation
relating to the complaint accepted by the Director in 6.1.27(b)
including:
(i)
recommendations to remediate or mitigate the impact(s)
identified in the investigation; and
(ii) any other information required by the Director."

